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ABSTRACT 

As the device feature size shrinks, films of silicon oxide (SiOa) will become 

unsuitable for MOSFET gate dielectric applications and have to be replaced by thicker 

films of a high-k dielectric material. Among the high-k materials, hafnium oxide (HfOa) 

and zirconium oxide (ZrO^) are the most promising candidates. Molecular contamination 

can affect the quality of the new gate dielectric films in a manner similar to ultrathin SiOi 

films. Therefore, characterization of contaminant adsorption behavior of these high-k 

films should assist in deciding their potential for successful integration in silicon MOS 

technology. 

The interactions of moisture and organic (in particular IP A) contamination with 

ALCVD™ deposited 5-nm HfOa and ZrO? films were investigated using mass 

spectrometry. HfO^ and ZrOi were found to have similar moisture adsorption loadings, 

but significantly higher than that of SiOa- The new high-k materials also retained a 

higher portion of the adsorbed moisture after an isothermal nitrogen purge. Almost all 

the adsorbed moisture could be removed from Si02 and HfOa after a 300 "C bake under 

nitrogen purge, whereas TsOj surfaces retained significant amounts of the adsorbed 

moisture. Experiments with ppb-levels of IPA showed that the adsorption loading on the 

three surfaces had the following order: ZrO? > HfOa > Si02. The relatively slow 

desorption kinetics of HiO and IPA highlighted the difficulty in removal of these 

contaminants from HfOo and ZrOa surfaces. Presence of pre-adsorbed moisture increased 

IPA adsorption on SiOa, but reduced adsorption on HfOi and ZrO?. Isotope labeling 



studies with D2O showed that IPA reacted with surface hydroxyl groups to form a 

chemisorbed alkoxy species on all oxides. A multilayer model for adsorption of water 

and IPA was developed to understand the mechanism of interactions of contaminants 

with these surfaces. Results indicated that ZrOj formed the strongest surface-hydroxyl 

bond and also physisorbed IPA stronger than HfOa and SiOa. The practical application of 

the adsorption model is also demonstrated. 

The results of this work should aid in the selection of the most appropriate 

dielectric film and design of process/equipment so that it can be more readily integrated 

into silicon technology. 
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1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 SCALING OF GATE DIELECTRICS 

It has been fifty six years since the invention of the bipolar transistor, more than 

forty years since the invention of the integrated-circuit (IC) technology, and more than 

thirty five years since the invention of the MOSFET (Metal-Oxide-Silicon-Field-Effect -

Transistor). During this time, there has been a tremendous and steady progress in the 

development of the IC technology with a rapid expansion of the IC industry. The 

sustained growth in IC technology is fueled by the continued shrinking of transistors and 

interconnects to ever-smaller dimensions. The integration of semiconductor devices has 

gone through medium (MSI), large (LSI), very large (VLSI), and now ultralarge-scale 

integration (ULSI). At each stage of evolution, limits (some more fundamental than 

others) were reached and then subsequently surpassed £1, 2, 3]. Silicon dioxide (SiOa) 

has been used as the primary gate dielectric material in MOSFETs (Metal-Oxide-Silicon-

Field-Effect-Transislor) since 1957, when the usefulness of the Si/SiO? material system 

was first demonstrated [4, 5]. The principle of operation of a MOSFET is explained in 

Appendix A. At first single devices and then integrated devices were made, and the 

thickness of SiOi films decreased with each generation. For currently manufactured 

high-performance processors, the SiOa thickness is less than 20 A. If the gate dielectric 

were to remain Si02, within a few years (Appendix B) its thickness would be only 10 A, 
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or about three atomic layers. As the SiO; gate dielectric is made thinner, new 

technological problems arise. These problems have often been referred to as integration 

issues: specifically, issues related to the manufacture of integrated circuits. These 

include, but are not necessarily limited to. the dielectric thickness variation, penetration 

of impurities from the gate (e.g.. boron) into the gate dielectric, and the reliability and 

lifetimes of devices made with these ultrathin films. 

Devices made with gate oxides as thin as 15 A may not be usable, with any 

measure of manufacturing control and reliability, for the manufacture of high-

performance CMOS [6-8]. As SiOo is thinned, the gate leakage current through the film 

increases. For SiOa, at a gate bias of ~ 1 V, the leakage current changes from 1 x 10"'" 

Amp/cm* at -35 A to 10 Anip/crn' at -15 A; twelve orders of magnitude in current for a 

thickness change of little more than a factor of 2 [9, 10]! This exponential increase in the 

gate-dielectric leakage current has caused significant concern regarding the operation of 

CMOS devices, particularly with regard to standby power dissipation, reliability, and 

lifetime. This exponential increase in gate leakage current with decreasing dielectric 

thickness will likely be one if not the major contributor leading to the limited 

extendibility of SiOo as the gate dielectric in the 15-20 A regime. Other causes of 

increase in leakage currents in ultrathin SiOi are hot carrier generation from injected 

channel carriers, activated charge states in the dielectric, etc. Control of within-wafer and 

run-to-run thickness variation of ultrathin SiOa films is also difficult and is bound to get 

tougher as the dielectric thickness gets scaled [11-14], One solution to the scaling 

limitation of the gate dielectric is the use of an alternate high dielectric constant material. 



1.2 ALTERNATIVE (HIGH-k) GATE DIELECTRIC TECHNOLOGY 

As mentioned earlier, the most fundamental limit to the scaling of the gate 

dielectric is the exponential increase in tunnel current with decreasing film thickness. To 

reduce the leakage current while maintaining the same gate capacitance, a thicker film 

with a higher dielectric constant is required. The gate leakage current, at least for direct 

quantum-mechanical tunneling, is exponentially dependent upon the dielectric thickness, 

while the capacitance is only linearly dependent on the thickness. At first glance, this 

would seem to be a winning proposal, since a substantial reduction in the current should 

be possible with only small increases in thickness. There is, however, another 

exponentially dependent tenn in the tunneling current: the barrier height between the 

cathode and the conduction band of the insulator. For a large number of dielectrics, the 

tunnel current is exponentially dependent upon the barrier height. Therefore, not only is 

a material with higher dielectric constant required, but this material must also have a 

suitably large bandgap, and barrier height, to keep the gate leakage currents within 

reasonable limits. In order to obtain low leakage currents, it is also desirable to find a 

gate dielectric that has a large conduction band offset to silicon, preferably greater than 

1.5 eV. 

Many materials have been suggested that could replace silicon dioxide as the gate 

dielectric. The most common of these are the simple metal oxides such as Ta205 [16-25] 

and Ti02 [26-30]. Other materials have been suggested, including Y2O3 [31-34], CeOi 

[35-38], ZrOa [39, 40], HfO: [41, 42], and AI2O3 [43]. Ferroelectric materials such as 

BST (barium strontium titanate) [27, 44. 45] have also been suggested as gate dielectrics. 



Unfortunately, a number of these materials, specifically TaiOs, TiOi, and EST [18. 19], 

are not thermodynamically stable on silicon. The formation of Si02 and/or metal 

silicides often occurs when these materials are deposited on silicon. Further growth of 

silicon dioxide or a silicide takes place during subsequent annealing, which is usually 

found to be necessary to reduce leakage currents [46-49]. An underlying SiOa layer 

reduces the effectiveness of any high-k material, since Si02 has a lower dielectric 

constant and thus reduces the effective capacitance of the film. For example, if a film of 

thickness -20 A is required and a substantial proportion of that is Si02 (for example. 10 

A), this leaves only 10 A for the high-k material. As the thickness of the high-k material 

decreases, the leakage current through the film increases substantially. Therefore, any 

underlying film with a dielectric constant less than that of the high-k film is not desirable. 

Oxygen diffusion barriers may also be used to reduce oxidation of the silicon, but 

at the expense of the gate capacitance. Some other metal-oxide alloys are much more 

stable on silicon but have lower dielectric constants, thus reducing the thickness and 

increasing the gate current. For most of these high-k materials, the bandgap is inversely 

proportional to the dielectric constant [29]. As the dielectric constant increases, the 

bandgap decreases. Thus, even if there is a reduction of the leakage current due to the 

increased thickness, this may be nullified by the reduction of the barrier height. Since 

both the thickness and barrier height have an exponential influence upon the leakage 

current, it is an optimization problem to discover which will have the larger effect. It 

should be noted that there is not necessarily a direct correlation of the barrier height or 

band offset between a material and a cathode contact to the bandgap of the material. 



although any material with a large bandgap yields a greater chance of a large band offset. 

Therefore, one must be somewhat careful in assuming that a material with a high 

bandgap will have a reduced gate leakage current. Let us assume for the moment that we 

now have a material with a reasonably high dielectric constant that reduces the leakage 

current for a given equivalent oxide thickness. There is still the problem of integrating 

this material into ever more complicated device processing. The easiest integration 

would occur if this material could simply be substituted for SiOa in a given CMOS 

proccss. Unfortunately, most of the materials studied are not sufficiently stable 

thermally. They can change phase (and therefore their material properties) at much lower 

temperatures than that needed for normal CMOS processing. It is also not clear that any 

of these materials could be used with poly-Si gates because of the materials' chemical 

reactivity with the poly-Si. If a suitable barrier layer to reduce reaction with the poly-Si 

could not be found, at least one if not two gate materials would have to be metals. Since 

most of the materials would not be compatible with the high-temperature processing 

required for most CMOS devices, the gate structure might have to be moved to the end of 

the device process instead of remaining at the beginning. Aside from the issues related to 

the thermal stability of these high-k materials, in order to fabricate CMOS devices, other 

processes including the chemical and reactive ion etching (REE) of these materials and 

their gates will also have to be developed. Therefore, the use of these high-k materials 

would require not only the discovery and development of a new material, but possibly a 

complete re-engineering of the CMOS manufacturing process. 



Zirconium oxide (ZrOa) is one of the most promising candidates as an alternate 

gate dielectric. It is thenncxiynamical 1 y stable in contact with silicon; has a high 

dielectric constant and a large energy band gap. Zirconium oxide films can be deposited 

on silicon wafers by vacuum evaporation [50], reactive sputtering of zirconium [51], or 

by chemical vapor deposition [52] from organometallic compounds like zirconium tetra-

tert-butoxide and zirconium P-ketonates. Zirconium oxide films deposited directly on 

silicon substrates by reactive sputtering from a zirconium target in a mixed argon/oxygen 

ambient have been shown to have low leakage current, negligible frequency dispersion, 

interface state density less than lO" cm " eV', low interface diffusion, small hysteresis, 

and excellent reliability characteristics [53]. 

Hafnium oxide (Hf02), like ZrOj, also has a large bandgap of 5.68cV [541. 

Highly reliable thin HfOi films can be deposited by reactive DC magnetron sputtering. 

Ultrathin Hf02 films can also be obtained by chemical vapor deposition using precursors 

like C)(,H3(,Hf04 [55]. Researchers have also reported the use of a novel carbon-free 

precursor like HfCNO;?).! to eliminate carbon contamination [56]. HfO^ forms the most 

stable oxide with the highest heat of formation (AHf = 271 kcal/mol) among the elements 

in IVA group of the periodic table (Ti, Zr, Hf) [54], Hf can also reduce native Si02 to 

form HfOi- Unlike other silicides. the silicide of HfOi can be easily oxidized [57]. HfOi 

is also resistive to impurity diffusion and intermixing at the interface partly due to its 

high density {9.68 g/cm^). In addition, HfOa is compatible with n"^ polysilicon gate 

without any barrier materials. These properties make Zr02 and Hf02 two of the most 

promising candidates for alternative gate dielectric application. 
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1.3 ATMOSPHERIC MOLECULAR CONTAMINATION (AMC) 

Microelectronic processes can be carried on effectively only in a tightly 

controlled environment from which various types of contamination, viz. particulate, 

metallic and airborne molecular are rigorously controlled called a cleanroom. The 

following list contains some of the major sources of contamination that pose a risk to the 

production process in a cleanroom: 

• Personnel 

• Incoming ventilation air 

• Machinery and other equipment for production 

• Raw material and semi-finished material 

• Packaging material and different chemicals used in the production process 

• Textiles, in garments and other equipment 

• Office equipment and office material 

The transfer of contaminants from the outer environment into the inner and more 

critical process environment is the most commonly encountered routes of contamination 

of a product. The air surrounding a production system can play a major role in the actual 

transfer of contaminants from the outer to the inner environment of a process. Transfer 

of contaminants can take place via the activity of personnel working with the process 

and/or via the introduction of contaminated media, such as water, steam and pressurized 

gases. Another way that contaminants can enter a process system may be through the 

introduction of different chemicals for cleaning. 



Some of the most common defects in semiconductor devices are created by 

particles. One estimate suggests that particles are responsible for 75 % of the yield loss 

in volume manufactured VLSI ICs [58]. Because of the importance of defects on IC 

yield, most facilities have been paying strict attention to particle detection, control and 

reduction. Cleanrooms have gone from Class 100 to Class 10 and now Class 0.1 in an 

effort to reduce particulate contamination. High efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters, 

charcoal filters, careful design of air supplies and returns to minimize turbulence and 

eddies help in reducing particulate contamination in a fab environment drastically. 

Metal contamination can be as detrimental as particulate contamination. The 

main sources of metal contamination include different solutions used for cleaning wafers 

and parts of equipment that touch the wafer. Metals present on the surface prior to gate 

oxidation can lead to GOI (gate oxide integrity) defects such as silicide precipitates or 

metal-induced and decorated stacking faults near the gate oxide-silicon interface [59]. 

Interfacial metal contamination can alter the channel mobility of charge carriers and act 

as charged scattering sites. It also results in voltage shifts adversely affecting the 

performance of MOS devices [60]. The most common metallic impurities include 

copper, aluminum and iron. 

The third type of contamination is that which arises due to the plethora of 

molecules floating around in the cleanroom air. As semiconductor devices continue to be 

highly integrated and their geometries continue to shrink not only particulate and metallic 

contamination but also trace airborne molecular contamination adsorbing on the surface 

of silicon wafers has been found to have an increasingly detrimental impact on the 
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performance and yield of semiconductors products. The following sub-sections will 

elucidate the sources and effects of molecular contamination. 

1.3.1 Sources of Molecular Contamination 

It has become very essential to identify the origin of the molecular contaminants 

on silicon wafers and to isolate the wafers from the contamination sources in ULSI 

manufacturing lines. Moisture is a ubiquitous contaminant found in appreciable amounts 

even in highly controlled environments. Gaseous organic molecules in the air easily 

adsorb onto wafer surfaces when they are exposed to the atmosphere in a regular 

cleanroom during processing. One of the major organic contaminants in a cleanroom is 

isopropanol (EPA). IPA is used abundantly as a solvent and drying agent. A variety of 

amines also originate from chemicals (photoresists, etc) used in the photolithography 

area. 

In a modem fabrication unit or "fab", every attempt is made to reduce the 

occurrence of organic contamination by quality control of incoming process chemicals and 

monitoring to reduce process cross-contamination. However, it has been found that the 

very fabric of the cleanroom can also be a source of organic contamination. Table 1.1 

provides a list of sources of organic compounds [61, 62. 63]. Polymeric materials are 

known to outgas from bottles and containers used for chemicals storage, foils used to 

cover boxes for transportation outside the cleanrooms, lines, tanks and distribution 

systems for gases and liquids, gloves, floor coverings, cleanroom air filters and their 

sealing materials, filters for the liquid media, including ion exchange resins for the liquid 
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Table 1.1 Probable sources of organic contamination and their potential effects 

Source of contamination Organic compound Potential effects 

HEPA/ULPA filters Organophosphates 
Counter doping, voltage 
shifts 

Floor tiles, Paints Dioctylphthalate 

Gloves, O-rings, gaskets, 
plastic consumables, 
packaging films, curtains 

Phthalates Gate Oxide degradation 

Sealants, adhesives Silicones Particle formation 

Photoresist chemicals Cresol 
Corrosion, hydrophobic 
wafer surface 

Photoresist strippers 
N-methlypyrrolidone 
(NMP) 

T-topping, 
photolithography defects 

Rubber tubing, polymers, 
plastic consumables, 
laminate benches 

Hydrocarbons 
Hydrophobic wafer 
surface 

media and cleanroom paper. Some indispensable parts of equipment like O-rings, 

gaskets and sealants are also known to outgas organics. To reduce contamination, wafers 

are stored in plastic wafer carriers/boxes. However, as earlier studies have revealed, 

these storage media also outgas organics. One study reports that heavy organics like 

ABS (acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene-copolymer), styrene and ethylbenzenc, 

fluoropolymers such as PFA (perfluoro-aikoxy-polymer), PVDF (polyvinylidenefluoride) 

and PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) outgas at a significant rate at temperatures as low as 

60 °C [64]. In another study, it was found that the major organic compounds adsorbing 

on the wafer surface are additives in plastic materials such as antioxidants, plasticizers. 



and cross-linking' agents which outgas in small quantities, rather than the aliphatic 

hydrocarbons such as unpoiynierized monomers and oligomers which outgas in large 

quantities [65], According to this study, the adsorbing tendency of a molecule is decided 

by its vapor pressure, molecular weight, polarity and also by the nature of the surface 

(e.g., whether it is an oxide or a hydrogen-terminated surface). The major contaminants 

identified on wafer surface included butylated hydroxyl toluene (BHT), dibutyl phthalate 

(DBF), diacetyl benzene and aliphatic hydrocarbons. The next sub-section discusses the 

effects of molecular contamination in IC fabrication. 

1.3.2 Effects of Molecular Contamination 

Since, moisture is one of the major contaminants, molecular contamination can be 

broadly classified into moisture and organic contamination. The following sub-sections 

discuss the effects of these contaminants on semiconductor processing separately. 

1.3.2.1 Organic Contamination 

Organic contamination of wafer surfaces results in a variety of problems ranging 

from incomplete wetting to gate oxide deterioration. Some of the major problems 

encountered in semiconductor processing due to molecular contamination are listed in 

Table 1.2. Organic contaminants can influence the growth rate of ultrathin oxides. 

Licciardello et al. have studied the effect of organic contaminants on the oxidation 

kinetics of silicon at room temperature [67]. They found that the initial rate of oxide 

growth on the hydrolluoric-etched surface was much lower than that on a silicon surface 
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Table 1.2 Typical problems encountered in due to contamination 

Problem encountered Likely cause/source of contamination 

Metal contaminants remaining on wafer 
after cleaning with HF-peroxide, piranha, 
SC-l.or SC-2. 

Incomplete wetting due to organic 
contamination on surface of wafer. 
Possible sources: cresol from 
photoresist chemicals 

High resistivity, shorts and opens for 
contacts. 

Incomplete etching of metals or 
polysilicon due to organic 
contamination. 

Poor adhesion between layers in IC 
packaging [66] 

Organic film build-up, often from 
cleanroom atmosphere. 

Counter doping, voltage shifts 
Organophosphates possibly from 
HEPA/LILPA filters. 

Photolithography defects 

Organic contamination (even at ppb 
levels) during chemically-amplified 
photoresist. Typical contaminants 
include Amines, Ammonia, NMP (N-
methypyrrolidinone), and HMDS 
(hexamethyldisilazane). 

T-topping, particle mapping, and time-
dependent haze (TDH) 

Amine contamination of process acids 
causing the formation of ammonium 
salts on the surface of the wafer. 

Formation of silicon carbide especially 
during RTP 

Organic contamination during high 
temperature processing. 

Streaking 
Organic contamination during the 
application of SOG, photoresist, or 
polyimide 

n-doping of silicon wafers 
Organophosphorus contamination in 
air or from carriers. 

Apparent thickness change of ultrathin 
films as measured by ellipsometry 

Organic contamination affecting 
surface analysis. 



obtained by fracture in air of a silicon monocrystal. The slow growth rate was due to the 

presence of organic contaminants in the HF solution. In a different study, it was 

determined that the silicon surface cleaning influenced the oxide growth rate [68]. A 

silicon surface cleaned by a SCI (NH4OH + H2O2) solution demonstrated slower 

oxidation kinetics than a surface cleaned by HF. This was attributed to the organic 

contamination of the silicon surface cleaned by SCI solution, which left the surface 

hydrophilic. Molecular contamination also affects thickness measurement of ultrathin 

films by ellipsometry. Tardif et al. have demonstrated that a significant portion of the 

error in ultrathin ellipsometry measurements is the result of surface organic 

contamination [69]. An adsorbed contaminant layer can result in an apparent change of 

as much as 1 A in the thickness measurement of gate oxides in the first 60 minutes after 

gate oxidation. Moreover, molecular adsorption is non-uniform across the wafer surface. 

Hence, the optical thickness measurement does not truly represent the uniformity of the 

oxide film actually grown in a furnace. The apparent thickness change also depends on 

the delay time between gate oxidation and thickness measurement. This introduces 

variability in measurement due to extraneous factors that are not related to the actual gate 

oxidation process 

The most detrimental effect of organic contamination, however, is gate oxide 

deterioration [70, 71, 72]. As the device dimensions shrink, the quality of gate oxides has 

become extremely sensitive to organic contamination. The degradation due to not only 

organic contamination adsorbed on silicon surfaces from cleanroom air but also during 

wafer transportation before gate oxidation has been reported by a large number of recent 
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Figure 1.1 Schematic illustrations of a model to explain the degradation mechanism of 
gate oxides by organic contaminants in the case of Cz silicon substrate 
a) without and b) with organic contaminants [75J 

papers [73]. In one study, it was observed that gate oxides gate oxidation process but 

also after the gate oxidation process has been well documented exposed to cleanroom 

atmosphere for 24 hours on a clean bench equipped with an ULPA filter before poly 

deposition resulted in a reduction in breakdown field strength [74]. On employing an 

active charcoal filter for trapping organics, the breakdown field showed tremendous 

improvements. Storing of wafers in polypropylene boxes for one week before deposition 

of the polysilicon layer resulted in a reduction of the breakdown field. 



Ogata et al. have proposed a mechanism of deterioration of gate oxides caused by 

organic contaminants on silicon substrates [75]. According to them, microdefects 

existing uniformly in the Cz silicon substrate are soaked up as oxidation proceeds, and 

are converted to oxide defects, although latent defects exist as shown in Figure 1.1. Part 

of the organic species adsorbed on the wafer surfaces are captured by pre-existing 

microdefects in the Cz silicon substrate or desorbed by combination with oxygen while 

oxidation proceeds. Organic species convert latent defects into oxide defects, decreasing 

breakdown voltage and increasing infant failure of gate oxides. Another study attributed 

the breakdown of gate oxide due to organic contamination to formation of a silicate and 

carbon layer [76]. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) observations showed that the 

breakdown process is initiated in the form of islands consisting of pores and cracks 

randomly distributed across the otherwise flat surface of Si02. Energy-dispersive X-ray 

(EDX) analysis in the damaged zones confirmed the presence of carbon. After prolonged 

breakdown the cracks and pores were observed to cover the whole surface. The inner 

layers, close to the substrate, were found to be composed of silicon oxide, while the 

composition of the outer layers depended on the breakdown time; for short breakdown 

times a layer of SiO^Cv material was formed and for longer breakdown times an 

amorphous carbon outer layer was detected. The formation of silicon carbide (SiC) when 

a silicon is exposed to carbon containing species at high temperatures was discovered as 

early as 1970, when researchers at Bell Telephone Laboratories used techniques like 

grazing angle reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) and electron 

microscopy to detect SiC [77]. The RHEED data showed that the surfaces of silicon 
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crystals heated between 800-1000 °C were covered with /j-SiC crystallites well oriented 

with respect to the substrate. 

Other researchers have also noticed formation of SiC when annealing was 

extended up to 700 "C [78]. They have reported that dangling bonds formed during 

thermal processing react with fragmented organic molecules forming SiC. The MOS 

structures fabricated on similar samples subjected to thermal oxidation at 900 °C, with 

thermal ramp-up in oxygen, resulted in a reduction of the breakdown field strength by a 

factor of 2-3, change in interface trap density by a factor of 100 and change in flat band 

voltage by -1 V. The C-V curves also suggested the presence of a considerable amount 

of positive fixed charge in the bulk of the oxide, which they assigned to the incorporation 

of carbon in the oxide. 

1.3.2.2 Moisture Contamination 

Moisture causes many problems in gas distribution systems and wafer processing 

tools. It is involved in particle forming reactions, corrosion of components in reactive 

gas systems [79] and oxidation of various thin films and substrates [80]. Moisture also 

affects the selectivity and rates of processes, such as gaseous oxide etching [81]. 

Unfortunately, moisture is also the most difficult impurity to control, due to its small size, 

high polarity, and ability to hydrogen bond. It is also very well known that water vapor 

enhances the kinetics of thermal oxidation. Trace amounts of water vapor in oxygen 

plasmas increase the growth rate of SiOa on silicon substrates [82]. Moisture 

contamination also affects micro-roughness and gale oxide integrity adversely [83]. 
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Rajagopaian et al. have demonstrated using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) that 

exposure to water results in micro-roughness of the silicon surface. They have also 

reported degradation in charge to breakdown (QBD) with increasing exposure time. 

Moisture readily adsorbs onto silicon and silicon oxide surfaces to form hydroxyl groups 

even at room temperature [84]. Adsorption of water on well-defined silicon and on a 

variety of silica surfaces has been studied extensively [85, 86]. Moisture also accelerates 

adsorption of organic contaminants. Polar molecules containing a -OH group have been 

shown to undergo an esterification reaction with the surface hydroxyl groups on a silicon 

surface to from a tightly bound chernisorbed alkoxy group [87]. Therefore, the control of 

moisture contamination is very critical to ULSI processing. 

1.3.3 Control of Surface Contamination 

To reduce airborne contamination, wafers can be stored in nitrogen-purged boxes 

during transit between pre-oxidation cleanup and gate oxidation or between gate 

oxidation and polysilicon deposition. Reducing the delay time between different 

processes can minimize the effect of molecular contamination. However, this is 

unavoidable in an actual fabrication unit due to equipment throughput limitations or 

restrictions due to tool unavailability. Reduction in molecular contamination of wafer 

surfaces can also be accomplished by employing clustered tool-sets. However, such 

assemblies generally have single wafer processing capabilities and result in low 

throughput. 



To minimize the effect of contaminants, the wafers are traditionally subjected to 

various liquid cleans before critical processing steps like gate oxidation. Conventional 

pre-oxidation cleaning involves the RCA cleans developed by RCA [88]. This involves 

sulfuric acid/hydrogen peroxide/water mixtures (SPM) for heavy organics and metal 

removal, hydrofluoric acid (HF) for native oxide and metal removal, ammonium 

hydroxide/hydrogen peroxide/ water mixtures (APM or SCI-Standard Clean 1) for light 

organics and particle removal, and hydrochloric acid/hydrogen peroxide/ water mixtures 

(HPM or SC2-Standard Clean 2) for metal removal. The wafers are rinsed with ample 

amounts of water between each of these steps to remove adsorbed chemicals. The final 

step is drying using vapor IPA or the recently introduced Marangoni drying to displace 

any trace water molecules. Adsorption of organic contaminants depends on the type of 

surface, and therefore on the last cleaning step that the wafer is subjected to. A HF last 

clean leaves the silicon surface hydrogen-terminated, whereas a SCI clean leaves a 5 -

12 A chemical oxide [89, 90]. Since the oxide surface is polar, it attracts polar organic 

contaminants more than H-terminated surfaces [91]. 

The adsorbed moisture and organics can be desorbed by baking the wafer under 

nitrogen at moderate temperatures. The factor that perhaps has the most impact on the 

fate of the adsorbed organic is the type of ramp-up ambient. Oxygen is often used in the 

ramp-up ambient during thermal oxidation in order to oxidize organics and reduce 

subsequent defect formation [73, 92]. It has been determined in one study that changing 

the purge gas from 100% nitrogen to 0.5% oxygen in nitrogen during the thermal ramp-

up cycle significantly reduced the total amount of incorporated carbon in the oxide [91]. 



1.4 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

Research on alternative gate dielectrics is fairly recent. Hence, emphasis is more 

towards development of deposition techniques and study of their electrical performance. 

There is very little information about the surface properties and effects of molecular 

contamination of these new materials. Organic contamination of HfOa and ZrO? surfaces 

can lead to problems with adhesion of films to be deposited subsequently. During 

thermal processing for gate stack formation, if organics get incorporated within HfOi and 

ZrO2 films in a manner similar to SiOi films, the breakdown characteristics of the 

resulting dielectric may deteriorate. It is known that at high temperatures moisture 

diffuses through uitrathin HfOi and ZrO^ films and forms silicon oxide or 

hafnium/zirconium silicate at the interface, resulting in lowering of the overall dielectric 

constant of the film [53, 93]. Characterization of adsorption-desorption behavior of new 

high-k films will assist in deciding their potential for successful integration in silicon 

MOS technology. 

The principal goal of this research is to develop a fundamental understanding of 

the interactions of various atmospheric molecular contaminants with new high-k gate 

dielectric materials like HfOi and ZrOi and compare it to that with SiOi. The adsorption-

desorption properties of moisture and organics like isopropyl alcohol (IPA) on ZrO? and 

HfOi thin films are presented and compared with that of SiO? films. IPA was chosen as 

the model organic contaminant since it is abundantly present and also represents a typical 

class of polar organic molecules found in a cleanroom environment. 



The analytical instrumentation and experimental design used for this research are 

discussed in detail in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 provides a review of studies performed on 

silicon and silicon oxide substrates. It discusses the identification of molecular 

contaminants found in a Class 1 cleanroom using Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass 

Spectrometry (ToF-SIMS). Pre-oxidation cleanup chemistry and delay time between the 

cleaning step and gate oxidation are shown to influence amount of surface contamination 

and carbon incorporation into the thermally grown oxide. The adsorption-desorption 

kinctics of moisture and organic contaminants like IPA and BHT on SiO: are also 

reviewed. 

Hafnium and zirconium have similar atomic structure and radius. Hence, most of 

their alloys have similar properties. Chapter 4 lists some of the important structural, 

electrical and chemical properties of Z1O2 and HfOa. Also discussed is the catalytic role 

played by these materials in the decomposition of organics. 

Even highly controlled environments like clustered-tool sets can contain parts-

per-billion (ppb)-level contaminants. The interaction of ppb-level moisture with 50 A 

ZrOa and Hf02 films deposited by ALCVD™ using Atmospheric Pressure Ionization 

Mass Spectrometry (APIMS) is described in detail in Chapter 5. The effects of gas-phase 

challenge concentration and temperature are presented. Adsorption of trace levels of 

organic contaminants like IPA on HfO: and IsOi is also reported in Chapter 5. Also 

discussed is the competitive adsorption of moisture and IPA on oxide surfaces. The 

mechanism of interactions of moisture and IPA on the oxide surfaces is studied using 

isotope labeling with D2O. 



A multilayer multicomponent model for simultaneous adsorption of moisture and 

IPA on SiOi, originally developed by Mohith et al. [94] is employed to model the 

adsorption of moisture and IPA on the new gate dielectrics. The model is validated by 

fitting it to experimental data and kinetic parameters like rate constants are extracted in 

Chapter 6. Comparison of energetics of adsorption/desorption on the three surfaces 

should give an insight into the extent of interactions of molecular contaminants. 

During commercial processing of semiconductor wafers, they are exposed to the 

fab environment. As mentioned earlier, moisture is a ubiquitous impurity found in 

abundance in a typical cleanroom ambient. Moisture concentrations are known to range 

from the high ppm to low percentage levels. Adsorption of such high levels of moisture 

can result in problems like adhesion of films for gate stack formation. Chapter 7 

discusses high concentration moisture contamination of SiOi, HfOi and ZrOa surfaces 

using Electron Impact Mass Spectrometry (EIMS). A multilayer model for adsorption-

desorption of high concentration moisture on oxide surfaces is also developed. The 

model is validated using experimental data. 

This study endeavors to offer valuable insights into the relative levels of 

molecular contamination of various gate dielectrics. The results obtained should also 

facilitate selection of the most appropriate dielectric film and design of 

process/equipment so that it can be readily integrated into silicon technology. 
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2 

EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

There were two primary objectives of gathering experimental data. The data 

could be used to directly compare the adsorption-desorption behavior of molecular 

contaminants on different surfaces and also be used with mathematical modeling to allow 

the calculation of parameters like activation energy and adsorption-desorption rale 

constants characteristic to a particular material. Several different techniques can be 

employed to characterize the adsorption-desorption properties of gate dielectric surfaces. 

They can be classified into two different categories; direct and indirect measurements. 

Indirect measurements may involve: 

a) Measurement of the change in the gas-phase concentration of a contaminant 

when a sample is exposed to an intentional contaminant "challenge" (exposure) using 

techniques like mass spectrometry. 

b) Surface characterization using techniques like Auger, X-ray Photoelectron 

Spectroscopy (XPS), Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry' (ToF-SIMS), 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), etc. 

Direct measurement involves measurement of the change in a sample property when it is 

exposed to a contaminant in the gas phase using a device like microbalance, which can be 

used to measure the weight change of the sample. 
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2.2 GAS-PHASE CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENT 

The fundamental goal was to determine the adsorption-desorption behavior of 

molecular contaminants on a well-defined surface of interest. This was accomplished by 

monitoring the gas-phase impurity concentration at the outlet of the device under test 

(DUT) as a function of time in a defined exposure sequence. The concentration 

measurements could be converted into useful data such as the total adsorption 

loading/capacity and adsorption-desorption kinetics. Subsequent modeling of the 

adsorption-desorption kinetics yields fundamental kinetic parameters. The schematic for 

the experimental setup for adsorption/desorption studies is shown in Figure 2.1. The 

entire unit can be divided into three sections; a calibration and gas-mixing zone, a test 

section, and an analytical instrumentation and data acquisition bank. 

2.2.1 Gas-Mixing Zone 

The gas-mixing zone is ba.sically a Direct Injection System (DIS) schematically 

represented in Figure 2.1. The DIS distributes "challenge" (a defined gaseous exposure 

of impurities) and "purge" gases to the test section in a well-defined, rapid, and 

controlled manner. It also accomplishes accurate preparation of calibration gas mixtures 

for the analytical instruments. Various challenge gases including radio labeled tracer 

gases, moisture and select organics can also be introduced into the test .section. All 

tubing in the section is W 316L 7 Ra electropolished stainless steel with face seal VCR® 

fittings and all metal joints are TIG (Tungsten Inert Gas) welded using an orbital welder. 

The pneumatic valves have all stainless steel parts and are specifically for ultra-high 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of the experimental setup 



purity applications. All-metal mass flow controllers (MKS models 1459C and M201) are 

used to regulate flows through different channels. The tubing legs are arranged such that 

a sharp step can be achieved at the test section when changing from the challenge gas to 

the zero-grade nitrogen purge gas. This is accomplished by minimizing the distance 

between the DIS and the test section. Furthermore, the setup has been specially designed 

to minimize any dead volumes in the system to eliminate long purge times. This is 

accomplished by maintaining a minimum flow rate through every leg of tubing. 

Calibration gases can be prepared and metered to the analytical instruments. 

Mixtures of water, heavy water and oxygen in nitrogen are prepared via permeation 

devices manufactured by G-Cal. A controlled leak' releases a known amount of the 

required impurity into the gaseous stream. The permeation or 'leakage' rate is a known 

function of temperature. With the total nitrogen flow rate over the permeation device 

known, the gas-phase concentration of the impurity can be determined accurately. 

Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) standards are prepared by blending a certified (usually by GC 

methods) cylinder containing 100 ppm of IPA in nitrogen with zero-grade nitrogen. The 

cylinder contents can be diluted accurately at a ratio of 1:2000. These calibration 

mixtures also serve as 'challenge gases' to the device under test. The DIS is not limited 

to these impurities. The IPA cylinder can be easily replaced by cylinders containing 

other organic compounds of interest. 
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2.2.2 Test Section 

Wafer coupons Pyrex reactor 
Thermal well 

Figure 2.2 Experimental reactor for adsorption-desoiption studies 

The test section basically consists of a well defined "reactor" packed with the 

material of interest. The design is such that ratio of the surface under study to the surface 

area of downstream tubing is maximized in order to obtain a signal that is indicative of 

the outgassing of the relevant surface. The reactor was made of Pyrex® glass of 3 inch 

inner diameter and 3.5 inch length as shown in Figure 2.2. 



The samples used io this study were thin films, either thermally grown or vapor 

deposited on silicon wafers. Double-side polished silicon wafers were cut into small 

coupons of about 1 cm x 2 cm and loaded onto nickel coated stainless steel springs. 

Nickel coated steel springs were used to minimize outgassing effects of the wafer 

holders. Each spring was approximately 10 cm in length and allowed dense packing of 

the wafer pieces resulting in approximately one 8 inch-wafer per spring. In addition, the 

use of the spring/wafer modules allowed the wafer coupons to be oriented at all angles 

relative to the inlet gas flow, leading to good gas mixing within the reactor. This and an 

aspect ratio of approximately 1 allowed the reactor to be represented as a differential 

reactor. 

To enable measurement of the temperature within the reactor, a small thermal 

"well" was constructed in the reactor wall and fitted with a type J thermocouple. Since 

the temperature in the middle of the reactor would be fairly uniform due to gas mixing, 

the thermocouple would be able to register the temperature of the bulk gas. The ends of 

the reactor were sealed with Cajon glass-metal seals that used stainless steel to Pyrex® 

joints instead of the graded-glass seals. Such a reactor design had several well-designed 

features. The temperature of the reactor could be maintained between 25 and 1000 °C by 

the use of clamshell furnaces (Lindberg models 58114-P and 54S) equipped with a FID 

temperature controller, and monitored with type-J thermocouples. The gas-phase 

impurity concentration data was collected using the analytical instrumentation as 

described in the next section. The data was then linked to theoretical models that allow 

the determination of the fundamental outgassing parameters for that surface and impurity. 
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2.2.3 Analytical Instramentation 

To enable real-time monitoring of the concentration of various species outgassing 

from the test surface, the outlet stream of the reactor (discussed in the previous section) 

can be connected to different mass spectrometers. Mass spectrometry provides 

qualitative and quantitative information about the atomic and molecular composition of a 

gas stream. The Electron Impact Mass Spectrometry or EIMS has a detection level in the 

high parts- per-billion (ppb)-range, whereas the Atmospheric Pressure Ionization Mass 

Spectrometry or APIMS has parts per trillion (ppt) detection levels. Dedicated analyzers 

such as the Meeco moisture analyzer and a Reducing Gas Analyzer (RGA) are used to 

accuratcly track specific impurities in the 50 ppb to 1 ppm concentration range. Some of 

the analytical techniques used are described in the following sections. 

2.2.3.1 Atmospheric Pressure Ionization Mass Spectrometry 

The Atmospheric Pressure Ionization Mass Spectrometer (APIMS) has a 

minimum detectability of 0.5-1.5 ppt. Multiple impurities can be monitored 

simultaneously without any degradation in the sensitivity. The APIMS used in this study 

consists of a mass spectrometer manufactured by Vacuum Generators (VG) and a gas 

processor manufactured by L'Air Liquide. Trace level impurities that have an ionization 

potential lower than the carrier gas can be detected. Hence, with the N2 carrier gas used 

in this study, the concentrations of argon, hydrogen, and helium could not be determined 

using APIMS. However, mass spectrometers utilizing the APIMS technique that detect 

hydrogen in nitrogen are commercially available. 
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2.2.3.1.1 APIMS Principle of Operation 

The sample gas is ionized at atmospheric pressure. In conventional mass 

spectrometry, an electron is imparted from a hot cathode and strikes an impurity molecule 

to generate a positive ion. However, under the reduced pressure operating conditions, the 

probability of an electron striking impurity molecules existing in ppb concentrations is 

nil. This reduces the limit of detection of conventional mass spectrometers. APIMS 

circumvents this phenomenon by ionizing the sample gas using a corona discharge 

ionization source at near atmospheric pressure. This results in the formation of a large 

number of primary ions, predominantly from the carrier gas, due to electron impact. 

Hence, for a N2 carrier gas, primary ionization yields N"*" and Na"*". Due to the high 

probability of collisions at high pressure and hence a short mean free path, an extensive 

scries of ion/molecule reactions also occur, resulting in secondary ions of higher mass: 

N" + N2^ + 2N2 •Ns^ + N/ 

Although only a relatively few impurity molecules are ionized in the primary ionization 

step, nearly 100 % of the trace impurity molecules get ionized due to a "charge transfer 

phenomenon". Due to the high ratio of ionized carrier gas molecules to impurity 

molecules, there is a high possibility of collision between a nitrogen ion and an impurity 

molecule. A sample reaction is shown below: 

+ O2 > N2 + O2" 
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Primary ionization Secondary ionization 

Collision 

N2 + e- N2+ + 2 e- N/ + I N. + l^ 

I + e- >- P + 2 c 

Figure 2.3 Dual mechanism of ionization in the API source. 

This mechanism is also known as 'soft' ionization. The sequence is shown 

schematically in Figure 2.3. This phenomenon is the key to the extraordinary sensitivity 

of an APIMS. However, the 'soft' ionization mechanism is thermodynamically favorable 

only when the impurity molecule has an ionization potential lower than that of the carrier 

gas. A list of ionization potentials is given in Table 2.1. 

Problems arise when a large amount of one impurity with a favorable ionization 

potential is present. The impurity may consume an unusually high number of the primary 

ions and hencc may lower the amount of soft ionization of the other species present. This 

reduces the detection limit of the other trace impurities in the carrier gas. The presence 

of a large amount of some impurities, such as moisture, can also lead to cluster formation. 
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Table 2.1 Ionization potentials of relevant gaseous species 

Gaseous Species Ionization Potential (eV) 

He 24.6 

Ar 15.8 

N2 15.6 

H2 15.4 

CO 14.0 

CO2 13.8 

CH4 12.6 

H2O 12.6 

O2 12.1 

C2H6 11.5 

C3H8 11.1 

The impurities cluster with nitrogen ions to form species with unusual mass to charge 

(m/c) ratios that may interfere with the detection of impurities. For instance, 

N;/ + HoO • N2 + NHaO^ 

The cluster ion NHaO^ interferes in the detection of Oi as both ions have m/e ratios of 

32. The APIMS tuning settings, however, such as the source, focusing and accelerating 

voltages can be optimized to limit this interference effect. The ions are then leaked into 

the vacuum system through an orifice plate into a quadmpole chamber through a series of 

pressure reduction and focusing stages. The quadrupole separates the ions according to 
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Figure 2.4 Schematic diagram of VG Trace+ APIMS. 

their m/e ratios and directs the ions to a channeltron detector with a pulse counter. A 

more detailed explanation of these processes is given in the next sub-section. 

2.2.3.1.2 Tracc"^ Triple Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer 

Figure 2.4 shows the various key components of the VG Trace^ APIMS used in 

this study. Sample gas at atmospheric pressure is introduced into the stainless steel 

source housing, where it passes over the tip of a tungsten needle maintained at between 

3.2 and 5 kV. The high voltage placed on the needle generates a corona discharge, which 

ionizes the sample gas as discussed above. Ions formed in the corona are drawn into the 

first pumping stage at 0.5 torr through a 200 |im orifice, Fl. F1 is a focusing orifice 

whose voltage determines the fragmentation energy of the ions entering the spectrometer. 

This orifice voltage is usually maintained between -300 and 300 V. The sudden 



expansion througli F1 also helps in the declostering of ions. The ions continue to fly 

through a series of lenses and focusing plates (F3, HP I, HP2, F4) maintained at 

progressively higher levels of vacuum until they reach the quadrupole section, which is 

maintained at 10"'' torr. The voltage on each lens is carefully optimized to accelerate and 

steer the ion beam into the quadrupole housing with minimal ion losses. 

The Trace"^ is equipped with three quadrupoles, each with four hyperbolically 

shaped electrodes arranged in a square array. Opposite electrodes are connected together 

and given both a DC and RF bias component. The other electrode pair receives the 

identical potential but opposite in sign. The fields associated with these potentials induce 

two types of motion in the ions. The first is an oscillation of the ion about the z-axis, 

where it ultimately emerges from the opposite end of the filter, the second is an unstable 

motion in which the ion moves normal to the z-axis and ultimately strikes an electrode 

and is neutralized. 

The three quadru poles are arranged in series in order to analyze peak overlap and 

detect ions of similar m/e ratios. The spectrometer is operated in full pass mode when 

peak overlap is not of concern. In this mode, the ions arc passed through the second and 

third quadrupoles to the detector without filtering. All three quadru poles are used when 

peak overlap is of concern. The middle quadrupole is enclosed inside a specially 

designed collision cell, which can be slightly pressurized with ultra-high purity argon. 

Clusters of the same m/e ratio are broken up in this collision cell and then filtered in the 

last quadrupole. For instance, to measure CO in a N? carricr gas, the first quadrupole is 

tuned to m/e = 28. This allows both the CO"^ and N:"^ ions to pass through to the second 
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quadrupole, which is pressurized with argon to about 10"' torr. In this collision cell, the 

ions undergo 'collision induced dissociation' (CID) resulting in fragmented daughter ions 

like C^, etc. Hence, to measure CO concentration levels, the third quadaipole is tuned 

to detect the signal at ni/e = 12. The quadrapoles have to be tuned to the proper voltages 

so that the ions can be accelerated through the CID cell at the optimum setting to promote 

fragmentation, and then decelerated for efficient analysis in the third quadrupole. 

After the ions move through the quadrapoles, they are drawn into a channcltron 

electron multiplier. The electron multiplier is a curved tube with a beryllium coating on 

the inside surface. As the ions impact this coated inner surface, a burst of secondary 

electrons is released. An applied potential difference on the curved tube causes the 

secondary electrons to collide repeatedly with the surface, generating more electrons until 

a measurable pulse is generated for each ion entering the channeltron. The pulses are 

further amplified and then counted by a pulse counter. 

Hence, the result is a generated impurity level in terms of counts per second (cps) 

for each m/e ratio. A calibration curve must be generated for each species to be 

monitored in order to translate the cps to concentration units. The procedure for 

generating a calibration curve is addressed later. 

2.2.3.1.3 APIMS Gas Processor 

The gas processor is an integral part of the APIMS. A schematic of the Trace+ 

gas processor, designed by L'Air Liquide, is shown in Figure 2.5. It has four major 

functions: 
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Figure 2.5 Schematic diagram of gas processor and gas delivery system 

1. Preparation of a 'zero' gas for gas dilution and to establish a system baseline 

2. Generation of calibration gas mixtures 

3. Provision of a controlled amount of sample gas 

4. Control of pressure and flow for the API source 

Design features include the use of electropolished 316L stainless steel tubing with 

VCR® fittings and TIG welded tube joints. Orifice plates are used to control flow 

without adding any contaminants, and ultra-high purity application all-metal mass flow 

controllers (MFC) are installed off-line to reduce the risk of impurity intrusion. The 



MFC's are also used to maintain flow through all the legs of the apparatus to minimize 

dead volume outgassing effects. 

2.2.3.1.3 (a) Zero Gas Preparation 

The nitrogen carrier gas for the APIMS is derived from a bulk, cryogenic source 

that services the University of Arizona ECE Microelectronics laboratory. The purity of 

this source nitrogen is 99.9999 %. The nitrogen is then split to two lines, a 'house' 

nitrogen line, which requires no additional purification, and an ultra-high purity (UHP) 

line. The nitrogen in the UHP line is transported through electropolished stainless steel 

lines and UHP application components to a 1000 L, hot-metal getter purifier 

manufactured by UltraPure Systems (Model 7000 XL). Upon leaving this purifier, the 

total impurity content in the nitrogen is less than 1 ppmy. 

The UHP nitrogen is further purified before entering the APIMS gas processor by 

two (Monotorr series 3000N, model# PS3MTN1) getter purifiers placed in series. Part of 

this gas is then fed to the gas processor while the other part is directed to the direct 

injection system. The gas fed to the APIMS gas processor is further purified inside the 

gas processor by two more SAES getters. Typical performance data for a single SAES 

getter is given in Table 2.2 [157]. 

After passing through the four SAES getters in series, the purity of the 'zero' gas 

or 'blank' gas is in the single digit ppt range for major impurities. The 'zero' gas purity 

establishes the limit of detection, or the baseline, for each impurity to be analyzed by the 
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APIMS. Another function of the zero gas nitrogen is to dilute sample gases to be 

analyzed, either in the gas processor or in the direct injection system. 

Table 2.2 SAES Getter performance data 

Impurity Level 

O2 < 1 ppb 

H2O < 1 ppb 

THC < 10 ppb 

CO, < Ippb 

CO < 1 ppb 

2.2.3.1.3 (b) Sample Gas Dilution 

Proper dilution of sample gas with the zero gas is necessary since, high impurity 

concentrations can saturate the plasma and can result in non-linearities in the calibration 

curves and complicated mass spectra. The ratio of sample gas to zero gas introduced into 

the APIMS is controlled through MFC 1 and MFC2. 

2.2.3.1.3 (c) Calibration Gas Preparation 

The APIMS gas processor is currently configured to prepare several impurity 

standards: H2O, O2, CO. CO2, and CH4. All. with the exception of moisture, originate 

from a certified cylinder containing the species in the single digit to tens of ppm range 

with the balance grade-6 (99.9999 %) Nz. A 1 seem maximum mass flow controller. 



MFCS, is used to introduce some of the gas from the certified cylinder to the zero gas 

dilution stream. The cylinder gas is passed through a molecular sieve to remove cylinder 

moisture, which could later affect moisture calibration. Accurate dilution ratios of up to 

50,000 can be achieved in the gas processor resulting in a 200 ppt calibration gas from a 

10 ppm gas. 

In the case of moisture calibration, known standards are prepared by passing a 

monitored amount of zero gas through a temperature controlled moisture permeation cell 

whose permeation rate is accurately known. The permeation device in the gas processor 

has a permeation rate on the order of 90 ng/min at 50 °C. Hence, moisture concentration 

of about 100 ppb can be obtained in the leg of tubing immediately after the permeation 

device. By venting some of this gas with MFC 4 and diluting with the zero gas line, 

standards in the 100 ppt range and below can be obtained. 

2.2.3.1.4 APIMS Calibration 

Impurity levels are monitored by APIMS in terms of ion counts per seconds (cps). 

Hence, calibration is required to relate cps to more tangible concentration units like ppb 

or ppt. By controlling the amount of standard gas flowing into the zero gas at points X 

and Y (Figure 2.5), varying concentration calibration gases can be sent to the source. 

Figure 2.6 shows a typical calibration curve for moisture obtained on the VG 

Trace"^ APIMS in N2 carrier gas. Similar calibration curves exist for other impurities. It 

can be seen that the calibration curves for the APIMS are mostly linear with the slope 
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Figure 2.6 APIMS calibration for water in nitrogen 

giving the sensitivity in cps/ppb. However, non-linearities tend to arise at higher (> 25 

ppb) and lower (<200 ppt) concentrations. This phenomenon will be discussed in the 

next sub-section. It is also apparent that the calibration curves exhibit a small but non

zero y-axis intercept. This implies that the zero gas has a very small amount of 

impurities present. These impurities could be indigenous to the gas, desorbed from the 

gas transport lines, contributed by dead volumes, or outgassed from the APIMS source. 

The collective contribution of all these impurities forms the ultimate background and 

establishes the limit of detection for the instrument. 
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2.2.3.1.5 Important Issues in APIMS Analysis and Techniques 

In addition to calibration and sampling, there are three more main concerns 

associated with using APIMS: preparation of accurate standards, non-linearities in 

calibration, and multiple component effects. 

2.2.3.1.5 (a) Preparation of Calibration Standards 

(i) Standard Gas 

The concentration of the standard gas must be accurately known. For APIMS 

calibration, a 10 ppm impurity level is typically used for the standard gas. Levels lower 

than 10 ppm is more difficult to certify using conventional techniques such as gas 

chromatography. The impurity level in the standard gas should also be at least an order 

of magnitude higher than the level of any secondary contaminants that may be present in 

the matrix gas. Matrix gas is the gas in which known amount of impurities are added to 

give a particular standard gas. This is an important concern because any errors in 

certification of the standard gas will carry over to errors in the APIMS analysis. 

(ii) Zero Gas Generation 

An ultra-high purity zero gas must be available for dilution of the sample gas and 

the standard gas. The impurity background in the zero gas must be as low as possible to 

ensure accuracy of calibration at very low levels. 

(iii) Gas Blending System 

The gas blending system accurately prepares the calibration standards by blending 

the standard gas with zero gas. Hence, the blending system must be capable of providing 
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very large dilution ratios using highly stable and accurate mass flow controllers. The 

blending system must also not add any additional contaminants to the system. 

2.2.3.1.5 (b) Non-Linearities in APIMS Calibration 

It was mentioned earlier that the APIMS response tends to stray away from the 

usual linear response when the concentrations are at the high or low end of the range of 

detectability. At high concentrations, the curvature of the data is caused by saturation of 

the ionization source. High impurity levels result in the depletion of the carrier gas ions. 

Hence, secondary ionization by the charge transfer mechanism becomes inefficient. At 

low concentration levels, non-linearities arise due to the impurity background levels. 

Figure 2.7 shows the non-linear behavior the APIMS exhibits at low levels of moisture 

contamination. Clearly, a linear fit under-predicts the experimental response and blind 

extrapolation will result in erroneously low limits of detection. 

2.2.3.1.5 (c) Multiple Contaminant Interference Effects 

(i) High Concentration of One Impurity 

When there is a large concentration of one impurity with a favorably low 

ionization potential, it will be preferentially ionized. This leads to a lower efficiency of 

ionization for other trace contaminants. Hence, the APIMS will under-predict the 

presence of other contaminants. 

(ii) Secondary Ion Interference 

Secondary ions arc sometimes formed by fragmentation and clustering 
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Figure 2.7 APIMS calibration of water in nitrogen in low ppb range 

mechanisms. For instance, H2O contaminant in N2 yields the secondary ions O^, NH2O"*", 

and with m/e ratios =16, 32, and 44, respectively. These secondary ions can 

interfere with the detection of primary ions CH/, 02^, and COo^, respectively. These 

problems can be addressed by careful tuning of the focusing plates and lens voltages, 

(iii) Impurity-Impurity Interactions 

When impurity levels are high, interactions between one species and another can 

lead to a source for error. Due to its reactive nature, moisture tends to be a major 

problem. Impurity-impurity reactions can result in mass spectra with overlapped peaks, 

new unexpected peaks, or missing peaks at expected m/e ratios. These problems can be 

rectified by careful choice of voltages on the ion lenses and orifices. 
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2.2.3.2 Electron Impact Mass Spectrometry (EIMS) 

The mass spectrometer used for ppm-level detections was a Balzers QMS 421 

series, consisting of a QMS 42IC control unit and a QMA 400 quadnipole analyzer. A 

brief summary of this instrument is provided in the following sub-sections. 

2.2.3.2.1 Ionization source 

In the electron impact mass spectrometer, the inlet gas is leaked through a 

capillary from the dosing valve. The gas molecules are bombarded by electrons emitted 

from a hot filament and drawn across the source-housing chambcr to the anode. The low 

energy electrons bombarding the gas molecules strip one or more electrons thus forming 

positive ions. Figure 2.8 shows an electron impact ionization source. Although the 

ionization potentials of different atoms or molecules are not the same, the ionization 

cross-section for most gases' peak is somewhere in the 50-150 eV range. The ionization 

source is usually operated at 70 electron volts. The ionization density of each species is 

directly proportional to its partial pressure. 

f 

Figure 2.8 Electron impact ionization source 
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2.2.3.2.2 Quadrupole Mass Analyzer 

U + V cos mt 

-U - V cos ®t 

Figure 2.9 Quadrupole mass analyzer 

RF quadrupole mass filter, first proposed by W. Paul [149], is used for mass 

separation. It has an excellent resolution and a wide mass range. The mass filter, as 

shown in Figure 2.9, consists of four cylindrical molybdenum rod electrodes arranged to 

provide the closest mathematical approximation to a hyperbolic electrical field. Ions 

entering from one end travel with constant velocity parallel to the poles (z direction, the 

axis of symmetry maintaining zero potential), and acquire complex oscillations in the x 

and y direction. This is accomplished by applying both a direct current voltage (U) and a 

radio frequency voltage (+ V cos cot) to the poles. 

Ions of only a single mass to charge ratio will have stable oscillations and traverse 

the entire length of the filter under a given set of conditions (U, V, ®). All other ions will 

have unstable oscillations and will strike the poles and be lost. By sweeping the RF and 

dc potentials linearly in time, the instrument can be made to scan a mass range. The 

QMA 400 has a mass range up to m/e 511. 
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2.2.3.2.3 Mass Detector 
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Figure 2.10 Secondary electron multiplier detector 

The instrument uses a SEM (secondary electron multiplier) detector. The ions 

leaving the quadrupole mass filter are further accelerated to a few keV and then strike a 

conversion dynode made of Cu-Be thereby creating secondary electrons. The secondary 

electrons are further amplified as they collide with a series of dynodes (17 stages for this 

instrument) as shown in Figure 2.10. The SEM supplies an output current impulse for 

each incoming particle. These current impulses are converted to correct mean values 

using electrometer amplifiers. In order to eliminate background interferences due to soft 

x-rays, other photons or excited neutral particles and also to avoid ions of false mass that 

pass through the analyzer, the ions leaving the quadrupole are deflected 90" and therefore 

the SEM is located off-axis. 

2.2.3.2.4 Capillary Inlet System 

The inlet system employs a two-stage pressure reduction system to facilitate 
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concentration measurement of gas streams continuously at atmospheric pressure. The 

first stage consists of a fused silica capillary of 0.152 mm internal diameter and an 18 

L/sec turbo molecular drag pump backed by a diaphragm pump. This section is laminar 

in operation up to the mbar region. From here, some of the gas is bled off to the mass 

spectrometer inlet through an adjustable leak valve. The mass spectromelcr is maintained 

at a pressure of 10"'' mbar by a 18 L/s turbo molecular drag pump backed by a diaphragm 

pump. The gas driving force is the pressure gradient between the capillary inlet and the 

analyzer. In order to minimize memory effects due to adsorption of impurities on the 

1.25 meters long capillary walls, the entire capillar)' housed in a stainless steel line is kept 

heated at 100 "C. 

2.2.3.2.5 Detection Limits 

Detection limits (in an inert gas system) are determined by the detection limit of 

the mass spectrometer, inlet system, electrometer noise, temperature stability and gas 

supply stability. The performance specifications on the system are given in Table 2.3. 

Table 2.3 Impurity detection limits of the Balzers EIMS 

Species Detection limit 

H2 500 ppb 

H2O 600 ppb (in argon, nitrogen or other inert gas) 

N: and CO 200 ppb (in argon) 

CO2 30 ppb 

Ar 30 ppb (in nitrogen, helium or neon) 
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2.3 SURFACE CHARACTERIZATION 

When contamination occurs at the silicon/gate-dielectric or dielectric/gate-

electrode interface, organics can be extremely detrimental. There is every possibility of 

decomposition of adsorbed organics when subjected to a high temperature process, 

subsequently leaving behind smaller molecular fragments and atomic carbon. It is 

necessary to characterize the amount and form of the carbon retained on the surface or in 

the gate dielectric. Some techniques that can accomplish this are Auger, X-ray 

Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), Dynamic SIMS, Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass 

Spectrometry' (ToF-SIMS), TRXRF, and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). 

ToF-SlMS offers infonnation complementary to established material surface and 

bulk analysis methods, such as dynamic SIMS, TRXRF, XPS, and Auger spectroscopy. 

ToF-SIMS excels in surface analysis of atomic and molecular species, whereas dynamic 

SIMS is an established method to characterize trace levels of atomic species in the 

sample bulk. Though ToF-SIMS can depth profile about 50 nm below a sample surface, 

dynamic SIMS is strongly favored for depth profiling of trace impurities, offering higher 

sensitivity, quantification and deeper profile depths. Under unusual conditions, requiring 

intense charge compensation on an insulating sample or exact spatial positioning in a 

small spatial regime, ToF-SIMS depth profiling is considered. ToF-SIMS is particularly 

useful to characterize organic or inorganic material on a substrate surface, since 

molecular ions uniquely characteristic of chemical compounds are generated, collected 

by the instrument's mass spectrometer and associated with specific organic and inorganic 

chemical compounds, using molecular fragment and compound libraries in concert with 
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pattern recognition algorithms. One of the key distinctions between ToF-SIMS and other 

surface analysis methods is sampling depth. Auger spectroscopy and XPS sampling 

depths are primarily determined by the electron escape depth, ranging from 3 to 5 nm for 

typical semiconductor materials. TRXRF sampling depth theoretically corresponds to the 

penetration depth of the evanescent wave of the impinging x-ray electromagnetic 

radiation in total reflection, ranging from 5 to 10 nm. The following sections discuss 

some of the above mentioned techniques. 

2.3.1 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy is a non-destructive chemical analysis 

technique of the outermost surface layers (-50 A) of materials. All elements except 

hydrogen can be detected; the lowest detectable concentration of a particular element is 

about 0.1 % but this may be prejudiced by interferences with other elements present in 

the specimen. The analysis is averaged over several square millimeters of surface of a 

solid material. 

2.3.1.1 Principles of Operation of XPS 

The instrument commonly used for this form of analysis is known by the acronym 

ESCA (Electron Spectrometer for Chemical Analysis). Photoelectron spectroscopy uses 

the property of x-radiation or ultraviolet light of causing the emission of photoelectrons 

when they fall on matter. The kinetic energies of these photoelectrons are characteristic 

of the elements present in the specimen as pictured in Figure 2.11. If the energies are 
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Figure 2.11 Schematic representation of the photoemission process 

analyzed by an energy spectrometer, the spectrum can be a basis of elemental analysis. 

An ESCA apparatus therefore consists of a source of monochromatic x-radiation or UV 

light, an electron energy analyzing spectrometer, and a specimen holder, all within an 

ultrahigh vacuum chamber. Under the influence of the incident radiation photoelectrons 

are emitted from the specimen with a kinetic energy given by 

K.E. = hv - B.E. - phi 

where hv is the energy of the exciting radiation, B.E. is the binding energy holding the 

electron within the atom, and phi is the work function of the energy spectrometer. Since 

hv is a known constant for a particular type of source, a plot of signal intensity from the 

energy analyzer against analyzer pass energy, as it is swept through the relevant energy 

range, provides a spcctram of binding energy values for the sample. 
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Figure 2.12 Binding-energy spectrum 

Each element has its characteristic binding energy spectrum and an identification 

of elemental composition of a specimen can be made by inspection of the ESC A trace. 

A typical binding energy spectrum is shown in Figure 2.12. The analyzed region in the 

sample is restricted to a surface layer between 1 and 5 nm thick, only a few atomic layers, 

depending on the element and the kinetic energy involved. The incident x-radiation 

penetrates much more deeply into the sample than this, generating photoelectrons, but 

those electrons originating more than one collision distance below the surface will have 

lost energy on the way out of the specimen and will no longer be characteristic of the 

sample. Some of the advantages of the XPS technique are: 

• Determination of the valance states and/or bonding environment of atoms near the 

surface. 
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• Convenient and quick elemental analysis of surfaces. 

• Identifies organic functional groups in polymer or other organic surfaces. 

• Analysis of surfaces of polymers subjected to surface modification treatment or 

processes. 

• Characterization of very thin surface layered structures. 

• Depth profiling of both conducting and insulating materials 

The sample is irradiated in vacuum with mono-energetic soft x-rays and the resulting 

photoclectrons are analyzed by energy. Since photons have no charge, XPS is well suited 

for the analysis of insulators, ceramics, and organics. Elemental concentrations can be 

obtained from peak areas with an ultimate sensitivity on the order of 0.3 %. Similar to 

Auger Electron Spectroscopy, photoelectrons originating from atoms deeper than the top 

few atomic layers are absorbed by the solid making XPS extremely surface sensitive (top 

50-60 A). Information on depth distribution in the near surface can be obtained 

nondestructively by varying the sample tilt with respect to the analyzer. In addition, depth 

profiles can be obtained by Ar ion sputtering. The instrument used was a Phi 5600 Multi-

technique System equipped with magnesium and aluminum conventional x-ray sources 

and an aluminum monochromator. The technique specifications are as follows: 

Probing radiation = Al, Mg, A! Monochromatic 

Detected radiation = photoelectrons 

Detectability = 5 x lO'^ atoms/cm^, 0.1 % 

Surface sensitivity = 1 to 3 nm with Inm depth resolution 

Sample size = 5 mm x 5 mm x 1 mm or larger 
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2.3.2 Time of Flight Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) 

ToF-SIMS is a relatively new and powerful analytical tool for characterization of 

material surfaces with sub-micrometer lateral resolution and single monolayer (5 A) 

sampling depth, offering extremely high sensitivity for atomic and molecular, inorganic 

and organic species. During ToF-SIMS analysis, the sample is bombarded with a short 

primary ion pulse (Ga"^), producing atomic and molecular secondary ions from the sample 

surface. These secondary ions are extracted by an electric field and analyzed by a high 

mass resolution, time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The mass spectrum produced is 

typically comprised of over 1000 well-defined peaks, uniquely "fingerprinting" the 

surface constituency. New analytical dimensions are realized due to the following 

attributes of this characterization method: 

• Simultaneous detection of ions over a virtually unlimited mass range. 

• High mass resolution. 

• Excellent mass determination accuracy. 

• Excellent high sensitivity for atomic and molecular ions. 

• Exceptional chemical discrimination/dispersion. 

• Ultra-low sample consumption. 

• Very high lateral and depth spatial resolution. 

• Very effective charge compensation. 

These analytical attributes are essential to resolve demanding characterization 

problems posed by current and next-generation semiconductor processing and materials. 

Ultra-clean semiconductor processing is requisite to realize profitable part yields, part 



reliability, part performance, and rapid time-to-market. Contamination can be manifested 

by high leakage currents, lifetime reductions, premature gate oxide breakdown, high 

contact resistance or formation of inversion layers. ToF-SIMS currently achieves 

detection limits on the order of 1 x 10^ to 1 x lO'" atoms/cm" for elemental species 

detrimental to semiconductor device performance, ranging from very light alkali to heavy 

transition elements. Moreover, there is a growing body of evidence correlating reduction 

in device performance and manufacturing yield to organic contamination on silicon 

surfaces. ToF-SIMS offers unparalleled sensitive and specific detection of organic 

contaminates in the top monolayer of silicon surfaces or ultrathin films to characterize 

levels and sources of organic contamination associated with semiconductor processing. 

Since ToF-SIMS offers high sensitivity and facile and accurate mass 

determination over an entire mass spectrum that is rapidly acquired by a parallel ion 

detection scheme, frequently dynamic SIMS samples are initially examined by ToF-

SIMS to establish which elements are of interest and to characterize isobaric mass 

interference that could contribute to misleading conclusions by dynamic SIMS. In this 

fashion, the two SIMS methods form a powerful alliance. 

ToF-SIMS collects secondary ions that emit from the top 0.5 nm of the material 

surface. Consequently, species observed by TRXRF, XPS or Auger spectroscopy will 

not be observed by ToF-SIMS if the species diffuses or is buried below the surface. 

However. ToF-SlMS can unravel concentration variations over shallow depths by 

switching between pulsed ion beam data acquisition and continuous ion beam material 

removal. There are other notable differences between ToF-SIMS and established surface 



analysis methods. ToF-SIMS provides detailed atomic and molecular information 

associated with characterization by high-resolution mass spectrometry, whereas TRXRF 

and Auger spectroscopy only perform element analysis and XPS furnishes atomic and 

limited molecular bonding information. The analytical sampling areas or probe diameters 

of TRXRF. XPS, and Auger spectroscopy are about 1 cm", 50 |.im. and 0.5 jim, 

respectively. Though the Auger primary electron probe beam can be 20 nm in diameter, 

the analytical sampling area is enlarged due to electron backscattering in the material 

matrix. ToF-SIMS offers an analytical probe area less than 0.2 pm in diameter. 

2.3.2.1 Principles of Operation of ToF-SIMS 

A schematic of a TRIFT ToF-SIMS is shown in Figure 2.13. A pulsed primary 

ion beam bombards the sample surface, causing emission of atomic and molecular 

secondary ions. The secondary ions are then electrostatically accelerated into a field-free 

drift region with a nominal kinetic energy of: K.E. = q Vacd = Vi (mv ) where Vacci is the 

accelerating potential, m is the mass of the ion and q is its charge. 

Lighter ions will have higher velocities than heavier ions. Hence, (hey will arrive 

at the detector at the end of the drift region earlier than higher masses. Mass separation is 

thus obtained by flight time from the sample to the detector, where the corresponding ion 

mass-to-charge ratio, m/e, is quadratically proportional to flight time. Since ions of 

different mass for a given charge arrive sequentially at the detector, virtually all the 

secondary ions of a given polarity are detected and recorded in the mass spectrum. This 

efficient parallel collection and detection of secondary ions by ToF-SIMS instruments 



minimizes the ion beam-induced damage of the sample and results in a very sensitive 

technique for organic and inorganic surl'ace analysis. Moreover, since mass resolution is 

directly related to time resolution (Figure 2.14), adjustments to enhance mass resolution 

do not influence ion transmission or sensitivity. Owing to the method's sensitivity, 

13 typically a mass spectrum or an ion image can be generated with less than 1 x 10 

primary ions per square cm, below the static SIMS ion dose associated with the onset of 

surface damage and deterioration of organic material. Due to the very small (1 x 10"''') 

duty cycle associated with pulsed primary ion beam operation, under typical conditions, a 

surface can be analyzed for over 10 hours without removing a monolayer of material. 

Positive secondary ions are produced by bombarding the wafer surface with 15 

keV Ga^ primary ion beam rastered over a 130 x 130 |j.m~ area. The peak or ion 

intensities are in units of normalized intensity, given by the following expression: 

Peak Raw Counts x 10,000 

Total Spectrum Counts 

This permits one to compare the relative concentrations of any given ion among 

all observations. However, one cannot use these intensity values to compare relative 

concentrations among different ions. Volumetric relative sensitivity factors are available 

for most elements on a silicon surface which permits conversion of the normalized 

intensity to units of atoms/cm^ @ d where d is the areal density depth and corresponds to 

5 A or 0.5 nm in this study. With this unit conversion, one can compare ion intensities or 

concentrations among all ions and among all observations. Atoms/cm" is a concentration 

unit for areal density and must be associated with an areal density depth, which typically 
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Figure 2.13 Schematic of a TRIFT ToF-SIMS 

corresponds to the physical, sampling depth; otherwise, the value has little meaning. For 

typical ToF-SIMS acquisitions, the analytical area! density depth is 5 A; though the 

physical sampling depth is typically 4.5 A, giving rise to the atom/cm" @ 5 A 

concentration unit. This unit designates the number or atoms/cm" observed through a 5 A 

depth into the silicon substrate. To compare ToF-SIMS areal density values to arcal 
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Figure 2.14 Illustration of ion mass - ion time of flight relationship 

density values from other techniques, the arcal density depth or sampling depth of the 

other technique must be stated. To compare values among techniques, the ToF-SIMS 

concentration is simply proportionally adjusted for different sampling depths, assuming 

uniform impurity concentration for depths beyond those examined by ToF-SIMS. 
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2.4 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERIZATION 

Electrical testing is often used after thermal gate oxidation as a means of detecting 

contaminants introduced into the gate dielectric during processing. Implementation of a 

thermal treatment of product wafers, on which the actual device is built on, to accomplish 

desorption of molecular contaminants can activate some other contaminants like metals 

or even defects within the dielectric film, thereby affecting its electrical properties. 

Electrical characterization of samples was accomplished by a commercially available 

Quantox® tool described in the forthcoming sub-sections. 

2.4.1 Quantox® 

The KLA-Tencor Quantox® 64100 used for this study is a non-contact electrical 

characterization system for dielectric and semiconductor materials. Quantox® 

characterizes the electrical properties of semiconductor and dielectric films quickly and 

accurately, and is primarily used for routine in-line monitoring of thin gate oxides. The 

system uses non-contact technology similar to capacitance-voltage (CV) technology on 

wafers, compared to the traditional testing method of MOS CV to determine 

contamination in oxides and silicon. The system breaks the electrical charge 

contamination into individual charge components. Quantox® results also provide a true 

picture of charge contamination, because there's no need for post-processing, which can 

alter the oxide characteristics being monitored. It quantifies static and dynamic electrical 

properties of materials. Quantox® detects electrical defects in dielectrics or 

semiconductors in the form of a) elemental contamination like Cu. Al, Ni, Zn, Na, Li. K, 



Fe, Co, O, N, P, Ca, etc or b) structural contamination like near-surface crystal defects 

due to rapid thermal oxidation (RTO) that kill DRAM retention time. Quantox® requires 

a dielectric that can hold charge (i.e. acts as a capacitor when charge is applied) on a 

conducting or semiconducting substrate. Typical materials include thin SiOi or SiON on 

Si, Si?N4 on rugged polysilicon, thin ONO stacks on Si, TEOS and PSG. 

2.4.1.1 Fundamentals of Operation of Quantox® 

Quantox® employs the corona-oxide-semiconductor (COS) technique to 

determine the electrical properties of oxide pilots. COS is similar to quasi-static (low 

frequency) C-V testing. The principal difference is that COS is a non-contact method, 

whereas C-V requires MOSCAP processing. As in C-V technology, COS analysis 

requires applying an electrical bias to the sample to measure the oxide's electrical 

properties. For C-V, this bias is a voltage applied to the MOSCAP through an electrical 

prober and the response is the measured capacitance. Various types of tests that can be 

performed are described in the following subsections. 

2.4.1.1.1 Q-V Sweep Tests 

With COS, the bias is applied by charging the oxide surface. The bias, in 

charge/area, is measured by a coulombmeter attached in series with the chuck. A typical 

sweep may bias the surface to create an electric field of ±1 MV/cm. The full sweep is 

composed of approximately 40 small charge depositions. The surface voltage (Vg) is 

measured by a non-contact vibrating Kelvin probe. Vs is controlled by the capacitance of 
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Figure 2.15 Surface photo voltage (SPV) vs. charge (Q) for a 26A oxide 

the series-connected oxide and silicon. The oxide capacitance is a constant, while the 

silicon capacitance has an inherent bias dependence due to the semiconducting nature of 

silicon. Surface photovoltage (SPV) is a temporary voltage created when free carriers arc 

photo-injected into the near surface region of the silicon. In this case, the probe vibration 

used to measure Vs is turned off. and a high-speed light flash is used to photo-generate 

carriers. A voltage spike caused by the temporary collapse of the near surface band 

bending is capacitatively coupled to the motionless sensor and captured by a high speed 

A/D converter. Typical Q-Vg and Q-SPV curves are shown in Figures 2.15 and 2.16. The 

building blocks described above are used in a repetitive fashion to build a COS data 

sweep: deposit charge (Q), measure Vs and measure SPV. The resultant Q, Vg and SPV 

curves are analyzed using non-linear curve-fitting and a full quasi-static band bending 
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Figure 2.16 Surface voltage (Vs) vs. charge (Q) for a 26 A oxide 

analysis. A very brief outline of how each parameter is extracted is as follows: 

• Oxide Thickness, (tox. A): The slope of the Vj vs. Q curve, analyzed while the silicon 

is in accumulation. For a p-type silicon substrate, the silicon is accumulated at a 

negative bias. A full band-bending analysis is performed to include the small change 

in silicon capacitance that occurs even in accumulation. 

• Platband Voltage, (Vfb, Volts): By plotting SPV vs. Vs, the tlatband voltage can be 

extracted immediately. Vfb is the surface potential (Vs) when the silicon band 

bending = 0. The SPV measurement tells us the amount of silicon band bending: 

when the SPV = 0, the silicon is at the flatband condition. 
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Figure 2.17 Data from pulsed Q-t analysis of n-type substrate with 20 A oxide 

• Threshold Voltage. (V,, Volts): V, is a quantity that is calculated from a) the 

measured Va, and b) the near surface doping. This parameter becomes less accurate 

on wafers that exhibit high interface trap density. 

• Total Oxide Charge. (Qtot, charge/cm'): Q,ot is the sum of all charges in the oxide, and 

it is derived from the Q vs. SPV curve. The unique feature of Qtot is that it is equally 

sensitive to charges at the top and bottom of the oxide; this is distinctly different than 

Qeff, which is sensitive only to charges at the Si/SiOi interface. Qtot retains high 

sensitivity even on very thin oxides. This is because no surface voltage 

measurements are used in this measurement. The Quantox® coulombmeter 'counts" 

the amount of charge that it must deposit to bring the sample to the Hatband (SPV = 

0) condition. Both the coulombmeter sensitivity and SPV sensitivity are independent 



of oxide thickness, and so this parameter maintains excellent signal to noise ratios 

even on very thin oxides. 

• Density of Interface Traps (Dit, #/cnr/eV): Da is derived from the slope of the Q-\\ 

curve in depletion. The technique is the same as that used in quasi-static analysis, 

where the changc in band bending is analyzed as a function of the deposited charge. 

2.4.1.1.2 Pulsed Q-t Tests 

• Generation Lifetime (Glife): Generation lifetime is measured using pulsed Q-t 

technique. The silicon is pushed into deep depletion (i.e., free carriers are pushed 

away from the surface of the silicon). The time recovery of the surface potential is 

used to measure the carrier generation lifetime testing. Some sites on a wafer may 

exhibit excellent lifetime, while neighboring sites (which encompass a silicon defect) 

show very poor silicon lifetime. Metal decorated defects are particularly easy to find, 

due to the presence of the strong electric field during this test. 

• Near Surface Recombination Lifetime: In this test, the silicon is first placed at a 

known band bending condition (weak inversion), and it is then pulsed into forward 

bias by a visible light source. The decay of the forward-biased junction is then 

monitored via the surface potential (for long lifetime samples) or via the SPV decay 

(for short lifetime samples). This technique is analogous to the recovery of a diode 

technique used in conventional device testing. 

• Bulk Recombination Lifetime: Bulk recombination is performed similarly to near 

surface recombination lifetime, but the silicon is strongly forward biased by a 



broadband light source. This high injection condition causes many photogenerated 

carriers to diffuse deep into the bulk of the silicon. The light source is pulsed on for 

approximately 2 microseconds, and then the time decay of the surface photovoltage is 

analyzed to derive the rate of bulk carrier recombination. 

2.4.1.1.3 Stress Tests 

• Mobile Charge. (Q,„, charge/cm'): Mobile charge contamination is measured using a 

bias-temperature heat cycle. A moderate electric field (+0.75 MV/cm) is applied to 

the oxide surface, and the wafer is then heated to 200 °C. This causes all mobile 

charge to accumulate at the bottom of the oxide (the Si/SiO^ interface). No analysis 

is performed during this first heat cycle. The mobile charge is then drawn back to the 

surface of the oxide with a negative applied field (-0.5 MV/cm). The change in 

surface potential (AVs) is used to calculate the amount of mobile charge: 

Qm = Cox * (AVs) 

• Tunneling Field. (Etuoneu V/cm): The tunneling field is measured by applying a very 

high bias to a site on the wafer. Enough charge is deposited at this site to induce an 

electric field of 20 MV/cm. Since oxides begin tunneling at a field substantially 

lower than 20 MV/cm, the surface potential clamps at the tunneling voltage. Vs is 

measured after all the charge has been deposited, and it is recorded as the tunneling 

voltage. The Quantox® measures tox and the tunneling field is calculated as: 

Etunnel ~ V tunnel / tox 
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3 

MOISTURE AND ORGANIC CONTAMINATION OF SILICON AND SILICON 

OXIDE SURFACES 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The impact of moisture and organic contamination from various sources on 

electrical performance of MOSFET devices employing SiOa as the gate dielectric has 

been studied extensively. The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductor 

(ITRS) requires that organic contamination on silicon wafers do not exceed 1.5 x lO" 

carbon atoms/cm" for front-end of line (FEOL) surface preparation processes for 90 nm 

semiconductor manufacturing with silicon oxide as gate dielectric [1]. It is widely 

believed that organic contamination on Si wafer surfaces has a significant impact on gate 

oxide integrity (GOI), particularly for deep sub-0.25 pm generation technologies. 

Organic contaminants originating from different sources in the fab environment has 

deleterious effects on the charge to breakdown (Qbd) yield for 2 nm oxide, especially 

when contamination occurs at the SiO^/polysilicon interfaces, i.e., prior to a non-

oxidizing process. Adsorbed organic contaminants on Si wafer from wafer fab sources 

induce a substantially higher leakage current on capacitor structures. Organic 

contamination originating from cleanroom ambience causes serious damage on thin oxide 

especially after hydrofluoric acid (HF) cleans, and the damage is directly related to the 

total amount of organic species accumulated on wafer surfaces. 



Most of the earlier studies have looked at the effect of organic adsorbates added 

as contaminants intentionally. There have been very few studies of organic contaminants 

adsorbed from actual cleanroom air and their effects on VLSI manufacturing processes. 

It is necessary to study the adsorption behavior and origin of airborne contaminants 

actually found in cleanrooms. The first step would therefore be to identify the 

contaminants that adsorb onto wafer surfaces. The entire study reported in this chapter 

can be broken into three distinct parts; a) Identification of cleanroom contaminants, b) 

Molecular contamination at the Si/SiOa interface, and c) Molecular contamination at the 

Si02/polysilicon interfaces. The adsorption-desorption mechanisms of moisture, IP A, 

and hydrocarbons on Si and Si02 are also discussed. Effect of parameters like length of 

exposure to contamination and surface cleanup chemistry on carbon incorporation during 

ultrathin (20-40 A) oxide growth by thermal oxidation was also studied. 

The thickness of oxide films was measured by commercially available Therma-

Wave 5240D Opti-Probes® using the Absolute Ellipsometry (AE) technique. Adsorption 

of molecular contaminants results in a build-up of the so-called "environmental film", 

which results in an increase in the measured oxide thickness by as much as 1 A in the 

first 60 minutes of exposure to the cleanroom environment. This introduces variability in 

measurement due to extraneous factors that are not related to the actual gate oxidation 

process making it less suitable for process control. Elimination of this error in 

ellipsometry measurements is achieved by thermal treatment of the wafer just prior to 

thickness measurement in a tool called the "Desorber". The impact of thermal treatment 

of oxide samples in the Desorber on electrical properties was also investigated. 
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3.2 IDENTIFICATION OF CLEANROOM ORGANIC CONTAMINANTS 

Polished Czochralski (Cz) process test wafers were used. To identify the 

contaminants, a set of 7 wafers was cleaned by SCl-HF-H202-vapor_dry sequence. The 

purpose of each of the cleaning steps is mentioned in Section 1.2.3. The actual 

procedures for the cleaning steps are as follows: 

• SCI or APM: 1:1:5 mixture of NH4OH : H2O2: H2O for ~ 10 minutes at 70 °C 

• SC2 or HPM: 1:1:5 mixture of HCl: H2O2: H2O for ~ 10 minutes at 70 "C 

• SPM: 4:1 mixture of H2SO4: H2O2 for ~ 15 minutes at 90 *'C 

• HF: 1:20 mixture of HF : H2O at room temperature 

In the vapor dry step, the wafers are pulled out of ultra-pure water (UPW) bath 

and transferred to the top of a chamber containing boiling IPA. The alcohol vapor 

condenses on the cool, wet wafers. IPA mixes with the water and displaces the water. 

As the temperature equilibrates, condensation stops and the wafers are then removed 

from the chamber. 

The wafers were then oxidized in a vertical thermal reactor with 10 % O2 in dry 

N2 gas at 850 °C to grow 26 A thick SiO?. The wafers were stored in different conditions 

as described in Table 3.1. During their storage, the wafer surfaces were exposed to 

different levels of contamination depending on the conditions. A freshly oxidized sample 

was used as the control wafer. These samples were then analyzed by Time-of-Flight 

Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (ToF-SIMS). The principles of operation have been 

described in detail in Chapter 2. A comparison of the normalized intensities of the ions 

from wafers processed under different temperatures should indicate the relative 
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Table 3.1 Sample preparation for identification of adsorbed molecular contaminants 

Wafer # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Cleanup SCI -HF-H202-vapor_dry 

Oxide 

thickness 
26 A 

Storage mode 
Open 

cassette 

Open 

cassette 

Closed 

Box 

Closed 

Box 

N2-

purged 

box 

N2-

purged 

box 

Fresh 

Storage time 48 hours 0 

cleanliness of the oxide surfaces and possibly show the relative abundance of specific 

classes of organic molecules. Some of the prominent organic species ion intensities are 

plotted in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. AMC was primarily comprised of the following: 

• Moisture as evidenced by OH, SiOxHy excesses on the "aged" vs. the fresh 

sample 

• Amines and quaternary ammonium salts as indicated by peaks of species 

containing N; from the volatile amine-based solvents used in wet cleanups 

• IP A as indicated by C3H7O, CH3O and SiCH^O peaks 

• Polydimethylsiioxane (PDMS), which is a common plasticizer and lubricant, as 

revealed by CgHsOs peak. 
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Figure 3.1 Comparison of ion intensities from wafers stored in different conditions 
analyzed by ToF-SIMS 

A variety of amines were detected. However, no attempt was made to track the 

identities of all the amines. The relative amounts of aliphatic compounds adsorbed on the 

samples were negligible compared to the amines and IPA. Contaminants were found in 

all three storage modes. As expected, wafers stored in the nitrogen-purged box and 

closed plastic boxes were found to be much cleaner than the wafers that were exposed to 

the atmosphere. However, the wafers stored in N2-purged boxes were not absolutely free 

of organic contamination due to a possible leak of cleanroom air. No organic species 

specific to the plastic wafer box were found. 
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Figure 3.2 Comparison of ion intensities from wafers stored in different conditions 
analyzed by ToF-SlMS 
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3.3 MOLECULAR CONTAMINATION AT THE Si/SiO. INTERFACE 

Contamination, in any form, of silicon wafers prior to gate oxidation is extremely 

detrimental to final device performance. Reliable performance of modern ultrathin gate 

dielectrics calls for a defect density of 0.05 defects/cm^ or less for the 90 nm technology 

[1]. This calls for a considerable emphasis on the surface preparation of silicon wafers 

just prior to gate oxidation. Hence, silicon wafers are cleaned prior to gate oxidation by 

cleanup chemistries specially designed to eliminate all surface contaminants. However, 

the wafers are invariably exposed to the cleanroom environment before being loaded into 

a furnace for gate oxidation. Transport of wafers in plastic boxes can also result in 

potential organic contamination because of outgassing of polymeric materials. During 

this period, molecular contaminants readily get adsorbed onto the freshly cleaned surface. 

Various processing steps can be clustered in vacuum tools, but silicon surfaces handled in 

vacuum environment are also vulnerable to organic contamination. As mentioned earlier, 

the amount of surface contamination depends on factors like surface condition (which in 

turn depends on the last cleaning step), length of exposure and storage condition (open 

cassette, closed box or nitrogen-purged box). Residual organic contamination can cause 

undesired silicon carbide formation within the gate oxide film, which act as dcfects. The 

present understanding of residual organic contamination on IC processing is poor due to 

the lack of sufficient studies in this area. 

Performance of a MOSFET depends on the quality of the gate dielectric. The 

0.13-jj,m technology devices employ a silicon oxide film as thin as 15-20 A. Growth of 



these ultrathin silicon oxide films for gate dielectric applications is usually performed by 

dry thermal oxidation in a vertical thermal reactor at high temperatures in the range of 

800-1000 °C. The pre-gate cleaned silicon wafers are loaded slowly into the furnace 

maintained at approximately 600 °C. The reasons for the high idling temperature of the 

furnace are low thermal budget and high throughput of wafers. The temperature is then 

ramped to the final oxidation temperature under a UHP N2 purge. The adsorbed organic 

contaminants can influence the rate of thermal oxidation [67]. However, during the 

wafer loading and temperature ramp-up period, the adsorbed molecular contaminants can 

undergo the following processes: desorption without reaction or surface reactions 

followed by desorption, and decomposition leaving carbon atoms at the Si/SiOi interface. 

This residual carbon results in undesired silicon carbide fonnation within the gate oxide 

film, which is detrimental to the gate oxide quality [73, 77, 78]. 

The following sections discuss the mechanisms of adsorption of common 

moiccular contaminants on Si and also the effect of factors like surface condition of 

wafer, contaminant concentration, ctc. Very few studies have been performed in the past 

to determine the actual mechanism of carbon incorporation or silicon carbide formation 

during thermal oxidation of silicon. Therelbre, a mechanism of carbon incorporation 

from the adsorbed organic contaminants has been proposed and will be discussed in the 

latter part of the chapter. 
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3.3.1 Mechanism of Adsorption of Moisture and Organics on Silicon Surfaces 

OH 

OH H-OH 

Figure 3.3 Model of Si reaction with water [83] 

3.3.1.1 Adsorption of Water 

Several studies involving adsorption of moisture, unsaturated organic compounds, 

aromatic acids, and amines on silicon have been reported in the literature. S. 

Rajagopalan et al. have investigated the reaction between water and HF treated silicon 

surfaces [83]. It was shown that the charge to breakdown (Qbd) degrades with increasing 

exposure time to water immediately after the HF dip. A model proposed by the 

researchers explains the corrosive attack of water on HF treated silicon surfaces. The HF 

dip removes the protective native oxide from the silicon surface and allows the reaction 

between silicon and water to occur. The model considers the reaction of [OH] ions 

present on Si to form silicates as shown in Figure 3.3. Water molecules attack Si-Si 

bonds to form Si-H and Si-OH. 
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Figure 3.4 Model for chemisorption of acetylene on Si (100) 2x1 surface [99] 

3.3.1.2 Adsorption of Hydrocarbons 

The adsorption and dissociation of hydrocarbon molecules on Si surfaces have 

drawn considerable interest in recent years [94]. Technologically, such reactions are the 

crucial initial stages of the heteroepitaxy of SiC and diamond thin films on Si surfaces 

[96]. An acetylene or ethylene molecule is known to form double a (called the di-G 

bond) with a Si dimmer [97, 98]. This bonding involves the it molecular orbitals (MO's) 

and the Si dangling bond state. Yates Jr. has observed using HREELS that chemisorption 

of acetylene occurs via a mobile precursor [99]. The weakly bound molecular precursor 

migrates to an unfilled Si dimmer site and chemisorbs as shown in Figure 3.4. Upon 

heating to ~ 500 K, majority (> 95 %) of the adsorbed acetylene undergoes dissociation 

to produce chemisorbed carbon and H2 gas. By about 900 °K, all C-H and Si-H bonds are 

broken and hydrogen desorbs from the surface. In contrast chemisorbed ethylene desorbs 
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intact from Si (100) at ~ 550 K, with approximately 2 % of the monolayer undergoing 

dissociation. 

C. C. Cheng et al. have estimated an activation energy for dcsorption of 38 

kcal/mol for ethylene on Si (100) by temperature programmed desorption (TPD) [100], 

Using various surface techniques like Auger electron spectroscopy (AES ) and vibrational 

spectroscopy, they have also investigated the thermal behavior of -CH3 on Si (100). 

They found that the adsorbed methyl group is stable up to ~ 600 K. At high 

temperatures, -CH3 decomposes to CH^ (x < 3 ) species and subsequently liberates H2 gas, 

leaving carbon on the surface. Their studies proved that the methyl group is an efficient 

source of surface carbon by thermal decomposition. Very recently, Xu et al. have 

proposed a tetra-a-bond model for the C2H2 adsorption based on photoemission and 

photodi[Traction studies f 101]. In their model, C2H2 is re-hybridized to sj/ and is 

adsorbed between two neighboring Si atom dimmers. 

In another study, Bozack el al. have studied the adsorption of propylene (C^Hf,) 

from a molecular beam source on Si (100) by Auger spectroscopy and thermal desorption 

studies [102]. For a thermally annealed and ordered Si (100) surface, they found that 35 

% of the propylene bonds to the surface as an undissociated molecule which desorbs 

intact at 550 K. The remainder of propylene dissociated. However, adsorption of C3H6 

to a disordered ion-bombarded surface resulted in nearly complete dissociation of CsHg. 

Ion bombardment produces defect sites, which promote dissociative chemisorption. 

However, Si surface could be passivated by pre-adsorption of hydrogen, thereby 

preventing chemisorption of propylene. 
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Figure 3.5 Model for chemisorption of benzoic acid on Si (100)-2xl surface 

3.3.1.3 Adsorption of Aromatic Acids and Amines 

The chcmisorption of benzoic acid (C(,H.s-COOH) and aniline (C6H5-NH2) on Si 

(100)-2x 1 at room temperature has been studied with high resolution electron energy loss 

spectroscopy (HREELS) and low energy electron diffraction (LEED) by Bitzer et al. 

[103]. The vibrational data indicated that both aromatic species adsorb dissociatively on 

Si (1 (X))-2x 1 via a deprotonation reaction of the functional group as indicated in Figure 

3.5. They report that a Si-O-C or Si-N-C linkage, is formed between the silicon 

substrate, still reconstructed, and the intact phenyl ring. In both cases, the hydrogen atom 

bonds to a neighboring silicon atom. 

Benzoic acid 

C6H5-C—OVf H' 
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Figure 3.6 Chcmisorption of IP A on a hydroxylated Si (100) surface [104] 

3.3. 1 .4 Adsorption of Alcohols: Isopropanol (EPA) 

On hydrogen terminated Si surface, IPA adsorbs via Van der Waals' forces. 

However, in the presence of moisture, IPA undergoes an esterfication reaction with the 

surfacc chemisorbed hydroxyl groups to form a strongly bound alkoxy species as shown 

in Figure 3.6 [104). Rana et al. have studied the kinetics of adsorption of IPA on silicon 

surfaces subjected to two different types of cleans [91]. They have determined that the 

polar nature of the chemical oxide surfacc formed by SCI clean results in a higher IPA 

loading. An HF-last cleaned wafer has a hydrogen-terminated surface (HTS) whereas a 

wafer subjected to SCI-last clean has a thin chemical oxide. During DI water rinsing, in 

the presence of moisture, the oxide surfacc gets terminated with Si-OH bonds making it 
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hydrophilic. Polar molecules can easily physisorb on such a surface via the formation of 

hydrogen bonds in addition to the non-specific dispersion forces. IPA has a terminal -

OH group that makes it highly polar. Therefore, it interacts strongly with silicon oxide 

surfaces. On a hydrogen-terminated surface, the only interaction of an organic molecule 

would be due to the dispersion forces and, hence, the lower adsorption of IPA. 

3.3.2 Carbon Incorporation during Thermal Oxidation of Silicon 

The extent of carbon incorporation strongly depends on the surface condition of 

the wafer and a number of other factors to be discussed in this sub-section. 

3.3.2.1 Effect of Cleanup Chemistry and Length of Exposure to Cleanroom Air 

The effect of surface cleaning procedure on the kinetics of thermal oxide growth 

is well known. However, impact of pre-furaace cleanup chemistry and cleanup to gale 

oxidation delay time on the amount of carbon incorporation is not well characterized. 

The following sections attempts to address these issues. 

3.3.2.1.1 Experimental Design 

A set of 9 wafers was cleaned using different cleaning sequences as described in 

Table 3.2. All cleaning procedures were designed to emphasize the removal of 

contaminants from wafer surfaces with strong oxidative chemistries in the very beginning 

of each cleaning sequence, even though the oxidants used were different. For the surface 

refreshing step to remove the top layer of oxidized Si, dilute HF solutions with 50:1-
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Table 3.2 Sample preparation for characterization of carbon contamination at the Si/SiOi 
interface 

Cleanup 

name 
Cleanup chemistry Sample # 

Exposure time 
between cleanup 

and gate oxidation 

Single gate SCI -dHF-H202-IFA_vapor_dry 

1 15 min 

Single gate SCI -dHF-H202-IFA_vapor_dry 2 2 hrs Single gate SCI -dHF-H202-IFA_vapor_dry 

3 7 hrs 

Split gate 

SC1 -Megasonic_rinse-SC2-QDR-

IFA_vap_dry followed by 

Piranha-Cold_rinse-spin_dry 

4 15 min 

Split gate 

SC1 -Megasonic_rinse-SC2-QDR-

IFA_vap_dry followed by 

Piranha-Cold_rinse-spin_dry 

5 2 hrs Split gate 

SC1 -Megasonic_rinse-SC2-QDR-

IFA_vap_dry followed by 

Piranha-Cold_rinse-spin_dry 
6 7 hrs 

Tunnel 

oxide 

SCI-QDR-dHF-SC 1 -QDR-dHCl-

spin_dry 

7 15 min 

Tunnel 

oxide 

SCI-QDR-dHF-SC 1 -QDR-dHCl-

spin_dry 
8 2 hrs 

Tunnel 

oxide 

SCI-QDR-dHF-SC 1 -QDR-dHCl-

spin_dry 

9 7 hrs 

200:1 mixing ratio were typically used. The HF step was positioned differently, 

depending on the cleaning sequence. Mcgasonic cleaning was used for ammonia-

peroxide mixture (APM) chemistries in some cases. The chemistries used for removing 

metallic coniaminants were either diluted HCl-peroxide mixture (HPM) as in the "split 

gate clean", or diluted HCl alone as in the "tunnel oxide" clean, or a simple HF last step 
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to refresh the silicon surface as in the "single gate" clean. Surface passivation was 

achieved with peroxide generated chemical oxides or H- temiinated surfaces by HF last 

processing. After the cleaning steps, a variable delay time was allowed prior to gate 

oxidation. Since contaminant adsorption is a dynamic process, the samples having the 

longest delay were expected to have highest AMC accumulation. It had to be found out 

whether this difference in accumulation reflected in the interfacial carbon contamination. 

Wafers were heated to 800 °C and oxidized in 10 % O2 in N2 gas to grow 36 A oxide. 

3.3.2.1.2 Experimental Results 

The samples were analyzed by ToF-SIMS. Each wafer was analyzed at two 

random locations. The average values of carbon concentration at the Si/SiOj interface 

have been plotted in Figure 3.7. Samples with longer delay times showed slightly higher 

carbon concentration at the Si/SiO^ interface. However, it would be fair to comment that 

variable delay times between cleanup and gate oxidation did not have a significant impact 

on interfacial carbon concentration. This proves that most of the organics that are loosely 

adsorbed on the surface get desorbed during the ramp-up cycle. Samples cleaned by the 

'"single gate" clean showed much higher levels of carbon than the other two cleanup 

chemistries. The "single gate" clean had a peroxide rinse step that produced a chemical 

oxide on the wafer surface, which is hydrophilic. This step was followed by IP A vapor 

dry, which left a condensed hydrocarbon layer on the surface prior to oxidation. The 

"split gate" clean also had IPA vapor dry step, but this was followed by the piranha rinse, 

which is designed to remove surface adsorbed organics. The last cleaning step was the 
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Figure 3.7 Carbon concentrations at Si/SiOa interface measured by ToF-SIMS for 
different pre-gate cleanup chemistries and delay times 

spin dry process. Hence, the wafer surface had no intentional exposure to IP A prior to 

gate oxidation. The wafers cleaned by "tunnel oxide" clean (no IPA vapor dry step) 

exhibited lower interfacial carbon levels than the "single gate" cleaned wafers, but 

slightly higher than the "split gate" cleaned wafers due to the absence of a piranha rinse 

step. It is worth mentioning that the levels of carbon contamination for all wafers were 

well within the specifications by the ITRS roadmap. 
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3.3.2.2 Mechanism of Carbon Incorporation from Adsorbed IPA during Ramp-up and 

Thermal Oxidation 

Homogeneous decomposition 

IPA < • CH2-CH-CH3 

Adsorption Adsorption/ 

desorption 

CO. CO2, H2O 

Oxidation 

CH2-CH-CH3 

' decomposition^ 
H 0H\ • CH.^CH-CH, • C H 

iflCf 

Figure 3.8 Mechanism of carbon incorporation into SiOa from adsorbed IPA 

During the temperature ramp-up prior to thermal oxidation of silicon, there can be 

5 competing processes that organics adsorbed on the surface can undergo. The processes, 

illustrated in the schematic in Figure 3.8. are desorption, re-adsorption, decomposition, 

oxidation and reaction with silicon to ultimately produce silicon carbide. An adsorbed 

IPA molecule can desorb at sufficiently elevated temperatures. A desorbed molecule can 

re-adsorb onto the surface at a different site. IPA also undergoes homogeneous 

decomposition at temperatures higher than 400 °C to form products like propene and 
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acetone [105]. These homogeneous gas-phase decomposition products can also adsorb 

on the surface. At high temperatures, the adsorbed IP A can undergo surface 

decomposition to leave smaller fragments, which can finally react with silicon and leave 

elemental carbon on the surface. Formation of silicon carbide is known to start only 

beyond 700 °C. Hence, if the ramp-rate is fast enough to leave no time for the adsorbed 

organic to desorb, it is very likely that carbon gets incorporated within the oxide. 

However, presence of small amounts of oxygen in the gas stream can burn off the 

adsorbed organics and carbon before silicon carbide can form. Thus, a slower ramp-rate 

and a small concentration of oxygen in the ramp-ambient can at least reduce, if not 

eliminate, extent of carbon incorporation. 

A variety of techniques such as HREELS, SIMS, XPS, Auger, STM and 

photodiffraction offer evidence that the form in which carbon exists can be related 

closely to that of silicon carbidc [102. 103]. It has also been suggested that an 

identifiable material phase does not exist at the surface. A silicon carbide film or big 

clusters of silicon carbide have not been detected [106]. Only at temperatures exceeding 

1200 "C does a continuous silicon carbide film begin to form. It is understood that silicon 

carbide at. lower temperatures is formed primarily in the form of isolated point defects. 

These point defects are one of the most probable sources of degradation of gate oxide 

quality. Silicon carbide defects within the oxide film result in local thinning of the oxide, 

which in turn increase the effective electric field around these defects. It then results in 

breakdown of the dielectric at lower applied voltages due to high direct tunneling 

currents. 
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3.4 MOLECULAR CONTAMINATION AT SiO./POLYSILICON INTERFACE 

When contamination occurs even at the SiOi/polysilicon interface, i.e. prior to a 

non-oxidizing process step, organics can be extremely detrimental. There is every 

possibility of decomposition of adsorbed organics on the oxide surface when subjected to 

a high temperature step, subsequently leaving behind smaller molecular fragments and 

atomic carbon. 

3.4.1 Effect of Length of Exposure to Cleanroom Air between Gate Oxidation and 

Polysilicon Deposition on Carbon Incorporation 

3.4.1.1 Experimental Design 

A set of 6 wafers was cleaned by SC1 -HF-H202-IPA_vapor_dry clean and 

oxidized in 10 % O2 in No gas at 850 °C to grow 36 A thick oxide. During processing of 

an actual production lot, a time window (between gate oxidation and polysilicon 

deposition) of approximately 8 to 10 hours is typically specified. However, there are 

situations where time window excursions occur due to human error, tool shutdowns and 

other unforeseeable issues. During this period, when the wafers are exposed to the fab 

environment, significant AMC accumulation takes place. It is important to find out if this 

has an impact on gate oxide quality. Therefore, a variable delay time was allowed for 

different oxide samples before polysilicon deposition as indicated in Table 3.3. 

Oxide samples that were exposed to the fab environment for over 24 hours were 

expected to accumulate more contaminants. 200 A thick polysilicon was deposited in a 
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Table 3.3 Sample preparation for characterization of carbon contamination at the 
SiOi/polysilicon interface 

Wafer # 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Cleanup SCI-HF-H202-vapor_c ry 

Oxide thickness 36 A 

Delay for poly 
deposition 

< Ihr < Ihr 6-8hrs 6-8hrs > 24hrs > 24hrs 

Poly Si thickness 200 A 

low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) reactor on all 6 wafers. Polysilicon 

was deposited using si lane (SiH4) gas under 200 mtorr at 620 °C for approximately 2 

minutes. The overall deposition process can be viewed as the sum of microscopic steps. 

First, silane enters into the reaction chamber by forced convection and flows to the 

vicinity of the wafer. It approaches the wafer by diffusing through a boundary layer near 

the wafer and may decompose partially or completely in the gas phase. When the silane 

and reaction intermediates reach the wafer surface, they adsorb and may be able to 

diffuse on the surface before completely decomposing to silicon and hydrogen. The 

resulting silicon atoms diffuse to stable sites, generally at steps formed by partially 

completed layers of silicon previously deposited. Subsequently, arriving silicon atoms 

surround the first atom, complete bonds, and bind it firmly into the deposited layer. If 

carbon is present on the surface, there is every possibility of its retention at the interface. 
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The deposition was carried out in a hot-wall, low-pressure CVD reactor. The 

wafers were placed perpendicular to the gas flow in the quartz tube with a circular cross-

section. The gases flow by forced convection through the annular space between the 

wafers and the walls of the deposition chamber and then travel in the narrow space 

between the wafers. The long distance that the gas must diffuse to the center of the wafer 

leads to a much thinner deposit there than near the edge of the wafer. Therefore, 

operating this reactor in the reaction-limited regime is necessary to obtain deposited films 

with uniform thickness across the wafer. 

3.4.1.2 Results and Discussion 

The samples were then analyzed by ToF-SIMS. 75 % of polysilicon was removed 

and then the depth profile was commenced, going through the balance of the poly and the 

36 A-thick oxide into the underlying silicon. Poly roughness that is accentuated by 

angle- dependent sputter rate generates interfacial roughness, broadening the transition 

from poly to SiOa. Only carbon in SiO^ was measured. All results were qualitatively 

analyzed. Figures 3.9 through 3.11 depict Si, O and C depth profiles in the 

polysilicon/SiOn/Si structure. The sample that had the lowest delay time (1 -2 hours) 

between gate oxidation and polysilicon deposition had relatively lower carbon signal 

intensity, especially within the oxide. The other two samples had identical levels of 

carbon. However, the difference in the carbon levels was not as significant as expected. 

This was attributed to the efficient desorption of organics prior to polysilicon deposition. 

No attempt was made to quantify the total carbon concentration in the oxide. 
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3.4.2 Adsorption-Desorption Behavior of Moisture and Organics on Si02 Surfaces 

The Si-0 bond in silicon oxide is very polar, making it more susceptible to 

molecular contamination than the silicon surface. A single silicon atom is bonded to four 

oxygen atoms to form an amorphous structure called siloxane. The oxygen atom is not 

strongly bonded to the silicon atoms due to the lattice strain. Hence, the oxygen can itself 

participate in the surface reaction. A classic example is the chemisorption of water to 

form a silanol surface. 

3.4.2.1 Adsorption of Moisture on SiOa 

Numerous studies have been performed in the past to investigate the adsorption 

behavior of moisture on amorphous silica particles. Disagreement between various SiOa 

surface studies has been attributed to the different preparation methods [84], These 

studies average over many surface inhomogeneities including various surface defects and 

contaminants, surface curvature and strain, and varying porosities and surface areas. 

Very few studies have been performed on well-defmed thin film SiOa surfaces [86, 104]. 

However, it is well known that on all forms of SiOa surfaces, moisture adsorbs 

dissociatively to form hydroxyl groups even at temperatures as low as 20 °C [85J. This 

process, demonstrated in Figure 3.12, is called as hydroxylation and is reversible. 

The thermal stability of hydroxyl groups on a variety of silica surfaces has been 

thoroughly investigated, both experimentally and theoretically [107, 108]. The siloxane 

surface is fairly inert compared to a hydroxylated surface. The silanol surface has a 
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Figure 3.12 Hydroxylation of siloxane (silica) to form silanol 

hydroxyl functional group that has high chemical reactivity. The hydroxyl group can 

function as sites for further adsorption of moisture. Water molecules can physisorb on 

top of these surface hydroxyl groups and also on top of each other to form multiple 

layers. Physi sorption of moisture is a completely reversible process and the desorption 

kinetics display a fast initial desorption rate [104]. The dehydroxylation reaction is very 

slow and complete dehydroxylation is reportedly not obtained even at temperatures as 

high as 1100 °C [109]. The kinetics of adsorption/desorption of moisture on native 

oxides grown on Si (100) is discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 



3.4.2.2 Adsorption of IPA and Butylated Hydroxy! Toluene (BHT) on Si02 

IPA and BHT are polar molecules, which physisorb onto SiOi surfaces via Van 

der WaaJ's forces of attraction. As mentioned earlier, these molecules also undergo an 

esterification reaction on hydroxylated SiOj surfaces to form alkoxy species. Isotope 

labeling studies using heavy water or D2O instead of H2O have confirmed the formation 

of the alkoxy species [103]. The adsorption of BHT on SiOa has also been studied in 

detail [106]. BHT and IPA loadings are reported to be higher on a hydroxylated Si02 

surface than bare oxide [106]. 
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3.5 IMPLEMENTATION OF DESORBER FOR THERMAL DESORPTION OF 

MOLECULAR CONTAMINANTS FROM WAFER SURFACES 

In order to maintain device performance and yields, it is necessary that the gate 

oxide thickness be very tightly controlled (both wafer-to-wafer and run-to-riin). As the 

film thickness shrinks, the role of process control becomes even more important. The 

gate oxide thickness specification will be pushed even lower as the industry moves 

towards sub-0.13 |im technology in the next few years. The current and projected 

requirements for short- and long-term measurement stability of ultrathin dielectric films 

are very demanding in order to maintain necessary process/tolerance ratios. And as the 

thickness measurement repeatability requirements enter the sub-0.1 A range, it is 

necessary to verify that reported thickness readings of gate oxide pilots right after gate 

oxidation are indeed representative of the films, and are not influenced by environmental 

artifacts. 

Moisture and organic contamination influence optical thickness measurements. 

An adsorbed molecular contaminant layer can result in an apparent increase of as much 

as 1 A in the thickness measurement of gate oxide pilots in the first 60 minutes after gate 

oxidation. Moreover, molecular adsorption is non-uniform across the wafer surface. 

Hence, the optical thickness measurement does not truly represent the uniformity of the 

oxide film actually grown in a furnace. The apparent thickness change also depends on 

the delay time between gate oxidation and the actual thickness measurement. This 

inlroduces variability in thickness measurement due to extraneous factors that are not 

related to the actual gate oxidation process itself. 
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Thus, the change in apparent oxide thickness due to adsorption of moisture and 

organic contaminants from cleanroom air has a detrimental impact on precision 

performance of the ellipsometer, making it less suitable for use in for ultrathin gate oxide 

process control. Optically measured thickness of gate oxide pilots is fed back to the 

furnace for process control. The inevitable delay time between gate oxidation and pilot 

thickness measurement results in an apparent increase in optical thickness due to 

adsorption of contaminants from the fab environment. This variability introduces an 

error in feedback and hence process control. Removal of these contaminants before 

thickness measurement can significantly improve gate oxidation control. An integrated 

module of the ellipsometer called a "Desorber" accomplishes this removal. A significant 

portion of the error in ellipsometry thickness measurements due to atmospheric molecular 

contamination is eliminated by subjecting the gate oxide monitors to a thermal treatment 

in the Desorber prior to thickness measurement. 

Thickness measurements were done using commercially available Therma-Wave 

5240D Opti-Probes® using the Absolute Ellipsometry (AE) technique. The following 

sub-sections discuss the operation and effectiveness of the Desorber and its effects on the 

electrical properties of the gate oxide. 

3.5.1 The Desorber 

A sub-module of the ellipsometer called the Desorber is a "cleaning" device 

intended to improve the measurement repeatability of thin gate oxide by removing the 

non-oxide layer that accumulates on the wafer. This non-oxide material, known as 



"environmental thin film", that is in the form of adsorbed water and organics, is the result 

of the fab environment conditions (temperature, humidity) and outgassing of a variety of 

materials. The environmental film is optically indistinguishable from the oxide, hence 

introducing an error in the oxide thickness measurement of up to 4 A. The Desorber 

system removes all or a major portion of the non-oxide layer by heating the wafer in one 

chamber and then cooling it in another without affecting the operation or stability of the 

ellipsometer itself. It is, in effect, a separate module from the ellipsometer. 

3.5.1.1 Desorber Construction 

The heating chamber is made of quartz. As a result, the wafer is exposed only to 

quartz during desorption. The heating element is on the other side of a quartz window 

{"ceiling" of the heating chamber). The heating element is a combination of lamp and 

ribbon heater. Cooling of the wafer in the cooling chamber occurs by a combination of 

conduction and convection. The wafer is placed in contact with a cooling chuck, made of 

anodized aluminum, while cold Nj gas blows across the top surfacc. The cooling chuck, 

cooled by chilled cooling water, acts as a heat sink and cools the wafer by thermal 

conduction. Both the heating and cooling chambers arc purged with ultra-pure N2 gas. 

The complete clean-and-measure sequence is as follows: wafer is removed from cassette 

and loaded into the Desorber and the desorption cycle is initiated. The wafer is then 

immediately transferred into the cooling chamber. After the cleaning (heating and 

cooling) step, wafer is loaded onto the ellipsometer's stage. While the wafer is on the 

stage another wafer (if requested) can be loaded into the Desorber and cleaned. 
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Figure 3.13 Wafer surface temperature distribution at equilibrium inside heating chamber 
set at 325 "C 

3.5.1.2 Surface Temperature Uniformity across Wafer 

Surface temperature of the wafer inside the heating chamber of the Desorber was 

measured using Sens-Array® Process Probe wafer that had 9 thermocouples. For the 

heating chamber set at 325 "C, the actual wafer surface temperature at equilibrium ranged 

from 200 to 325 °C with a mean of 275 °C. Non-uniformity in the surface temperature 

was due to heat dissipation from the open end of the heating chamber from where wafer 

is inserted. The lowest wafer surface temperature was at this end. Figure 3.13 shows the 

equilibrium surface temperature distribution for a wafer in the heating chamber. The 

wafer chuck is rotated during heating to increase temperature uniformity. 
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Figure 3.14 Wafer surface temperature profile in heating and cooling chambers 

3.5.1.3 Wafer Surface Temperature Profiles in Heating and Cooling Chambers 

When a wafer is inserted into the heating chamber that is pre-set at 325 "C, the 

change in temperature was found to be almost linear at the start and gradually stabilized. 

The time required to reach a stable temperature was about 60 to 80 seconds. The time 

required for cooling a wafer on the cooling chuck from 325 °C to room temperature was 

much lower becausc of the chilled water flow below the chuck. The temperature profiles 

inside the heating and cooling chambers are plotted in Figure 3.14. 



3.5.2 Desorption Efficacy of Thermal Treatment in Desorber 

It is prudent to confirm that the thermal treatment in Desorber had minimum 

effect on the gate oxide quality of desorbed wafers. There is every possibility of 

decomposition of adsorbed organics on the oxide surface when heated in the Desorber. 

subsequently leaving behind smaller molecular fragments and atomic carbon. Studies in 

the past have shown that heating silicon surfaces contaminated with carbon resulted in 

silicon carbide formation, which degraded the gate oxide quality. Even when 

contamination occurs at the Si02/polysilicon interface, i.e. prior to a non-oxidizing 

process step, organics can be extremely detrimental. Hence, it was necessary to verify 

that the chemical changes that took place on the wafer surface were not detrimental. 

3.5.2.1 Experimental Design 

A set of 4 wafers cleaned by SC1 -HF-H^O^-vapor dry was oxidized in a vertical 

thermal reactor in 10 % O? in Ni gas at 850 °C to grow 26 A thick SiO;. 3 wafers were 

exposed to the cleanroom environment for 6 hours. They were then subjected to different 

temperatures in the Desorber for approximately 2 minutes prior to oxide thickness 

measurement. The desorption time had been optimized in a separate study with the 

contamination removal being characterized by ellipsometry. A fourth wafer that was 

placed in the fab environment for the same period of time was used as a "control"' wafer 

to confirm the improvement in contamination removal. A freshly oxidized wafer was 

used as the baseline or reference. Table 3.4 describes the conditions that different wafers 

were subjected to. The samples were analyzed by ToF-SlMS and XPS. 
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Tabic 3.4 Scheme of experiments for ToF-SIMS analysis of desorbed wafers 

Wafer # 
1 2 3 4 5 

Description Control Control Desorbed 

Pre-furnace clean SCI-HF-H2O2-vapor dry 

Oxide thickness 26 A 

Age Fresh 6 hrs 

Desorber setpoint 
temperature 

Not desorbed 200 °C 300 "C 400 "C 

3.5.2.2 Results and Discussion 

A comparison of the normalized intensities of the each ion from wafers processed 

in the Desorber at different temperatures should indicate the relative cleanliness of the 

oxide surfaces and possibly show the effectiveness of different operating temperatures for 

removing specific classes of organic molecules. Table 3.5 compares the normalized 

intensities obtained from ToF-SIMS. The trends showing excesses of specific ions/ion 

classes reflect reduction in AMC on samples that were desorbed. A substantial reduction 

in moisture was observed for sample heated at 400 °C as indicated by the OH intensity in 

Table 3.5. The intensities of species containing SiC was not significant on any of the 

samples. This indicated that thermal treatment in the Desorber at temperatures as high as 

400 "C did not result in reaction of substrate with AMC. 
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Table 3.5 Average normalized secondary ion intensities by ToF-SlMS for wafers 
desorbed at different setpoint temperatures 

Ion Fresh - control Aged - control 
Desorbed 

(200 °C) 

Desorbed 

{300 °C) 

Desorbed 

(400 "0 

OH 755.2 1149.3 1112.2 1044.1 835.6 

CN 2.8 5.0 4.6 4.1 2.9 

C 3.2 4.4 4.1 4.1 3.4 

C2HO 2.6 4.9 4.5 4.0 2.7 

C7H7 7.0 11.6 10.9 10.9 7.9 

CgHaoN 1.6 3.3 1.9 2.1 1.9 

C4H„N2 1.1 3.8 2.2 2.5 2.3 

C5H13N2 4.0 16.1 8.9 10.3 8.4 

C6H,3N2 1.1 2.1 1.8 1.8 1.8 

C6H,5N2 2.3 5.1 3.9 3.7 3.3 

CH.N 4.9 12.1 8.7 8.6 7.0 

C2H4N 9.9 25.5 18.1 17.1 14.2 

C5H12N 3.3 7.2 4.6 4.6 4.3 

C2H3N 2.1 4.6 3.6 3.6 2.6 

CH4N 8.0 18.7 12.5 12.1 10.6 

C2H5N 2.6 5.5 4.0 3.7 3.4 

SiH202 8.5 12.4 13.2 12.5 10.5 

SiHO? 8.4 9.3 9.6 10.1 9.2 

HSiO? 93.9 129.7 129.4 128.2 114.3 

SiCHs 1.8 4.3 3.1 2.9 3.0 

CH3Si02 1.4 3.2 3.1 2.9 1.8 
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Table 3.6 Atomic concentration by XPS for samples dcsorbed at different setpoint 
temperatures 

Sample description Control Desorbed Desorbed Desorbed 

Desorber Temperature 
Not 

desorbed 
200 °C 300 °C 400 "C 

Concentration (%) without sputter 

C Is 6.51 2.5 1.6 7.6 

O Is 65.1 67.9 68.4 64.3 

Si 2p 28.4 29.6 29.9 28.1 

Concentration (%) after 6 second Ar sputter 

C Is <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 0.9 

O Is 66.5 68.1 64.4 65.05 

Si 2p 33.1 31.7 35.5 34.0 

XPS was performed before and after a 6 second 2 kV Ar^ sputter that had a 

sputter depth of 8 A in SiO^. Spectra were collected using 300 W monochromatic A! Ka 

X-rays. The sampling depth was 35-40 A and the analysis area was 0.8 mm in diameter. 

Ion intensities were converted into atomic concentrations and are reported in Table 3.6. 

Total surface carbon on the control wafer was higher than that for samples desorbed up to 

a temperature of 300 °C as can be seen from the atomic concentrations for samples 

without sputter. This confirms that the Desorber thermal treatment at 300 "C removed 

carbon efficiently. Carbon concentration progressively dropped for samples heated at 
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higher temperatures. However, sample heated at 400 "C showed higher carbon left on the 

surface. This could be attributed to decomposition of adsorbed organic molecules on the 

surface at 400 "C. Data from XPS after 6 second sputter reveals no difference in carbon 

concentration for all samples except for the one heated at 400 "C. -Carbon concentration 

was slightly higher for sample heated at 400 °C (0.9 %). Therefore, it was concluded that 

desorption at 400 °C or higher could result in decomposition of adsorbed organics 

subsequently resulting in carbon incorporation. Desorbing wafers at temperatures higher 

than 400 °C using high temperature ramp rates can have a detrimental impact on the gate 

oxide quality of product wafers. 

3.5.3 Impact of Thermal Desorption on Electrical Properties of Oxide Samples 

Implementation of a thermal treatment (in the Desorber) can activate the 

contaminants, thereby affecting the electrical properties. The degree and type of 

processing prior to test can influence the type of information received. Hence, a series of 

tests was performed to determine the impact of Desorber treatment on some of the 

electrical properties of gate oxide pilot wafers using commercially available KLA-

Tencor's Quantox®. 

3.5.3.1 Experimental Procedure 

All wafers used for this study were cleaned by SC l-HF-H702-vapor_dry clean 

before oxidation. Some oxide wafers were stored in the fab environment for over 96 

hours to obtain the so-called "seasoned" wafers. Others were measured on the Quantox® 
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right after gate oxidation. The wafers were then desorbed at 325 °C for 2 minutes in the 

Desorber and then re-measured on the same Quantox tool. Two sites were measured on 

each wafer. A charge is deposited locally on a site on the wafer during measurement. 

Therefore, for the re-measurement (after desorption), this charge had to be neutralized. 

This was accomplished by using a different recipe that accommodates for charge 

neutralization. However, mobile and effective charges (Q,,, and Qeff respectively) could 

not be measured with the modified recipe that flattened surface charge prior to 

measurement. Hence, no attempt to compare changes in mobile and effective charges 

after desorption was made. Measurements were performed on 26 A and 500 A thick 

fresh and seasoned oxide samples. Measurement recipes for a sample having 500 A thick 

oxide were optimized to obtain the best results. However, for very thin oxides this recipe 

did not measure the electrical properties very accurately compared to the thicker oxides. 

Hence, parameters for two samples having different oxide thickness were not compared. 

3.5.3.2 Results and Discussion 

Results from measurement at sites randomly chosen on fresh and seasoned 500 A 

oxide wafers are shown in Figures 3.15a and 3.15b. It can be seen that thermal treatment 

in the Desorber had no significant impact on total charge {QJ for fresh as well as 

seasoned wafers. However, density of interface traps dropped slightly on some wafers. 

The reduction in Di, was not equal in all samples. Thermal treatment of oxide wafers had 

no impact on flatband voltage of fresh and seasoned wafers as indicated by the data in 

Figures 3.16a and 3.16b. However, carrier generation lifetime, Glife, increased after 
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thermal desoiption. This trend was observed for both 26 A and 500 A thick oxide 

samples. The fractional increase in Glife was not the same for all samples and ranged 

from 10 to 50 % as shown in Figures 3.17a and 3.17b. 

The improvements in Glife and Dj, reflect reduction in number of defect sites after 

the thermal treatment. This may be due to the "extrinsic gettering" phenomenon in 

semiconductors on annealing. Metal impurities, oxygen, two- and three- dimensional 

defects are filtered out during the thermal annealing process. Many models have been 

developed in recent years for metal gettering. If metal atoms are present throughout the 

wafer, three steps need to occur to getter them. First they need to be freed from whatever 

sites they presently occupy. Second, they need to migrate to the gettering sites, either the 

bulk or the wafer backside. Third, they need to be trapped at the gettering sites. The 

energy required for freeing metal atoms and migration can be provided during high 

temperature annealing. However, gettering typically occurs at temperatures in excess of 

500 °C. Since the maximum wafer temperature did not exceed 325 "C, the reduction in 

Dit and increase in Glife cannot be completely attributed to gettering of impurities. 

Another explanation for increase in Glife could be increase of recombination rate 

of charge carriers in the silicon substrate. Recombination of charge carriers occurs at trap 

centers (impurities, defects, radiation damage, etc). Thermal treatment may result in 

activation of some of these recombination centers. However, more tests need to be 

performed to confirm the exact mechanism of improvement in Glife and Dj,. 
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3.6 CONCLUSIONS 

An actual semiconductor processing environment contains a plethora of molecular 

contaminants, which readily adsorb onto wafer surfaces. Storing wafers in closed plastic 

boxes or nitrogen-purged boxes reduccd surface molccular contamination. Moisture and 

IPA were the most abundantly found molecular contaminants. These contaminants very 

easily adsorb onto wafer surfaces. Their adsorption loadings depend on the nature of the 

surface, which is determined by the last cleaning step. Pre-gate oxidation cleanup 

chemistry strongly influenced the amount of carbon contamination at the Si/SiOi 

interface. Wafers cleaned with piranha solution after an IPA vapor dry step showed 

lower levels of carbon contamination. Therefore, effective removal of organics from a 

silicon wafer surface prior to gate oxidation is very critical to device performance. The 

length of exposure of wafer surfaces between a) cleanup and gate oxidation and b) gate 

oxidation and polysilicon deposition did not have any significant impact on carbon 

incorporation in the gate dielectric. 

Thermal treatment of gate oxide pilots in the Desorber prior to thickness 

measurement improves the precision performance of the ellipsometer. The maximum 

temperature of Desorber operation without affecting the composition of the gate oxide 

was determined to be 350 "C. Thermal desorption at 400 "C resulted in residual carbon 

contamination of wafer surfaces as determined by the XPS results. The Desorber thermal 

treatment did not affect the electrical properties of thin gate oxides. 
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4 

HAFNIUM OXIDE AND ZIRCONIUM OXIDE AS HIGH-k CANDIDATES 

4.1 SELECTION OF A HIGH-k GATE DIELECTRIC MATERIAL 

Stable SiOa is the biggest reason why Si-based technology is so successful today. 

However, ultrathin SiO^ (< 20 A) is prone to boron penetration, polysilicon depletion 

effects, manufacturing reproducibility and reliability degradation. Although higher 

power dissipation may be tolerable with some high-performance processors, it quickly 

leads to problems for portable machines. As mentioned in Section 1.1.2, one of the major 

limitations of SiOa is the exponential increase in tunneling current with decreasing gate 

oxide thickness. This chapter explores the limitations of ultrathin SiOi and the properties 

of potential high-k gate dielectric materials. 

4.1.1 Scaling Limitations of SiOi Gate Dielectric: Leakage current 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, exponentially increasing leakage current with 

decreasing oxide thickness is the fundamental limit to the scaling of SiOi gate dielectrics. 

For oxides thicker than 4 nm, Fowler-Nordheim tunneling is the dominant mechanism of 

leakage current. The Fowlcr-Nordheim tunneling current increases exponentially with 

decreasing oxide thickness. Hence, if the gate voltage is not scaled down, the tunneling 

current can be expected to increase tremendously with thinner gate oxides in devices of 

the future generation. For ultrathin oxides (4 nm or less), direct tunneling becomes very 
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prominent. These two mechanisms of leakage current through ultrathin SiOa films are 

discussed in detail in Appendix C. Direct tunneling can be very large for thin oxide 

layers and therefore is of great concern in MOSFETs of very small dimensions, where the 

gate oxide layers can be as thin as 20 A. The allowable leakage currents for devices 

depend on operating conditions and on the type of device. The rapidly growing low-

power applications market requires transistors with much lower leakage currents of the 

•1 'y 
order of 10' A/cm , whereas transistors intended for microprocessor applications, can 

sustain currents up to 1-10 A/cm'. Further scaling down of device dimensions calls for 

Si02 layers thinner than 15 A, at which tunneling current assumes significant proportions 

not suited to device operation. 

One solution to this scaling limitation is the use of an alternate dielectric material 

with a high dielectric constant (k). Apart from having a high dielectric constant, the new 

material should also satisfy the following requirements to be successfully integrated into 

silicon MOS technology [111]: 

• Low leakage current (< 10 A/cm^ for microprocessor applications) 

• High quality dielectric/Si interface with good uniformity 

• Thermal stability 

• No impurity penetration 

• Integration with metal gate 

• No hysteresis effect 

• Reliability 
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4.1.2 Alternate High-k Options 

For most high-k materials the high dielectric constant comes at the expense of a 

narrower band gap (compared to SiOa), i.e. lower barrier height for tunneling. The lower 

barrier height tends to compensate the benefit of the higher dielectric constant (thicker 

dielectric layer). Nevertheless, for many high-k materials, the net effect is a reduced 

leakage current. The advantages and drawbacks of some of the potential high-k 

candidates are as follows: 

• Oxvnitride gate dielectrics have been widely studied, and improved reliability and 

superior resistance to boron diffusion have been demonstrated. It is also very 

easily deposited by rapid thermal oxidation of silicon in nitrogen containing gas 

(i.e., N2O, NO) [112] or plasma oxidation of deposited silicon nitride layers [113], 

However, as the oxynitride thickness is scaled down, the maximum N 

concentration incorporated becomes less for a given thermal budget process 

[112). In addition. N located at the SiOa/Si interface in these processes increases 

fixed charge and interface trap densities and reduces peak channel mobility [114], 

• Silicon nitride (Si^Nu) can also be easily deposited on silicon substrates using NH3 

[115]. These films are reported to be thermally stable and are known to exhibit 

excellent dopant blocking properties. However, it achieves only a moderate 

improvement in the dielectric constant. A maximum k-value of 7 has been 

reported so far. Trap density at the interface and etching is a concern with these 

ultrathin films. 
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® Aluminum oxide (AI2O3) is another dielectric that stays amorphous at CMOS 

processing temperatures, although it is not a long-term solution bccausc of a 

relatively low k (-10) [116]. AI2O3 is the most thermally stable high-k material. 

Researchers at IBM have demonstrated integration of an ultrathin AI2O3 dielectric 

in an 80 nm FET with a polysilicon gate. However, the channel region with 

AI2O3 films are known to suffer from a reduced mobility due to fixed charge. 

• Yttrium oxide (Y2O3) films deposited by atomic layer deposition (ALD) using a 

carbon-containing yttrium precursor and oxygen/ozone have good electrical 

performance and show low leakage [31-34]. However, due to the high reactivity 

of ozone and the precursor, films are found to be oxygen-rich with some residual 

(up to ~ 6 %) carbon. Additionally, there is a thin layer (~ 10 A) of SiOa at the 

interface, which may limit the scalability of Y2O3 by ALD. 

• Tantalum oxide (TaiOs) is one of the best-studied candidates. Ta205 are 

thermally stable up to 800 °C and has excellent conformality with a best-reported 

k-value of 25 [47], However, almost all work on CVD of Ta^Os has employed 

tantalum pentaethoxide as the precursor, which is not very volatile. Temperatures 

over 100 "C are necessary to transport significant amounts of the vapor, 

necessitating the use of heated plumbing and chamber walls. Due to the precursor 

used, most of the TaaO.-; films have been reported to have significant residual 

carbon, and oxygen vacancies, which cause high electrical leakage [48]. High 

temperature annealing results in breaking of the film due to inter-diffusion and re-

crystallization induced roughening [117]. 



• Titanium oxide (7102) also has a high dielectric constant (20-100) depending on 

the deposition technique employed [27-30], However, Ti02 is thermally unstable 

and crystallizes at 400 °C. 

• Barium strontium titanate or BST (BaxSri-xTiOa, a paraelectric material closely 

related to ferroelectrics) is also a potential candidate due to its high dielectric 

constant. The BST film requires a special set of electrodes such as ruthenium 

(Ru), iridium (Ir) and platinum (Pt). Oxides of these metals also are conductive, 

making them candidates for inclusion in the electrode stack. However, BST is 

known to cause poor short channel effects due to the fringing field induced barrier 

lowering effect [118], 

Many high-k candidates have other integration issues. Some films require a top 

electrode material other than polysilicon. For example, if polysilicon is deposited 

directly onto the Ta^Os layer, increased electrical leakage is observed after annealing. 

The use of TiN as the gate electrode material has been suggested, but TiN oxidizes and 

cracks during any subsequent high-temperature anneal in an oxidizing ambient. 

Patterning the features for high-density memories will be a significant challenge just from 

the reduced pitches, and new materials and thinner films will also pose challenges. Some 

of these new high-k dielectrics and their electrode materials may be more difficult to 

etch. This makes the etch temperatures go up in order to increase the volatility of the 

etch byproducts. The increased temperatures, in turn, are forcing a move from photoresist 

masking to hard masks. Hafnium oxide (Hf02) and zirconium oxide (Zr02) are two high-

k materials that have excellent properties that comply with most of the requirements. 
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4.2 PROPERTIES OF HAFNIUM OXIDE AND ZIRCONIUM OXIDE 

Besides high-k applications, HfOa and ZrOi arc used in a variety of other 

applications. HfOa is a high-index, Jow-absorption material usable for coatings in the 

near-UV (below 300 nm) to IR (-10 |am) regions. Dense layers with good haidness can 

be deposited by electron-beam evaporation or sputtering. Typical applications include 

near-UV laser AR. dielectric mirror designs and anti-reflective coatings. Hafnia can be 

used in combination with silicon dioxide layers to form high index-contrast multilayer 

structures with high laser damage thresholds. HfOa and Hf-based materials are also 

traditionally regarded as technologically important materials in the nuclear industry, a 

consequence of their exceptionally high neutron absorption coefficient [119]. HfOa also 

finds applications as catalyst for the selective dehydration of alcohols [120]. 

ZrOa, like HfOi, has applications in the field of industrial catalysis, which will be 

discussed in detail in Section 4.2.3.2. The complicated surface chemistry of ZrOi has 

been exploited in chromatography [121]. Zr02 also has extensive electrochemical 

applications. ZrO? oxygen analyzers are used primarily in combustion control 

applications to determine combustion efficiency. ZrOa powders are now widely used in 

many applications that require superior mechanical properties and smooth appearance, 

for example, machine parts, electronic parts and tools, watchcases and optical fiber 

connector ferrules 

Hafnium oxide (HfOa) and zirconium oxide (ZrOa) are two of the very few 

materials that not only have a high dielectric constant (k). but also are thermodynamically 

stable in contact with silicon over a wide range of temperatures. HfOi forms the most 
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stable oxide with the highest heat of formation (AHf =271 kcal/mol) among the elements 

of the IVA group of the periodic table, which includes Zr and Ti [93]. Depending on the 

method of deposition and post-deposition processing conditions, a wide range of 

dielectric constants has been reported, with a maximum value of 30 for both the 

materials. HfOo [122] and ZxOi [54] have reasonable energy bandgaps of 5.65 and 7.8 

eV respectively, compared to a value of 8-9 eV for SiOi. It is also necessary that a film 

deposited on silicon does not induce stress at the film/substrate interface. Silicon has 

lattice constant of 5.43 A. Both HfOa and ZvO^ have lattice constants of 5.1 A indicating 

a low misfit factor to silicon. Hafnium (Hf) can also reduce native SiOa to form HfOa-

Unlike other silicides, the silicide of Hf can be easily oxidized [57]. Amorphous HfOi is 

resistive to impurity diffusion and intermixing at the interface. It has a high density (9.68 

g/cm^) [122]. In addition, HfOa is compatible with polysilicon gate without any 

barrier materials. These properties make HfOi one of the most suitable materials to 

replace SiOa as the gate dielectric. It should be noted that the alloys of these oxides with 

SiOa and AI2O3 are also good candidates. 

This section describes some of the physical properties of HfOa and XrOi. Also 

discussed in the following sections are the deposition techniques, structural properties 

and adsorption behavior of various molecules. Although most of the studies have been 

performed on porous hafnia and zirconia particles, ultrathin films of these oxides on 

silicon substrates can be expected to demonstrate a similar, if not identical, behavior. 

The clectrical characterization of ultrathin Hf02 and ZrOi films is discusscd briefly in 

Section 4.2.4. 
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4.2.1 Physical Properties of Bulk HfOa and ZrO? 

Until the discovery of hafnium (Hf) by Coster and Hevesey in 1923, the original 

determination of the atomic weight of zirconium (Zr) was generally too high, due to the 

unrecognized presence of Hf [119]. Due to the difficulty involved in the separation of 

hafnium from zirconium, hafnium compounds are much more expensive than those of 

zirconium. Hafnium compounds are remarkably similar to those of zirconium, both in 

structure and chemistry. For example, the structures of Hf02 and ZrOj arc so close to 

each other that it is difficult to detect their individual presence using conventional X-ray 

diffraction. Table 4.1 compares some of the physical properties of the two oxides. The 

great similarity between hafnium compounds and those of zirconium, such as exists 

between HfOa and ZrOa, is related to the electron configurations of hafnium and 

14. 9 ? 9 9 
zirconium: (i) 4f 5d 6s for hafnium, and (ii) 4d 5s for zirconium. In the periodic table, 

the inner transition (rare-earth) elements immediately preceding hafnium add electrons to 

Table 4.1 Properties of SiOi, HfOa and ZrOo 

Property SiOa Hf02 ZiOz 

Heat of formation (kcal) -203 -271 -205 

Gibbs free energy of formation (kcal) -190 -218 -205 

Melting point (°C) 1710 2800 2690 

Bulk density (g/cm^) 2.2 -9.68 -5.8 

Energy bandgap (eV) 8 - 9  -5.6 -7.8 
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the inner 4f shell from cerium through lutetium. Because no outer electrons have been 

added to compensate for the increased nuclear chargc, there is a contraction in the atomic 

size such that element 72, hafnium, has a slightly smaller size than element 40, 

zirconium, the preceding period group IV element. The atomic radii of hafnium and 

zirconium are close to each other: 0.1442 and 0.1454 nm [123]. The electronegativity 

values are 1.23 for hafnium and 1.22 for zirconium [119]. These values are indicative of 

the almost identical chemistries exhibited by hafnium and zirconium and explain the 

origin of the similarity between HfOa and ZrOa. 

Both HfOi and ZrOi exist in three forms, namely monoclinic, tetragonal and 

cubic. The three phases are interchangeable depending on the temperature. Table 4.2 

lists the latticc parameters for both these oxides in all three forms [119]. From the values 

it can be seen that the structure of HfOi and ZvOj are very similar. Both temperature and 

Table 4.2 Structural parameters for HfOa and ZrO: [123] 

a (nm) b (nm) c (nm) P 

Monoclinic HfO^ 0.511 0.511 0.529 99.18 

Monoclinic ZrO? 0.516 0.519 0.530 98.9 

Tetragonal HfOi 0.514 0.525 

Tetragonal ZrOa 0.509 0.517 

Cubic HfOs 0.511 

Cubic ZrOi 0.512 
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pressure can affect the polymorphism of HfOi and ZrOi. Hf02 exhibits the following 

transformations with increasing temperature [119]: 

1720 "C 

monoclinic • 

1700°C 

2600 "C 

tetragonal ^ • 

2600 °C 

2800 "C 

cubic -4 • liquid 

2800"C 

Similarly, ZrOi exhibits 

1100 "C 

monoclinic • 

1000 °C 

2370 °C 

tetragonal <4 • 

2370 °C 

2690 "C 

cubic ^ • liquid 

2690 °C 

It can be seen that HfOi follows the same transfonnation sequence as ZrOa with a 

noticeable increase in each transformation temperature. El-Shanshoury et al. have 

studied the polymorphism of thin evaporated films of HfOa and ZrOi [124]. Films of 500 

to 1000 A were prepared by evaporating the metals in the presence of oxygen. They 

found the transformation temperature to be dependent on the oxygen partial pressure. Air 

annealing of thin films of HfO; and ZvOj lowered the temperature of transformation of 

the monoclinic and tetragonal structures by about 100-150 "C. 



4.2.2 Deposition Techniques and Structural Properties of HfOa and Zr02 Films 

The structure of HfOi and ZrO? uhrathin films depends on the method of 

deposition and operating conditions, mainly the temperature of deposition. Capone et al. 

have reported an amorphous microstructure of 100 nm Hf02 films deposited by ion beam 

sputtering of a hafnium target [125]. The films were deposited on soda lime glass 

substrate from a commercially available 99.999 % Hf target in an atmosphere containing 

Ar^ ions at 1000 eV and simultaneously Xe + O2 at a pressure of 1.3 x 10'^ Pa. Sputtering 

yields a very high film deposition rate, but it results in incorporation of oxygen ions in 

the film that appear as holes in AFM [125]. 

Kalkur et al. report deposition of ZrOa films on (lOO)-oriented Si wafers by 

electron beam evaporation in an oxygen partial pressure of 6.75 x 10" Pa at room 

temperature [40]. SEM and XRD analysis revealed that the as-deposited films were 

amorphous and became crystalline as a result of annealing. The dielectric constant 

increased from 8.5 for as-deposited films to 20 for films annealed at 500 "C due to the 

interaclion of Zr and Si at the interface. However, films annealed at 800 °C had a lower 

dielectric constant due to the formation of SiOa at the interface. Another study 

investigates the effect of O2 concentration on the microstructure, residual stress and 

optical properties of ZrOa films deposited by r.f. reactive sputtering of Zr target at 6x 10'^ 

mbar using XRD and EDX analysis [129]. It was found that the surface of the films 

became rougher as the O2 concentration in the sputtering gases during deposition 

increased with a loose packing structure. The dominant phase of the films was 

monoclinic phase of ZrOa and a small fraction of tetragonal. 



Another method of deposition of high quality ultrathin films widely studied is 

chemical vapor deposition or CVD. Ultrathin HfOj films can be deposited by reaction of 

metallorganic compounds with O2 on silicon substrates. Lee et al. have reported using 

Ci6H35Hf04 and O2 with N2 as carrier gas at 500 °C [55]. The HfOi films with an 

equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) of 10.4 A have demonstrated excellent thermal stability 

even after thermal treatment at 950 "C. However, MOCVD (metallorganic CVD) has the 

potential problem of carbon contamination of the extremely sensitive active channel 

regions of the devices since the MO precursor contains carbon. In another study by Park 

et al., it was observed that the surface roughness of CVD ultrathin HfOa films, deposited 

from a carbon-free precursor [Hf(N03)]4, increased with the deposition temperature [56]. 

Post-annealing at high temperatures did not result in any change in roughness. 

Similarly, ZrOi films can also be deposited by oxygen-assisted decomposition of 

zirconium f3-diketonates at temperatures of 400-500 °C [54]. The deposits, fine-grained 

nearly stoichiometric monoclinic ZrOa were hard and showed strong adherence to the 

substrate. The index of refraction was reported to be 2.18 and the optical energy band 

gap was found to be 5.16 cV. Mechanism of CVD of Z1O2 films at different 

temperatures using zirconium tetra-tert-butoxide has been studied by Cameron et al. [52], 

Auger depth profile analysis revealed carbon levels > 10 % at temperatures > 500 °C due 

to decrease in growth rate of Zr02. However, at temperatures lower than 450 "C, carbon 

levels were lower than 3 %. The measured optical film thickness was found to be 

dependent on both the substrate temperature and the precursor source. The film growth 

had maximum rate at 450 °C. Beyond 500 "C. the growth rate was observed to drop. 
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Atomic layer deposition (ALD) has been receiving much attention recently due to 

its ability to obtain atomic layer control of film growth, which is very critical to grow 

films of thickness less than 20 A. ALD is a CVD technique based on alternating surface 

reactions that saturate the surface in each reaction cycle. The gaseous precursor of each 

reaction cycle is designed so that its reaction with the surface species is self-terminating, 

hence yielding no more than a monolayer coverage at every cycle. One study reports 

ALD of HfO? films using HfCU and H2O as precursors studied by density functional 

theory [130]. The mechanism consists of two deposition half-reactions: 1) HfCU with 

Hf-OH sites, and 2) H2O with Hf-Cl sites. Increasing temperature slowed down the 

deposition rale due to desorption of adsorbed precursors. Although excellent uniformity 

and initiation of the deposition have been reported on SiOa and Si3N4 surfaces, a number 

of ALD cycles were required to produce total coverage of a H-terminated Si surface. 

This difficulty of deposition initiation on H-terminated silicon can lead to high surface 

roughness [126]. Moreover, metal tetrachlorides have a tendency to incorporate chlorine 

in the film, which can lead to stability and reliability problems. Use of anhydrous nitrates 

of hafnium as precursors for ALD has also been reported [126]. 100 nm and 5 nm thick 

amorphous Hf02 films deposited at 450 "C by ALD were also reported to recrystallize to 

form a monoclinic phase by a 300 second 850 "C rapid thermal anneal in nitrogen. It was 

found that annealing at 600 °C resulted in partial recrystallization of the film structure. 

The size of the monoclinic phase crystallites in the 100 nm film, measured by XRD. was 

reported to be ~ 300-400 A. The refractive index of the annealed films was reported to 

be ~ 1.85. ZrO; films can be deposited by ALD in a manner identical to HfOo. 
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4.2.3 Surface Chemistry of HfO: and Zr02 

Hf02 and Zr02 are primarily ionic, with a low ionization potential and electron 

affinity [131]. Their structure consists of metal ions surrounded by oxygen ions derived 

from clo.se packing of MOv, where M is a metal element and x can vary from 1 to 3 in the 

bulk oxide. Due to their strong ionic bonding and high lattice (Madelung) energies, these 

oxides are stable and resistant to further oxidation at temperatures > 1000 °C [128J. The 

thermal and chemical stabilities of these transition metal oxides are consistent with their 

large exothermic heats of formation and negative Gibbs free energy changes listed in 

Table 4.1. HfOo and ZrOz are also stable in oxidizing and mildly reducing atmospheres. 

It reacts with carbon, nitrogen and hydrogen at temperatures above 2200 °C. It is inert to 

acids and bases at room temperature with the exception of hydrofluoric acid (HF) and 

does not react with the refractory metals up to 1400 °C. The following sections report 

studies that have been performed on adsorption and catalytic behavior of HfOa and ZrOi 

surfaces. 

4.2.3.1 Adsorption on Hf02 and Zr02 Surfaces 

Research in the field of adsorption of gases on HfOi and ZrOa surfaces is very 

limited. There have been some studies in the past on metal oxide surfaces. Linn et al. 

have studied the adsorption/desorption characteristics of water on transition metal oxide 

surfaces like NiO, Fe203 and CoO using XPS [132]. They have reported the formation of 

hydroxyl groups (-OH) when the oxide surfaces were exposed to water vapor even at 

room temperatures. Research has also been conducted to determine the wettability 
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characteristics of metal oxide surfaces. Feng et al. have reported a contact angle of 60° 

and 74° for ZrOi and HfOi, respectively [128]. 

Moisture is known to chemisorb dissociatively on most metal oxide films to form 

surface hydroxy! groups (M-OH). The surface -OH group is considered to play an 

important role in the surface properties of the films since it can work as an effective 

adsorptive or reactive site for the adsorbed .species. Takeda et al. have reported the 

surface -OH group governing adsorption properties of some metal oxide films like TiOa, 

Sn02 and ZrOi deposited by r.f. reactive magnetron sputtering [127]. They found that 

the amount of adsorbed carbon substances on the films was dependent on the surface -

OH group density of the films. The surface -OH group density is in turn dependent on 

the electronegativity of metal element directly bound to oxygen atoms. Since the 

electronegativity difference of the zirconium-oxygen system was higher than the other 

metal-oxygen systems considered, ZjO; was expected to have the highest -OH group 

density. This was verified experimentally by Fourier-transform IR (FTIR) spectroscopy. 

The amount of carbon adsorbed was also estimated to be higher on ZrOa than on any 

other oxide films considered (SiOa, SnOa and TiO^). 

Nawrocki et al. have reported the heat of adsorption (AH) for chemisorption of 

water on porous ZrOa particles [121]. AH value for dissociative adsorption of water to 

form hydroxyl groups was estimated to be 180 kJ/mol. Physisoiption of water had a AH 

value of 44 kJ/mol. Adsorption of high concentration water, argon and nitrogen on 

porous zirconium oxide particles has also been studied [133]. It has been reported that 

water adsorbs on ZrOa in multiple layers. The surface covered with hydroxyl groups 
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attracts more water molecules, which physisorh to form multiple layers. Nawrocki et al. 

have used Thennogravimetric Analysis (TGA) to monitor the surface hydroxy! 

concentration on porous monoclinic zirconia [134], They found that hydrochloric acid 

and sodium hydroxide treatments further increased the hydroxyl group concentrations. 

Adsorbed water was found to inhibit adsorption of carbon dioxide [134]. 

Adsorption of NH3 on hydroxylated Z1O2 has also been studied [121]. It has 

been stated that adsorption of ammonia is very complex since NH3 can be retained on the 

surface in many ways: 1) through hydrogen bonding of the surface hydroxyl bond to 

nitrogen of ammonia, 2) formation of NH4'^ ion, 3) hydrogen bonding via one of the NH3 

hydrogen atoms to a surface oxygen (or oxygen of a surface hydroxyl), 4) coordination to 

an electron-deficient metal atom and 5) dissociative adsorption with formation of M-NH2 

and a surface hydroxyl. The complexity of adsorption of pyridine on Zr02 surfaces has 

also been discussed [121]. Alcohols form alkoxides species with hydroxyl groups on a 

ZrOi surface [121]. Aromatic compounds like phenol were found to adsorb stronger on 

ZrOi surface than on Si02-Al203 surface [135]. Djordjevic et al. have studied the 

adsorption of a variety of organic compounds on ZrOz precipitated from aqueous 

zirconium dichloride oxide solution with ammonia [136]. They report the heat and 

entropy of adsorption of numerous alkanes. alkenes, aromatics and chlorinated 

compounds estimated by chromatographic studies. Although all the research so far has 

been performed on bulk zirconia, thin films of Zr02 can be expected to exhibit similar 

properties. 
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Very little work has been done on Hf02 surfaces, as compared to Zr02. However, 

since Hf and Zr have identical properties, compounds of Hf can be expected to have 

chemical properties similar to those of the corresponding Zr compounds. 

4.2.3.2 Catalytic behavior of HfOi and ZrOi Surfaces 

The surface of hafnia and zirconia can be acidic and/or basic, depending on the 

mode of preparation. This amphoteric behavior is of major interest and is being 

catalytically utilized. ZrO: is characterized to be the only one metal oxide which 

possesses explicitly four chemical properties on the surface; acidic and basic properties 

and oxidizing and reducing properties [137]. ZrOa is known to be a highly selective 

catalyst for the C-H bond cleavage of a methyl group; the acidity is higher than that of a 

strongly acidic or basic catalyst. In fact, ZrOa is used commercially as an industrial 

catalyst. 

ZrOi is an almost neutral metal oxide, the acid site (Zr'*'*') and the base site (O"") 

being very weak [138]. The acid and base sites (OH) on the surface of ZrOa calcined at 

relatively low temperature are also very weak. The weak strengths of acid and base sites 

cause high selectivity and long catalyst life, since undesirable side reactions and catalyst 

deactivation due to coking often occur on strong acid or base sites. The high activity of 

ZrOi for a particular reaction is due to the acid-base bifunctional catalysis. For 

bifunctional catalysis, the orientation of acid-base pair sites is vitally important. Tanabe 

et al. have reported that the selectivity for the fonnation of I -butene in the dehydration of 

2-butanol was 27 % over AI2O3, but was 90 % over ZrOi [138]. The formation of 
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acetonitrilc from triethylamine was found to occur over ZrOa, but not over strongly acidic 

SiOi-AliOs and strongly basic MgO [138]. Various ketones are known to be synthesized 

from aldehydes, alcohols, carboxylic acids, and esters by use of Z1O2 and its mixed 

oxides as catalysts. At moderate reaction temperatures, hydrogenation of CO2 over ZrOz 

selectively produces methanol [139]. Yamaguchi et al. have studied the adsorption and 

decomposition of phenol on ZrOo [135]. They report that phenol decomposed to benzene 

and water on Zr02 at temperatures much lower than on MgO and Si02-Al203 under 

similar operating conditions because of its weak acid and weak base properties. 

The catalytic behavior of HfO? has also been reported in the literature. Al-Bahar 

et al. have studied the selectivity of Hf02 in catalytic conversion of alcohols [120]. They 

found out that hafnia surface was a selective dehydration catalyst when pretreated with 

either hydrogen or oxygen. They report a selectivity of greater than 95 % for dehydration 

of 2-methylcyclohexanol. Watters et al. have reported the alkene selectivity from the 

conversion of 2-octanol over hafnium-zirconium mixed oxide catalysts [140], 90 % of 

the dehydration product was reported to be 2-octene. The substitution of Zr ions for Hf 

did not alter the selectivity. 

4.2.4 Electrical Performance of HfOi and ZrOj Ultrathin Films 

Recently, a lot of work has been performed to characterize the electrical behavior 

of HfOi and ZrOj ultrathin films deposited on silicon substrates. The main goal of most 

of these studies is to find out whether these films would perform satisfactorily as a gate 

dielectric. Some aspects of electrical characterization include measurement of equivalent 
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oxide thickness (EOT), interface state density (Dj,). capacitance-voltage (CV) and 

breakdown characteristics. ZrOi and HfOi films grown by CVD are known to show 

good interface properties, extremely small hysteresis, good reliability and negligible 

frequency dispersion in high frequency CV measurements [55]. 

Conley et al. have reported HfOa films (5-7 MV/cm) to have breakdown strength 

lower than SiOj (15 MV/cm) [126]. However, this can be compensated by having a 

thicker film. Kang et al. have also investigated the electrical properties of HfOa ultrathin 

films sputter deposited on silicon wafers [93]. Figure 4.1 demonstrates the lower gate 

leakage currents obtained by employing HfOi and ZrOa films [93, 141]. It can be seen 

that for the same EOT, both HfOa and ZrOj exhibit lower gate leakage current than Si02. 

It has been observed that thermal annealing only at very high temperatures (-1000 °C) 

resulted in a slight increase in gate leakage current in HfOi dielectric films [142]. This 

was attributed to: a) re-crystallization that makes the dielectric leaky and/or b) formation 

of a silicate or SiO^ interfacial layer. Presence of an interfacial silicate or SiOi layer also 

lowers the overall dielectric constant of the gate dielectric. Formation of this interfacial 

layer is favorable due to the high diffusivity of oxygen through these films. The 

3 2 diffusivity of atomic oxygen through ZrOa film is reported to be 1.05 x 10' cm /s at 400 

"C with an activation energy of 29.3 kcal/mol. Conley et al. have reported a dielectric 

constant of 10 for 42 A thick HfOa films deposited on silicon substrates by ALD using 

HftNOiO-i as precursor [126]. They attribute the lower than expected dielectric constant 

to the presence of an interfacial silicate layer and to excess oxygen. Films subjected to 

high temperature (> 700 °C) annealing show an intert'acial oxide layer of substantial 
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Figure 4.1 Leakage currents for SiOi, HfOi and ZrOi films [93, 141] 

thickness. In one study, TEM images of HfOa films revealed that increasing the 

annealing temperature from 500 °C to 700 "C resulted in an increase in the interfacial 

layer thickness from 9 A to 15 A [93]. In general, the EOT is a function of the annealing 

temperature due to the dependence of dielectric constant on annealing conditions. 

The interface state density of ZrOi and HfOi films were also reported to be low (1 

X lO" /cm'-eV) compared to SiOz films of the same EOT [54, 93]. In one study, ZrOo 

films obtained by sputter deposition were found to exhibit superior electrical performance 

[53]. The films exhibit relatively small hysteresis (50 mV) for a voltage sweep from -2.0 



to 1.0 V, which is believed to be due to chai-ge trapping and detrapping [53], The Zr02 

film also showed a high Ibd (time to breakdown) and Qbd (charge to breakdown). HfOa 

transistors with good subthreshold swing of -74 mV/decade and reasonable output 

currents have been demonstrated [142], Kalkur et al. have investigated the electrical 

characteristics of electron beam evaporated Zr02-based nietal-insuiator-semiconductor 

(MIS) structures [40]. The threshold voltage for the MIS devices was reported to be 0.2 

V. The annealed films were found to have a higher dielectric constant than thermally 

oxidized ZrO^ films. 
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4.3 CONCLUSIONS 

From the brief review of the physical, chemical and electrical characteristics, it 

can be concluded that HfOa and ZrOz have the potential for replacing SiOa as the gate 

dielectric. However, the final choice of an alternate gate dielectric can be made only 

after a thorough analysis of various integration issues related to MOS processing. These 

also include susceptibility of gate dielectric films to metal and organic contamination, 

reliability, degradation and lifetime of devices. 
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5 

TRACE MOISTURE AND ORGANIC CONTAMINATION OF GATE DIELECTRIC 

SURFACES 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Moisture contamination is a serious issue since it is a ubiquitous impurity. As 

device dimensions become smaller, control of moisture contamination becomes very 

critical. Moisture contamination can result in many problems like haze formation, 

change in wetting properties of surfaces, particle formation and unintentional doping of 

surfaces. Moisture is the most difficult impurity to control due to its small size, high 

polarity, and ability to hydrogen bond. Wafers are invariably exposed to molecular 

contaminants present in the cleanroom environment during processing of semiconductor 

devices. Moisture is known to adsorb readily on Si and SiOa surfaces. Past studies have 

proved that moisture also exacerbates organic contamination of these surfaces. 

Therefore, moisture contamination of wafer surfaces during a critical processing step 

such as gate stack formation can be detrimental. It can lead to degradation of gate oxide 

quality resulting in deterioration of device performance. Adsorption of trace levels of 

moisture on the new high-k gate dielectric surfaces can result in problems like adhesion 

of films for gate stack formation. It is known that moisture diffuses through ultrathin 

Hf02 and ZrOa films and forms SiOa or hafnium/zirconium silicate at the interface, 

resulting in lowering of the overall dielectric constant of the film [50]. 



A highly' controlled ambient like clustered tools in modem processing 

environments may also contain parts-pcr-billion (ppb)-levels of molecular contaminants. 

There is very little information about the surface properties and effects of trace molecular 

contamination of the high-k materials. Molecular contamination of Si and SiOi surfaces 

has been studied in great detail. Since research on alternative gate dielectrics is new, 

current research focuses more towards deposition techniques and electrical properties. 

Even trace levels of moisture can lead to problems with adhesion of films to be 

deposited subsequently on the gate dielcctric. During thermal processing for gate stack 

formation, incorporation of moisture within HfOi and ZrOi dielectrics could result in 

deterioration of breakdown characteristics and increase in leakage current in a manner 

similar to SiO?. Hence, moisture contamination study at ppb-levels can assist in deciding 

the potential of new dielectric materials for successful integration in silicon MOS 

technology. 

Understanding the interactions of organic contaminants with wafer surfaces is 

equally important in various stages of semiconductor manufacturing. In addition to 

organics originating from solvents and organic chemicals used in processing, large 

molecules like butylated hydroxy toluene (BHT). dibutyl phthalate (DBF), di-tert-butyl 

benzoquinone (DBQ) are known to outgas from wafer cassettes and boxes used to store 

and handle wafers [62, 65], Even HEPA and ULPA filters give rise to organics like 

organophosphates. Silicones, cresols and hydrocarbons from various sources such as 

sealants, photoresists, and polymers cause undesirable effects such as hydrophobicity, 

particle formation and corrosion [63, 74]. Trace levels of organic contaminants can 
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severely degrade properties of critical thin films such as gate dielectrics and epitaxial 

films. Organic contamination of SiOi surfaces is known to result in very high interface 

trap density and low breakdown field strengths [75]. Organic contamination of new high-

k gate dielectric materials can affect their performance in a manner similar to SiOi. 

Incorporation of carbon during subsequent thermal processing of the gate stack can result 

in formation of defects within the dielectric, which can result in increase in leakage 

currents and give rise to poor dielectric breakdown characteristics. Therefore, it is 

extremely vital to characterize the behavior of the alternate dielectric materials like HfOi 

and ZrOa towards organic contamination. 

Isopropanol (IPA) is used extensively as a solvent due to the high solubility of 

various substances in it. IPA is also used as a drying agent to displace water from wafer 

surfaces. The physical properties of IPA are listed in Table 5.1. The high vapor pressure 

of IPA suggests that it is a volatile substance. Therefore, IPA is present in abundance in 

Table 5.1 Properties of Isopropanol (IPA) 

Molecular formula CsHgO 

Molecular weight 60.10 

Boiling point 82.2 °C @ 760 mm Hg 

Melting point -88 "C 

Vapor pressure 43 mbar @ 20 "C 

Density 0.785 g/cm^ 

Viscosity 2.27 mPas @ 20 "C 
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a typical cleanroom environment as mentioned in Chapter 3. IPA also represents a class 

of polar organic molecules typically found in a cleanroom ambient. Hence, it was chosen 

as the model organic contaminant for this study. 

The current chapter discusses the adsorption/desorption properties of ppb-levels 

of moisture and IPA on SiOa, ZrOa, and HfOo surfaces using Atmospheric Pressure 

Ionization Mass Spectrometry (APIMS). The results obtained in this study have been 

averaged over surface inKbmogeneities including various surface defects, surface 

curvature and strain. A systematic comparison of the adsorption loading, retention and 

kinetics is presented. The interaction of the two contaminants on the oxide surfaces is 

also studied. The exact mechanism of competitive adsorption of H2O and IPA by isotope 

labeling studies using deuterium oxide (D2O) is discussed. 

The experimental results presented in this chapter will aid in judging the 

susceptibility of the new gate dielectric material to organic contamination. Based on the 

mechanism of molecular interactions with oxide surfaces, a multilayer multicomponent 

model is developed in the next chapter. 
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5.2 ADSORPTION OF MOISTURE 

5.2.1 Experimental Design 

The general scheme of experiments to determine the adsorption/desorption 

loading and kinetics involved continuous exposure of the sample to impurity-laden gas. 

The impurity concentration was monitored in real-time using APIMS. The amount of 

contaminant adsorbed was then obtained by mass balance around the reactor. 

5.2.1.1 Experimental Setup 

The setup used for the experiments was illustrated in Chapter 2 in Figure 2.1. 

Moisture was supplied by a dedicated G-Cal moisture permeation device. The 

permeation rate of the device was 92 ng/min at 50 "C. Moisture concentration could be 

calculated by the relation; 

C = ̂  (5.1) 

C is moisture concentration in ppm, P' is the permeation rate in ng/min, F is the flow rate 

through the device in cm Vmin and K is the permeation constant, having a value of 1.358 

for the device. The concentration of moisture in the carrier gas could be manipulated by 

controlling temperature and flow rate through the device. 
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5.2.1.2 Experimental Reactor 

The reactor used in this study is shown in Figure 2.2 in Chapter 2. The samples 

consisted of 50 A-thick Hf02 and Zr02 films on 8-inch p-type, 10-80 Q-cm, Czockralski 

(Cz) grown double-side polished, (lOO)-oriented silicon wafers. HfO? and ZrOi films 

were deposited on as-received wafers by Atomic Layer Chemical Vapor Deposition 

(ALCVD™) at 300 °C in a Pulsar® 2000 reactor, using HfCU and ZlrCU, respectively, as 

precursors. The samples were not subjected to any post-deposition treatment before 

experimentation. The wafers were diced into 2 cm x 1 cm coupons and loaded on nickel 

coated steel springs. The springs were randomly packed in a Pyrex® glass reactor. This 

arrangement resulted in a high wafer surface area and a well-mixed gas flow. Similar 

studies had been performed on native Si02 grown on Si (100). The deposited ZrOi films 

were polycrystalline, mostly tetragonal with some monoclinic crystallites. HfOo films 

were amorphous. The difference in crystallinity is apparent from the grainier appearance 

of polycrystalline ZrOa films shown in Figure 5.1. 

Five 8-inch wafers were diced to give a total oxide surface area of 3141 cm . The 

surface area of the Pyrex® reactor was approximately 502 cm". The wafer surface 

constituted 85 % of the total (reactor + wafer) surface area. Volume of the reactor was 

888 cm". The total flow rate through the reactor was maintained between 300 to 600 

cm^/min during all the cycles. The gas-phase concentration was monitored by the 

APIMS. The gas delivery lines, made of electro-polished stainless steel, were kept 

heated throughout the experiment to minimize moisture memory effects. The packed bed 

reactor was enclosed in a programmable furnace (Lindberg model 58114-P). 
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Figure 5.1 TEM micrographs of polycrystalline ZrOz and amorphous HfOi films 
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Figure 5.2 Temperature variations inside Pyrex® reactor at different setpoints 

Figure 5.2 shows the temperature profile inside the reactor heated by the furnace 

at different setpoints. The temperature was measured by inserting a thermocouple into an 

empty reactor at different locations. The inlet was the coldest part of the reactor, whereas 

the outlet of the reactor and regions close to the wails were hotter. The gas entering the 

reactor is not at the same temperature as the reactor itself. Therefore, the region near the 

inlet gets cooled by the incoming gas. The measurements were made with pure Ni 

flowing at 300 cm Vmin. It can be seen that as the set point increased, the temperature 

variation along the length of the reactor increased. 

Setpoint = 300 °C 

Setpoint = 200 "C 

Setpoint = 100 °C 
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5.2.1.3 Experimental Procedure 

The experimental procedure consisted of the following sequence; 

1. Pre-purge/bake: a high temperature baking of the surface under zero-grade nitrogen 

purge in order to facilitate the removal of surface impurities through desorption. 

2. Isothermal adsorption: the surface is exposed isothermally to an impurity-laden gas of 

known concentration (challenge step) until equilibrium is attained. 

3. Desorption: the surface is immediately exposed to zero-grade nitrogen (purge step) 

after challenge until the system baseline is approached. Desorption is typically 

carried out under isothennal conditions. 

4. Bake-out: the reactor is sequentially baked at high temperatures under zero-grade 

nitrogen purge to accelerate the removal of surface impurity that may not desorb at 

lower temperatures and to close the mass balance. Typical bake temperatures are 100 

°C, 200 "C and 300 X. 

Beyond 300 "C, permeation of moisture from atmosphere through the Pyrex® 

reactor became significant. Moreover, desorption and baking at the lower temperatures 

was carried out for at least 24 hours until concentration reached background levels. Such 

a procedure resulted in very less desorption at 300 °C and beyond. Hence, bake-out 

cycles were carried out only up to 300 °C. During the entire experimental cycle, the gas-

phase concentration of moisture was monitored by the APIMS. Figure 5.3 shows a 

typical moisture concentration profile obtained for the entire adsorption-desorption-bake-

out cycle. This particular curve shows the outlet gas-stream moisture concentration as a 

function of time for a challenge concentration of 56 ppb at 53 °C on Hf02. 
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5.2.2 Equilibrium Moisture Adsorption Loadings on SiO^, ZrOa and HfOi Surfaces 

The adsorption and desorption loadings were calculated from the areas under the 

corresponding curves. 

5.2.2.1 Effect of Temperature on Moisture Loading 

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 compare total amounts of moisture adsorbed on HfOi, Zr02 

and Si02 surfaces at different temperatures. For the same challenge concentration, 

isothermal adsorption cycles were carried out at different temperatures ranging between 
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Figure 5.6 Fractional surface coverage of moisture on Si02, HfOi and ZrOz at different 
temperatures for a 56-ppb challenge 

30 and 300 °C. The amount of moisture adsorbed was estimated to be higher on HfOa 

and ZrOz than on SiOz at any given temperature. Higher loading on ZrOi and HfO? 

surfaces was due to a) higher polarity of the Zr-O and Hf-O bonds and b) higher site 

densities of ZrO? and HfOo. The relative attraction of moisture to HfOz, ZrOa and SiOa 

can be gauged from their polarities. The metal-oxygen bonds in HfO^ and ZrO: are more 

polar than that in SiOj. The Pauling's electronegativity difference between O and Si is 

1.7, whereas, the difference between O and Hf or between O and Zr is 2.1 [127]. The 

higher electronegativity difference for the Zr-O and Hf-O systems indicates a higher 

affinity for moisture adsorption. Higher moisture adsorption could also be due to the 
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greater number of sites available for Hf02 and ZrOa surfaces, based on the average site 

density. The site density for SiO^ and ZrOi are estimated to be 4.6 x /cm^ and 1.0 x 

lO'"' /cm", respectively [86, 127], It should also be noted that ZrOa films were 

polycrystalline. whereas HfOj films were amorphous. Therefore, Zr02 films were 

expected to have higher surface area per unit geometric area than HfOi films, and hence, 

higher adsorption loading. 

The amounts of moisture adsorbed on both the surfaces were certainly less than a 

monolayer, at the conditions investigated. Therefore, a comparison of the fractional 

surface coverage would be more appropriate in such a case. Since, Hf has properties 

identical to Zr [123] and no data on HfO? was available at the time of study, it was 

assumed that Hf02 had the same site density as ZrOi. The comparison of fractional 

coverage on the three oxides, as shown in Figure 5.6, also indicated that HfOa and ZrOi 

have higher affinity for moisture than SiOi- The greater rate of change in adsorption 

amount with respect to temperature for HfOa and Zr02 suggested that moisture 

adsorption on these oxides were more temperature sensitive (energetic) than on SiOi. 

5.2.2.2 Effect of Challenge Concentration on Moisture Loading 

The amounts of moisture adsorbed on HfOa and Zr02 at two different challenge 

temperatures of 30 °C and 154 "C as a function of the challenge concentration are plotted 

in Figure 5.7. Increasing the moisture challenge concentration from 56 ppb to 238 ppb 

did not lead to a significant increase in adsorption loading. This suggested that the two 
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Figure 5.7 Effect of challenge concentration on loading at a) 30 °C and b) 154 °C 
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oxide surfaces almost reached the saturation loading limit when exposed to 100 ppb or 

higher ppb-levels of moisture. Surfaces are saturated at a certain monolayer coverage 

beyond which no more adsorption takes place. This phenomenon is known to occur 

mainly for reactions that are highly activated, such as chemisorption reactions. No 

attempts were made to perform experiments with moisture challenge concentrations 

below 50 ppb and beyond 250 ppb due to the limitations of the APIMS. The saturation 

loading of ZrOa at 30 °C was about 2.7 x lO''^ molecules/cm^, whereas that of Hf02 was 

slightly lower at 2.2 x lO''^ molecules/cm^. As expected, the saturation levels at 154 °C 

were much lower for both the surfaces as indicated in Figure 5.7b. 

5.2.3 Retention of Moisture in Ultrathin Dielectric Films 

When the inlet gas is switched from the impurity-laden challenge gas to pure N2 

purge isothermally. the adsorbed moisture starts escaping from the oxide surface into the 

N2 ambient. The area under the desorption curve (Figure 5.3) gave an estimate of the 

amount of moisture desorbed during this isothermal N2 purge cycle. Figure 5.8 plots this 

amount as a fraction of the total adsorbed moisture at different temperatures for all three 

oxide surfaces for a 56-ppb moisture challenge. It can be seen that during the isothermal 

N2 purge, a much higher percentage of the adsorbed amount desorbed from the Si02 

surface than from Hf02 or ZrO; surfaces. This observation further highlighted the fact 

that at a particular temperature, Hf02 and Zr02 bind moisture stronger than SiOi. Simple 

purging in N2 ambient at temperatures up to 50 "C hardly removed 20 % of the adsorbed 

moisture for HfO^ and ZrOi while up to 45 % was removed from SiO?. Similar results 
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Figure 5.8 Fraction of adsorbed moisture removed during isothermal N2 purge for a 56-
ppb challenge 

were obtained for experiments conducted at higher moisture challenge concentration 

levels. Even at sub-monolayer coverages, moisture can be expected to form multiple 

layers due to the high reactivity of surface hydroxyl groups. Some water molecules are 

held to the hydroxyl groups by hydrogen bonding. Desorption of this physisorbed 

moisture is relatively easy compared to chemisorbed hydroxyl groups and can be driven 

without heating. Neighboring surface hydroxyls that are hydrogen-bonded together 

(vicinal) have also been shown to be desorbed easily as H2O on a SiOa surface [86]. 

Hence, moisture desorbed during isothermal N2 purge at low temperatures can be 

expected to be predominantly physisorbed moisture and moisture chemisorbed as vicinal 
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hydroxyls. Therefore, the values in Figure 5.8 indicate that most of the moisture 

adsorbed on HfOi and ZrOa was tightly bonded to the surface and were difficult to 

desorb. Removal of such tightly bound species requires high temperature-bake-outs. 

Another important observation was made regarding retention of moisture in 

dielectric films. As mentioned before, since not all water molecules desorbed during the 

isothermal desorption cycle, high temperature bake-outs at 100, 200 and 300 °C were 

sequentially carried out to facilitate removal of moisture. The amount of moisture 

desorbed after each bake-out cycle was calculated and is plotted as fraction of the total 

adsorbed moisture in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. It can be clearly seen that a slightly higher 

portion of the adsorbed moisture was removed from Hf02 than from ZrOa during any 

given bake-out cycle. Also plotted in the charts is the cumulative amount of moisture 

desorbed after 300 "C bake-out cycle. It was found that ZrOa retained a significant 

portion (20-30 %) of the adsorbed moisture even after a 300 °C bake-out, whereas, almost 

all the adsorbed moisture was removed from HfO: and Si02 surfaces. However, as 

discussed earlier, simple purging under at the challenge temperature, i.e. the 

isothermal desorption cycle, removed the same fraction of adsorbed moisture from HfOi 

and ZvOj surfaces. HfOa and ZrOi behaved differently only during the bake-out cycles. 

Therefore, higher retention of moisture on ZrOa surface was attributed to 2 factors: a) 

strength of the bond of chemisorbed moisture and b) grain boundary aided diffusion of 

moisture through the polycrystallinc film at moderately high temperatures. As will be 

shown later, calculations based on a multilayer model indicated that moisture is indeed 

more strongly chemisorbed to ZrOa than to HfOi. 
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Moisture is known to diffuse easily through the high-k films at high temperatures 

[93]. The application of Zr metal, Zr compounds and its alloys as getters for gas 

purification is well known [143, 144]. Gettcring is an activated process and the getters 

have the capacity of "absorbing" molecules like O2 from the ambient at elevated 

temperatures. HfOa and ZrOa films used for dielectric applications for logic devices 

would probably be thinner than 30 A. Hence, even at moderate temperatures the retained 

moisture could easily diffuse to the Si/gate dielectric interface, react with silicon, and 

form an inteifacial silicon oxide or silicate. Since ZrOa retains more moisture than HfO^, 

formation of this inteifacial layer is more likely for Zr02 during subsequent annealing. 

5.2.3.1 Effect of Challenge Temperature on Moisture Retention in ZrOa Films 

Figure 5.11 shows the amount of moisture adsorbed and retained after a 300 °C 

bake-out on Zr02 for adsorption at different challenge temperatures. Since the amount of 

moisture adsorbed decreased with increasing challenge temperature, the net amount 

moisture retained also decreased. However, as indicated in Figure 5.12, the fraction of 

total adsorbed moisture that was retained after the last bake-out cycle increased at higher 

challenge temperatures. As explained earlier, this can be attributed to the a) formation of 

more tightly bound chemisorbed hydroxyl species (higher the temperature, higher is the 

ratio of chemisorbed to physisorbed species) and b) activated process of moisture grain 

boundary aided diffusion. High temperature during moisture adsorption can provide the 

energy required for diffusion. Therefore, a larger portion of the adsorbed moisture 

diffused into the film. Consequently, less moisture was removed from Zr02. 
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Figure 5.12 Fraction of total adsorbed moisture retained after 300 "C bake-out on Zr02 
for a 56-ppb challenge 
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5.2.3.2 Effect of Challenge Concentration on Moisture Retention in Zr02 Films 
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Figure 5.13 Effect of challenge concentration on moisture retention in ZrOa for 
adsorption at 154 °C 

It was mentioned in Section 5.2.2.2 that the moisture adsorption loading on ZrOa 

saturated at for challenge concentrations in 100-300 ppb range. As a consequence of this, 

the amount of moisture retained after the 300 °C bake-out cycle also reached a saturation 

limit as shown in Figure 5.13. It was observed that for moisture challenge at 154 °C, the 

amount of moisture retained on the surface (1.9 x lO' ' molecules/cm") did not increase 

when the challenge concentration was increased from 56 ppb to 178 ppb. This result was 

also observed at other challenge temperatures. 
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5.2.4 Kinetics of Adsorption/Desorption of Moisture 
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Figure 5.14 Outlet-gas moisture concentration profiles during adsorption at 53 "C 

The relative strength of bonds between surface and adsorbed molecules on 

different oxide surfaces can also be judged by comparing the adsorption-desorption 

kinetics of moisture. Kinetics of adsorption-desorption can also give vital information 

like activation energy, time and temperature required to remove contaminants from the 

surface, etc. Figure 5.14 compares the gas-phase concentration of moisture at the reactor 

outlet as a function of time during the isothermal adsorption cycle for SiOa, HfOa and 

ZrOi surfaces at 53 °C for a 56-ppb challenge. It should be noted that the S-shaped 

adsorption curve is characteristic to the reactor system. It is associated with the flow 
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Figure 5.15 Outlet-gas moisture concentration profiles during adsorption at 154 °C 

effects within the mixed reactor and is not necessarily related to any intrinsic kinetic 

effects. The concentration has been normalized by the inlet moisture concentration (56 

ppb in this case). At the start of the adsorption cycle, the outlet-gas moisture 

concentration will be very low since the clean surfaces adsorb plenty of moisture. It 

starts increasing gradually as the surface approaches the saturation loading. The outlet-

gas concentration will approach the inlet concentration only after the surface has attained 

equilibrium with the gas-phase moisture, i.e. after the surface gets saturated with 

moisture. From the figures, it can be seen that SiOi approached equilibrium faster than 

HfOi and ZrOi. This was found to occur under all conditions of challenge temperatures 

and concentrations. 
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Figure 5.16 Surface moisture concentration profiles during adsorption at 53 "C 
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Figure 5.17 Surface moisture concentration profiles during adsorption at 154 °C 
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Figure 5.15 compares the adsorption kinctics on HfOa and ZrO: surfaces at 154 

"C for a 56-ppb challenge. The figure clearly indicates that ZrOi and Hf02 took longer to 

saturate than SiO?. 

The signal measured by APIMS is also influenced by extraneous artifacts like 

delay time due to the delivery lines and reactor. Therefore, it would be more appropriate 

to compare the surface concentration profiles rather than the gas-phase concentrations 

from the three surfaces. Figures 5.16 and 5.17 compare the surface concentrations 

(calculated from mass balance) during the adsorption cycle. The surface concentration 

has been normalized by the equilibrium moisture loading. ZrOi surfaces took longer to 

saturate than HfOi and SiOi. However, the difference in adsoiption kinetics between 

HfOa and ZrO^ was relatively small compared to that between HfO? and SiOi or ZrOi and 

SiOa. These observations were consistent at different temperatures and challenge 

concentrations. 

Just as the gas-phase moisture concentration profiles during the adsorption cycle 

is a measure of the adsoiption kinetics, the desorption rates and activation energies can be 

gauged from the concentration profiles during the isothermal Na purge cycle following 

adsorption. Figures 5.18 and 5.19 compare the normalized outlet-gas moisture 

concentration during the isothermal desorption cycle on the three oxide surfaces at 53 °C 

and 154 °C, respectively. It took longer for the gas-phase moisture concentration to reach 

background levels for HfOa and ZrOi surfaces compared to SiOi surface. This is an 

indication of slower moisture desorption kinetics on HfOa and ZrOa surfaces. 

Again, it would be more appropriate to compare the surface concentrations during 
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Figure 5.19 Outlet-gas moisture concentration profiles during desorption at 154 °C 
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the desorption cycle. Desorption data shown in Figures 5.18 and 5.19 was used to obtain 

the surface concentration profile. The area under the desorption curve at any given time 

gave the amount of moisture that desorbed up to that time. Subtraction of this amount 

from the total initial loading gave the surface concentration at that instant. Figures 5.20 

and 5.21 compare the desorption concentration profiles for a 56-ppb challenge at 53 "C 

and 154 ®C, respectively. The surface concentration was normalized with respect to the 

equilibrium moisture loading. It can be seen that desorption of moisture from HfOa was 

slower than desorption from SiOi, but slightly faster than that from ZrO?. This indicated 

that among the three gate oxides considered, ZrOj has the highest affinity for moisture. 

As mentioned earlier. 20-30 % of adsorbed moisture was removed during isothermal 

desorption cycle from HfOa and ZrOi surfaces, whereas up to 45 % was removed from 

Si02 surfaces. It should be noted that all three surfaces had different equilibrium surface 

moisture concentrations. A simple comparison in Figure 5.20 would indicate that No 

purging at 53 °C for 12 hours removed only 10-15 % of adsorbed moisture from HfO? 

and ZrOj surfaces, whereas up to 40 % from SiO? surfacc. This further highlighted that 

the new gate dielectric materials were more susceptible to moisture contamination than 

Si02. 

5.2.5 Effect of Flow Rate and Surface Aging on Adsorption Loading 

To investigate the role of mass transfer on the overall adsorption rates and 

loading, some experiments were performed at higher flow rates. It was found out that the 

adsorption and desorption kinetics were exactly identical for total flow rates of 300 
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n I 2 
cm7min and 600 cm /min through the reactor. The experiments also yielded identical 

loadings. Therefore, it was concluded that adsorption was not limited or controlled by 

mass transfer. 

Some experiments on HfOi and Zt02 were performed after a period of 8 months 

to determine if thermal treatment had changed their surface reactivity or adsorption 

capacity. No significant change in loading was observed. These results indicated that 

surface aging had less effect on adsorption capacity of Hf02 and ZrOa surfaces. 

5.2.6 Mechanism of Adsorption of Moisture 

5.2.6.1 Surface Chemisorption of Moisture 

The adsorption of water on oxide surfaces is characterized by several features 

which are different from those on clean metal surfaces. First, well-ordered ionic single-

crystal samples are often unreactive for HiO dissociation. This is surprising since work 

on powders of common oxides such as AI2O3 [153] and zeolites indicates that H2O is 

usually very efficient in hydroxylating the surface. A second noteworthy feature is that 

H2O does not generally form hydrogen-bonded clusters at low coverage. Apparently, the 

tendency to cluster, which is so strong on clean metal surfaces, can be overridden by the 

oxide-H20 interaction, which ties the H2O to specific sites [150]. The third distinctive 

feature of H2O adsorption is the formation of relatively strong chemisorption bonds on 

some ionic surfaces, so that the adsorbed species can be stable even at high temperatures 

[150], 
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Adsorption of water on metals and metal oxide surfaces is very well documented 

in the literature. As mentioned earlier, a variety of analytical techniques have been 

employed in the past. Past research has shown that the SiOi surface readily adsorbs 

moisture to form hydroxyl or silanol groups [152]. Some researchers argue that the 

siloxane structure is very stable and therefore, dissociative chemisorption of moisture at 

ambient conditions is very unlikely. However, it should be noted that the oxide lattice is 

in considerable strain. This strain is relieved when the oxygen atom of the siloxane reacts 

with the adsorbing molccule to form a chemical bond. The extent of chemisorption 

depends on sample preparation, length of exposure, etc. Our study has confirmed that 

H2O chemisorbs at room temperature on SiOa to form hydroxyl groups as revealed by 

ToF-SIMS analysis of samples exposed to air for more than 24 hours (as indicated in 

Figure 3.1) The surface can form either a single (isolated), vicinal or a bridged (geminal) 

hydroxyl group depending on the surface preparation. Figure 5.22 shows different types 

of hydroxyl groups that can exist on an oxide surface. On SiOa grown thermally on Si 

(100), the single silanol form is reported to be the more stable surface species [86]. 

Neighboring surface hydroxyl groups that are hydrogen-bonded together (vicinal) have 

shown to be desorbed easily as H2O. These vicinal groups desorb in the temperature 

range of 150 to 450 °C from a SiOa surface. The isolated and geminal hydroxyl groups 

are much harder to desorb [86]. For a surface hydroxyl coverage < 25 % (geminal and 

isolated), Sneh notes that the average distance between hydroxyl groups is > 10 A [86]. 

This separation would require significant surface diffusion of these groups in order to 

desorb and thus the high temperatures required. For highly hydroxylated surfaces 
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(vicinal coverage of 70 %), vicinal groups are only 4.7 A apart and do not require 

rearrangement; this is one explanation for the lower reported temperatures. 

In addition, vicinal and isolated hydroxy! groups display different reactivity and 

the isolated surface hydroxy] groups are usually more reactive than vicinal groups. The 

clear distinction between isolated and vicinal hydroxyl groups is well established from IR 

adsorption experiments. The number of surface hydroxyl groups on SiOi is agreed to be 

about 4.6 X lO''^ per cm" [86]. Molecular adsorption of water directly on SiO; surface is 

possible, but the extent of this type of interaction is small. Molecules of water can also 

physisorb on the surface silanols to form multiple layers. 

As mentioned in Chapter 4, moisture also dissociatively chemisorbs on most of 

the metal oxides [121, 127]. Nawrocki et al. have reported chemisorption of moisture on 

monoclinic zirconia particles [121, 134], IR studies have confirmed the existence of two 

different surface hydroxyl groups. These correspond to a bridged hydroxyl and single, 

isolated hydroxyl groups. In some studies, an additional type of bridged hydroxyl, in 

which the hydroxyl oxygen is bonded to three Zr atoms, has also been reported. The 

surface concentration of hydroxyl groups as reported in literature, mainly on monoclinic 

zirconia, is about 1.0 x 10per cm^ [ 127]. The exact site density would depend on the 

crystailographic orientation as well as the method of preparation of ZxOo. There have 

been no reports of moisture adsorption done on ultrathin films of ZrOa. At the time of 

this study, no attempt had been made to study the adsorption of water on hafnia or Hf-

based compounds cither. 
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5.2.6.2 Formation of Multiple Layers of Physisorbcd Moisture 
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Figure 5.23 Configuration of water molecule adsorbed on hydroxyl groups 

Many researchers have found the oxide surfaces to adsorb multiple "monolayers" 

of moisture at room temperatures and at exposures far removed from the saturation 

pressure of moisture. This additional moisture does not reside in the first layer, but is 

physically adsorbed in those layers existing above the first. The amounts of physisorbed 

moisture for a surface at a given temperature and exposure may vary from study to study 

due to the type of analytical technique used. However, it is collectively agreed that 

physisorption occurs upon the first hydroxylated layer. The physisorption is thought to 

be facilitated through hydrogen bonding with surface hydroxyl (M-OH) groups. Indeed, 

it has been documented that moisture cannot adsorb on CraOs until the surface has been 

hydroxylated [95]. Figure 5.23 shows two possible configurations of moisture 

physisorbed via hydrogen bonding on surface hydroxy! groups. Thiel and Madey suggest 
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Figure 5.24 Schematic illustration of moisture/surfacc interactions 

that the physisorbed layer is held together by 2 or 3 hydrogen bonds to the first layer 

molecules [150], whereas Brunauer et. al. [151 ] and Knozinger [ 152] assert that the 1:1 

arrangement in Figure 5.23b is just as likely. While the ratio of physisorbed water in the 

2"*' layer to the silanol groups of the first layer is still undetermined, the fact that 

multilayer adsorption occurs through hydrogen bonding on the transition metal oxide 

surface is well documented. Additional water molecules can just stack on top of each 

other to form multiple layers as illustrated in Figure 5.24. These water molecules are 

held together by weak Van der Waal's forces of attraction. The number of monolayers 

formed is a function of temperature, level of exposure and nature of surface. The loading 
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values reported in this study definitely indicate that multiple layers of physisorbed 

moisture are formed on Si02, HfOa and ZrOz surfaces. 

While the moisture that adsorbs directly to the surface hydroxyl groups on SiOi 

surface is more strongly attached than the physically adsorbed water of the upper layers, 

this higher moisture is also rather well adsorbed [154]. Sneh et al. have reported that 

even at 200 "C, some physisorbed water is retained on the silicon oxide surface [84]. 

Young [155] and Lange [156] both claim that in order to remove physisorbed water, but 

not chemisorbed, one must anneal to at least 180 °C. Lange et al. separate out water 

physisorbed in higher layers on SiOa surfaces into two types: i) the water molecules 

adsorbed on the surface hydroxyl groups which are relatively strongly hydrogen-bonded 

and ii) water molecules adsorbed in layers 3 and higher which are weakly physisorbed. 

Sneh et al. have determined the activation energy of desorption at low 2"'^ layer coverages 

to be 83.7 kJ/mole [84]. This number is higher than the hydrogen bond strength between 

water and HF, which is 56 kJ/mole. This may be due to further polarization of the O-H 

bond induced by the ionic surface. Although the above discussion was based on studies 

on SiOa surfaces, it can be extended to other oxide surfaces. 
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The experimental setup and reactor used for the study of trace levels of IPA 

contamination were identical to that for studying moisture adsorption. The procedure 

was also similar. However, the bake-out temperatures for HfO? and ZrOa were different 

due to decomposition of IPA on these surfaces, as will be discussed in the next section. 

The results will be compared to those obtained earlier on SiOi [104]. 

5.3.1 Decomposition of Isopropanol on ZrOa and HfOa 

The catalytic properties of Zr02 and HfOi surfaces were discussed in detail in 

Chapter 4. It was mentioned that these two oxides have been reported to be used as 

catalysts in the decomposition of alcohols and other organic compounds [ 120, 135, 138, 

139, 140]. Alcohols like 2-butanol and mcthylcyclohexanol have been shown to undergo 

selective dehydration on ZrOa and HfOa. A similar result was obtained when ZrOa and 

HfOi were exposed to IPA at high temperatures. Figures 5.25 and 5.26 show the APIMS 

response when IPA was challenged at different temperatures on ZrOa and Hf02, 

respectively. The graphs plot the raw signal in counts per second (CPS) for different 

species as a function of temperature when the surfaces were exposed to 100 ppb IPA. 

The figures do not show the main ions that were formed from the carrier gas such as 

those having m/e ratios of 28. 42 and 44 and those that are largely dependent on the 

impurity concentrations. 
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Figure 5.23 APIMS response for adsorption of 107 ppb IP A on ZrOa at different 
temperatures 

The ions are assigned as follows: 

m/e: 45 43 41 40 39 

Fragment: CH3CHOH" CH^CO^ HNs^ C3H4' C3H3' 

IP A challenge indicates that the peaks at m/e values of 43, 41,40, and 39 can all 

be produced from ionization of IFA at the APIMS source. Beyond 120 "C the counts for 

m/e of 45 suddenly dropped. At the same time the counts for m/e of 39, 40 and 41 
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Figure 5.26 APIMS response for adsorption of 107 ppb IPA on HfO^ at different 
temperatures 

increased. Now. m/e of 39 corresponds to propene. This suggested that IPA most likely 

fragmented into products such as propene. By 250 °C, even m/e 41 and 43 decreased 

while 39 remained high indicating further decomposition into subsequent fragments. An 

identical behavior was observed on HfOa and ZrOj surfaces. It has been reported that 

IPA does not undergo homogenous gas-phase decomposition until at least 400 "C. 

Earlier studies with SiOi surfaces have shown that IPA did not undergo decomposition 

until at least 250 "C. Therefore, the new dielectric surfaces definitely played a catalytic 
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role in the decomposition of IPA. The extent of IPA decomposition was different on the 

two high-k maleriaJs because of the difference in their crystallinity. Monitoring of all 

decomposition products was extremely difficult due to lack of accurate calibration 

standards for each product. As a result of IPA decomposition, adsorption/desorption data 

could not be obtained at temperatures higher than 100 °C. However, between each 

experiment the reactor was baked at 300 "C to desorb the adsorbed IPA and its fragments. 

5.3.2 IPA Adsorption Loading on SiOi, ZrOi and HfOi Surfaces 

The procedure for calculation was the same as that employed for estimating 

moisture adsorption loading. The following sections compare the effects of temperature 

and challenge concentration on adsorption loading and retention on SiOo, Zr02 and Hf02. 

5.3.2.1 Effect of Temperature on IPA Loading 

Figure 5.27 compares adsorption loading of IPA on SiOa, ZrOa and Hf02 surfaces 

at different temperatures for a 107-ppb IPA challenge. ZKh had the highest adsorption 

loading. HfO: had the second highest loading, and Si02 was the lowest among the three 

oxides. For the experiments done at 30 "C, there was only a relatively small difference 

between the loading of HfOi and SiO?, but the loading of ZvOj was more than two-fold 

compared to Si02. However, at 100 "C, Hf02 had more than twice the loading of SiOo. 

and Zr02 had more than three times the loading of SiOi. From this chart it is apparent 

that the new gate dielcctric materials tend to adsorb higher amounts of IPA than Si02. 
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Figure 5.27 Comparison of IP A loading on HfOi, ZiOz and SiOa surfaces at different 
temperatures for a 107-ppb challenge 

IPA has a polar functional group (-0H). It basically interacts with oxide surfaces via 

Van der Waals' forces of attraction. The higher adsorption capacity of HfOa and ZrOi 

can be attributed to the high polarity of Hf-0 and Zr-0 bonds than the Si-O bond. Since 

the strength Van der Waals' forces of attraction are directly proportional to the size of the 

molecule, larger polar organic compounds can be expected to be attracted to the surface 

to a greater extent than IPA. In fact, it has been reported earlier that high molccular 

weight compounds like butyl hydroxy toluene (BHT) adhere very strongly to the SiOa 

surface [106]. Therefore, such molecules will also bind strongly to HfOi and ZrO^. 
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5.3.2.2 Effect of Challenge Concentration on IPA Loading 

When experiments were carried out using a range of IPA challenge concentrations 

(25-200 pph) on Zr02, no significant differences in adsorption loading were observed. 

This trend suggested that ZrOj surface became saturated at a certain loading limit. Figure 

5.28 also shows a similar trend for HfO^. However, there was a significant increase in 

adsorption loading when the concentration is increased from 25 ppb through 107 ppb. 

There were no further significant increases in loading at the challenge concentrations of 

150 ppb and 200 ppb, suggesting that the surface had reached the saturation loading limit 

at about 9.0 x lO''^ molecules/cm' at 100 °C for HfOz and 1.7 x lO""^ for ZrOj. A similar 

behavior was observed for both the surfaces at 30 °C. The surfaces were saturated at a 

certain sub-monolayer coverage beyond which no more adsorption takes place. 

However, just as in the case of moisture, a separate set of experiments with high IPA 

challenge concentrations indicated an increase in loading, suggesting BET-type 

multilayer adsoiption. 

5.3.3 IPA Retention after Isothermal Na Purge 

Figure 5.29 shows the amount of IPA removed during isothermal Na purge as a 

fraction of the total IPA adsorbed for SiOa, ZrOz and HfOi surfaces. It can be seen that 

more than 50 % of the adsorbed IPA desorbed from SiOi surfaces during isothermal N2 

purge, i.e. during the desorption cycle. However, only 20-25 % of adsorbed IPA 

desorbed from HfOa and ZrOa surfaces. This further highlighted the higher affinity of 

HfO? and ZrOa for organics than SiOo. It is more difficult to remove organics from HfOa 
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and ZrOa surfaces than from SiOi surfaces. The total amount of IPA desorbed after the 

300 °C bake-out cycle could not be calculated due to decomposition of IPA. 

5.3.4 Kinetics of Adsorption/Desorption of IPA 

The relative ea.se of adsorption/desorption on the three oxide surfaces can be 

further gauged by comparing the kinetics of the same. Figure 5.30 compares the outlet-

gas IPA concentration for SiOa, HfOa and ZrOi at 30 °C. ZrOa surfaces took longer to 

saturate. The gas-phase concentration reached the saturation level fastest for SiOo. The 

actual surface concentration of IPA was calculated by the procedure described in Section 

5.2.4. Figure 5.31 plots the variation of IPA surface concentration during the adsorption 

cycle at 30 "C for a challenge concentration of 107 ppb. The surface concentration has 

been normalized by the final adsorption loading. The curves suggested that ZrOo took 

longer to get equilibrated with IPA. The kinetics of adsorption of IPA on HlXD? and SiOa 

seem to be almost identical. 

Desorption kinetics of IPA on HfOa, ZrOi and SiOs films arc depicted in Figures 

5.32 and 5.33. This set of experiments was done at 30 °C and at a challenge 

concentration of 107 ppb. Again, the relatively slow IPA desorption rate on HfOi and 

ZrOi could be attributed to the high polarity of the Hf-0 and Zr-O bonds. Since IPA is 

also a polar molecule, it adheres stronger to HfO^ and ZrOa than to SiOa. In Chapter 6, a 

multilayer model that was developed for physisorption of IPA is presented. 
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5.4 EFFECT OF MOISTURE ON ADSORPTION OF IPA 

Adsorption of moisture and IPA independently on gate dielectric surfaces has 

been discussed so far. However, in reality, moisture and organic contaminants coexist in 

a cleanroom atmosphere. These contaminants adsorb simultaneously on wafer surfaces. 

The adsorption/desorption characteristics of each contaminant is inlluenced by the 

presence of others. Presence of pre-adsorbed moisture was reported to result in an 

increase in IPA adsorption loading on Si02 surfaces 1104]. This chapter presents the 

influence of moisture on adsorption of IPA on HfOi and ZrOj surfaces. The IPA loading 

on these surfaces with and without pre-adsorbed moisture at different temperatures is 

compared. 

5.4.1 Effect of Pre-Adsorbed Moisture on Adsoiption of IPA 

It was mentioned earlier that moisture chemisorbs on SiOa, HfO^ and ZrOo 

surfaces to form hydroxyl groups. These hydroxyl groups arc highly reactive and can 

function as sites for chemi sorption or phy si sorption of IPA. This section presents a 

quantitative characterization of this effect. 

5.4.1.1 Experimental Design 

The experimental reactor and setup used was the same as described in Section 

5.2.1. The procedure consisted of the following five steps: 

1) Pre-purge and bake-out: Reactor was purged with UHP N2 at 300 °C. 
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Figure 5.34 Moisture and IPA concentration profiles for an entire experimental run 

2) Moisture adsorption: The wafer surfaces were first exposed to 56 ppb moisture in 

N2 at a constant temperature. 

3) IPA -I- moisture adsorption: After equilibrium with moisture was attained, 107 ppb 

IPA was introduced into the challenge gas while maintaining the moisture 

concentration at 56 ppb. 

4) Desorption cycle: The reactor was then purged isothermally under UHP Ni. 

5) Bake-out cycles: Reactor was baked under UHP N2 purge sequentially at 100, 200 

and 300 °C. 
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Figure 5.35 Effect of pre-adsorbed moisture on IPA loading at 100 "C 

Figure 5.34 illustrates the outlet-gas moisture and IPA concentration profiles 

during the entire cycle. When IPA was introduced, the moisture counts increased even 

though the total moisture concentration in the gas stream was maintained constant. This 

indicated displacement of adsorbed moisture by IPA, the mechanism of which will be 

discussed in the next section. Another observation made was that the moisture counts did 

not return to the initial level (i.e. the level before IPA challenge). The increase in final 

moisture counts after equilibrium was attained was due to the non-linearity in calibration 

due to the presence of IPA. 
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Amounts of moisture and IPA adsorbed were calculated from the area above the 

adsorption curves. Similarly, area under the desorption and bake-out curves provided the 

amounts of moisture and IPA desorbed during those cycles. The effect of pre-adsorbed 

moisture on IPA loading at 100 °C on all three oxides under consideration is shown in 

Figure 5.35. The surfaces were first exposed to 56 ppb moisture followed by 107 ppb 

IPA + 56 ppb moisture in N2. Presence of pre-adsorbed moisture resulted in an increase 

in IPA loading on SiOi surfaces. However, the IPA loading decreased on hydroxylated 

Hf02 and ZrOa surfaces. This trend was observed for a wide range of temperatures and 

moisture challenge concentrations as indicated for HfOi in Figures 5.36 and 5.37, 

respectively. 

Hydroxylated sites can enhance adsorption of IPA by hydrogen bonding if its 

inherent attraction to the bare oxide is not stronger than the affinity for the hydroxyl 

group itself. This seems to be the case on SiOa, where adsorption of IPA is not so 

activated. Hence, a hydroxylated SiOa surface attracts more IPA than a bare surface. 

However, as mentioned in the earlier sections of this chapter, bare HfOi and ZrOj 

surfaces exhibit very high affinity for IPA. The results indicate that IPA is less attracted 

to a hydroxyl HfO: or ZrOi compared to a bare Hf02 or ZrOi surface. Hence. IPA 

adsorbs to a lesser extent on hydroxylated HfOa and ZrOa surfaces. However, it should 

be noted that IPA also physisorbs in higher layers on surface adsorbed species and, as 

will be shown later, it also undergoes an esterification reaction with a surface hydroxyl 

group to form chemisorbed species. It is worth mentioning again that the extent of IPA 

adsorption is higher on bare Hf02 and Zr02 than on bare SiO^. 
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Figure 5.37 demonstrates the effect of moisture challenge concentration on IPA 

loading on HfOi exposed to 107 ppb IPA in N2 at 30 °C. The wafer surfaces were 

equilibrated with moisture under different challenge concentrations (0 to 165 ppb). The 

surface was then exposed to 107 ppb IPA. As the amount of surfacc pre-adsorbed 

moisture increased, the equilibrium IPA uptake further reduced. Thus, presence of pre-

adsorbed moisture reduced IPA uptake on HfOi surfaces. 

5.4.1.3 Retention of Moisture and IPA 

The fraction of total adsorbed moisture removed during the desorption cycle and 

after the bake-out cycle increased with challenge temperature. This trend was similar to 

the one observed with moisture adsorption on Hf02. However, it was not true for IPA 

adsorption on a hydroxylated HfOa surface. It was determined that a smaller portion of 

the adsorbed IPA was removed from the hydroxylated HfOi surface at higher challenge 

temperatures. Figure 5.38 shows the amounts of moisture and IPA that were removed, as 

fractions of the total loadings, during the isothermal Ni purge and after complete bake-

out. A higher fraction of adsorbed IPA was retained at 100 "C. This effect was 

speculated to be due to the formation of chemisorbed alkoxy species on a hydroxylated 

surface, as discussed later in this chapter. The esterification reaction is highly activated. 

As a consequence, the amount of chemisorbed IPA would be higher at 100 °C than that at 

30 °C. As in the case of SiOj [104], desorption of this tightly bound species is a slow 

process. Hence, most of it is retained even after a high temperature bake-out. 
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5.4.1.4 Kinetics of Adsorption/Desorption of IPA 

Figure 5.39 compares the adsorption kinetics of IPA with and without pre-

adsorbed moisture on HfO? at 100 "C. The outlet-gas IPA concentration has been 

normalized by the inlet challenge concentration. The gas-phase IPA challenge 

concentration was 107 ppb in both cases. Moisture challenge concentration was 56 ppb. 

It was observed that equilibrium was rapidly approached in the presence of pre-adsorbed 

moisture. This is apparent from Figure 5.40 which plots the actual IPA surface 
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concentration profiles. The surface concentration has been normalized by the equilibrium 

adsorption loading. Surface IPA concentration saturated faster in presence of moisture 

on the surface. This was due to the lesser number of sites available for IPA adsorption. 

As mentioned earlier, the equilibrium IPA loading in the presence of moisture is also 

reduced. A similar effect was also observed on ZrOi surfaces. However, for SiOa 

surfaces, the effect of moisture was exactly opposite [104], Adsorption of IPA on SiOa 

was slower in the presence of moisture. This again highlighted the fact that IPA is more 

attracted to the surface Si-OH groups than the SiO^ surface itself. 

Figures 5.41 and 5.42 depict the desorption kinetics of IPA on bare and 

hydroxylated HfOa surfaces. Desorption of IPA was found to be slower on a bare HfO: 

surface since IPA binds stronger to it than to a hydroxylated surface. A similar trend was 

observed at different temperatures and challenge concentrations. ZrOi also exhibited this 

behavior. On the contrary, consistent with the earlier findings, removal of IPA from a 

hydroxylated SiOi surface is difficult than from bare SiOa [104]. 

5.4.2 Mechanism of Interaction of IPA with Hydroxylated Oxides 

5.4.2.1 Displacement of Physisorbed Moisture by IPA 

It can be seen from Figure 5.34 that switching from 56 ppb H2O in N2 to 56 ppb 

H2O +107 ppb IPA in N2 resulted in an instantaneous increase in outlet-gas H2O 

concentration. Some increase in H2O signal was expected due to the H2O released during 

the adjustment of mass flow controllers. However, moisture released this way would 
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adsorb on the wafer surface and, if present, would only create a slow rise similar to the 

initial HiO adsorption curve (step 1 in Figure 5.34). Therefore, the rapid increase 

observed here was not from the delivery lines; instead, it was due to the displacement of 

the pre-adsorbed water molecules by IPA. 

To verify that the signals recorded represent processes occurring in the reactor 

and not entirely due to reactions in the API MS plasma, an identical experiment was 

performed using a very short V4-inch stainless steel tube instead of the reactor; the 

response of which is shown in Figure 5.43. The results show similar behavior but with a 

difference in H2O peak height. The difference in H2O peak sizes in Figures 5.34 and 5.43 
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is due to the surface interactions occurring in the reactor. The stainless steel tube had 

lower surface area than ZrOi reactor, and hence, adsorbed less H2O. Due to the 

competitive nature of adsorption, when IPA was introduced some of the adsorbed H2O 

was displaced. The amount of displaced H2O was much higher for the TLxOi reactor, 

which resulted in a larger peak. The displaced H2O was predominantly physisorbed on 

the surface due to the short time scale of its desorption, as evident from Figure 5.34. 

Chemisorbed species are strongly bonded to the surface and exhibit slower desorption 

kinetics. Thus, introduction of IPA displaced physisorbed H2O from the surface. 

5.4.2.2 Mechanistic Study Using Isotope Labeling 

To discern the mechanism of IPA interaction with a hydroxylated surface, 

isotope-labeling experiments were conducted using D2O instead of H2O. A detailed 

analog scan was first perfomied to identify all species that were formed when ZrOi 

surface was exposed to IPA and D2O simultaneously. The APIMS response indicated 

strong signals at iii/e = 19, 20, 45 and 46 which corresponded to HDO, D2O, CsHgO and 

C3H7DO, respectively. No other species were present or formed in the system in 

significant amounts. The APIMS was tuned to monitor the gas-phase concentrations of 

HDO, D2O and C3H7DO (m/e = 46) in addition to the H2O and IPA fragments. For the 

isotope labeling experiments, Zr02 surface was first equilibrated with 42 ppb D2O at 30 

°C. This was followed by an isothermal N2 purge, which facilitated removal of some of 

the weakly bonded physisorbed D2O. Therefore, at this stage the surface was covered 

predominantly with M-OD groups. The APIMS response for the entire experiment is 
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Figure 5.44 APIMS response for DaO-covered ZrO: surface exposed to 50 ppb of IPA 

depicted in Figure 5.44. This surface was then exposed to 50 ppb IPA for 16 hours. The 

reactor was then purged and baked as indicated on the chart. Upon introduction of 50 

ppb IPA into the reactor, count rate of C3H7DO (m/e = 46) began to climb. This is 

possibly due to surface reactions. However, part of the C3H7DO signal was due to 

APIMS plasma reactions. Therefore, it was necessary to separate the two effects. 

High-pressure ionization in the APIMS, which provides high sensitivity and low 

detection limit, creates some complications in data analysis. Extensive collisions among 

molecules in the plasma source of APIMS often producc intermediate species, which 

could interfere with the determination of the sample gas composition. Presence of IPA 
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and D2O together resulted in plasma generated reactions in the ionization source 

producing C3H7DO, which interfered with the primary C3H7DO produced in the reactor 

due to adsorption/desorption and surface interactions. Since one of the goals of this study 

was to detect the extent of surface interactions, a technique was required to characterize 

and separate post-reactor interferences due to plasma effect in the APIMS source. This 

was accomplished by developing a calibration model that quantified the amount of 

C3H7DO formed in the plasma. 

Table 5.2 APIMS response to different IPA/D^O gas mixtures 

Factors Response variables 

IPA (ppb) D2O (ppb ) 45 (cps) 46 (cps) 20 (cps) 

0 0 7 2 19 

0 50.5 165 214 21511 

0 119.5 90 211 103389 

50.9 50.8 67348 24891 6942 

151 50.9 176308 32205 3997 

50.2 119.9 40817 41452 57143 

49.7 0 79892 7426 371 

149.2 0 192633 212157 1248 

151 119.2 169387 87065 34307 

A series of experiments was conducted to determine a relationship between the 

amount of IPA and D2O, and the APIMS response at m/e values of 20 (D2O), 45 (IPA). 
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and 46 (C3H7DO). A full-factorial design of experiments consisting of 2 factors (IPA and 

D2O concentrations) at 3 levels (3 different concentrations) was performed. Data 

collection consisted of feeding gas mixtures of different combinations of IPA and D^O 

concentrations directly to the APIMS source from the flow assembly using a very short 

'4-inch electropolished stainless steel tube, and noting the APIMS response at m/e values 

of 20, 45, and 46 (DOE response variables) in count rate (counts per second or cps). 

Table 5.2 summarizes the data obtained using the aforementioned procedure. The 

calibration model is described in the next sub-section. 

5.4.2.2.1 APIMS Plasma Calibration 

The full-factorial design was analyzed using the commercially available JMP® 

software by Yates' technique [163]. This technique allowed quantification of the main 

and interactive effects of IPA and D2O concentrations on the signals of m/e of 20, 45 and 

46 in the APIMS. Table 5.3 lists these effects as percentages for all three signals. For 

example, the main effect of IPA concentration on the APIMS response at m/e = 46 was 

Table 5.3 Effect of IPA and D2O concentrations on count rates of IPA, D2O and C3H7DO 

Concentration 
Contribution t o  overall APIMS 

response for Concentration 

IPA D2O C3H7DO 

[IPA] 98 % 24% 52% 

[D2O] 1 % 3 0 %  28 % 

[IPA]*[D20] 1 % 46% 21 % 
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52 %. This means that 52 % of the variation in rn/e = 46 was due to change in IPA 

concentration. D2O lead to only 28 % of the variation in the APIMS response at m/e = 

4 6 .  T h e  c o m b i n e d  e f f e c t  o f  I P A / D 2 O  w a s  2 1 % .  

The numbers indicated that count rate for IPA was dominated by IPA 

concentration, and was less affected by D2O concentration and IPA-D2O interaction. 

Count rate of C3H7DO was more affected by concentration of IPA than that of D2O. The 

Yates' analysis of calibrating experimental results, summarized in Table 5.3. indicated 

the following empirical relation for calibration of the plasma effect for H2O, C3H7DO, 

and D2O: 

cps = a[lPA]+ b[D,0]+ c[1PA]{D20]+ d (5.2) 

[IPA] and [D2O] denote concentrations of IPA and D2O in ppb, respectively. Parameters 

a and b represent the main effects of IPA and D2O, whereas c represents the interaction 

between the two. Constant d represents the background noise. Three sets of constants a, 

h, c, and d were determined for the three species (IPA, C3H7DO, and D2O) from the 

APIMS response data of the full-factorial design by a non-linear regression technique. 

Thus, Equation 5.2 allowed calculation of the count rate of C3H7DO for a given 

concentration of IPA and D2O. Figure 5.45 shows the plot of C3H7DO count rate (cps), 

as a function of [IPA] and [D2O], generated from Equation 5.2 using values of a, b, c and 

d for C3H7DO. 
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Figure 5.45 APIMS response showing C3H7DO formed in the plasma at different IP A 
and D2O concentrations 

5.4.2.2.2 Evidence for Chemisorption of IP A on Hydroxylated ZrOo 

According to Figure 5.44, when IP A was introduced, the response at m/e = 46 

(C3H7DO) increased. Figure 5.46 compares the observed C3H7DO count rate from the 

experiment on ZrO^ with that formed in the plasma. As seen in Figure 5.46, the observed 

C3H7DO count rate was higher than the count rate due to plasma interactions. The 

difference between these two counts represented C3H7DO formed on the surface. 

Based on these observations, the following interaction mechanism of IP A with a 

deuterated surface was proposed: After a DiO challenge, the oxide surface consists of M-

OD groups and some physisorbed DoO molecules. IP A (CsHgO) can react with a M-OD 

group on the surface to form a strongly bonded chemisorbed alkoxy species as illustrated 

in Figure 5.47a. This 'esterification' reaction will result in the formation of a HDO 

molecule, which will eventually desorb from the surface. The chemisorption reaction is 
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Figure 5.46 Comparison of C3H7DO formed due to surface interaction on ZrOa with the 
C3H7DO formed in the APIMS plasma 

reversible. The reverse reaction ("exchange reaction") with HDO or D2O will yield 

either C3H7DO or CsHgO molecule, as shown in Figure 5.47b. The molecule C3H7DO is 

a consequence of deuterium atom replacing the hydrogen in the functional -OH group of 

IPA via the "exchange reaction". Thus, the response in Figure 5.46 clearly indicates 

chemisorption of IPA on hydroxylated or deuterated surfaces via an esterification 

mechanism to form an alkoxy species. Similar experiments using SiO: have shown 

chemisorption of IPA and exchange reactions on hydroxylated silica surfaces [104]. The 

mechanism postulated here is only one interpretation of the experimental observations. 
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Figure 5.47 Mechanism of chemisorpt ion of IPA on a deuterated surface 
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C3H7DO can also be formed from exchange of D and H between physisorbed D2O 

and IP A. However, the extent of that reaction will be low since very little C3H7DO was 

observed when IPA and D2O were challenged through an empty reactor (i.e. no exchange 

was observed in the gas phase). 

5.4.3 Competitive Adsorption of Moisture and IPA on Bare Oxide Surfaces 

All results reported so far were obtained on pre-hydroxylated oxide surfaces. 

Some experiments were done by exposing bare oxide surfaces to moisture and IPA 

simultaneously. The amount of moisture adsorbed was found to be lower than that 

obtained if the surfaces were first exposed to moisture followed by IPA and moisture 

challenge. Figure 5.48 demonstrates this effect for moisture and IPA concentrations of 

56 ppb and 107 ppb, respectively. This behavior was expected because of the 

competition between IPA and water molecules for surface sites. 

Figure 5.49 summarizes the IPA loading for different experimental conditions on 

HfOa at 30 °C. The amount of IPA adsorbed on a pre-hydroxylated surface was lower 

due to presence of surface hydroxy! groups. The result was a reduction in equilibrium 

IPA loading. However, when a bare HfOa surface was exposed to moisture and IPA 

simultaneously, IPA got more "chance" to interact with the bare surface. Therefore, the 

IPA loading was slightly higher in this case. Thus, presence of one contaminant affected 

adsorption of the other. Presence of pre-adsorbed moisture reduced IPA loading on Hf02 

and Zr02 surfaces, whereas it increased IPA loading on Si02 surfaces. 
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5.5 CONCLUSIONS 

High-k dielectric films, Hf02 and Z1O2, adsorbed higher amounts of moisture and 

IP A than SiOa under similar conditions. Moisture adsorption was more energetic on 

Hf02 and ZrOj surfaces than on a SiOi surface. The rate of desorption of moisture from 

ZrOi surface appeared to be slower than from Si02 and Hf02 surface at the same 

temperature. Baking up to 300 °C removed all the adsorbed moisture from Hf02 and 

Si02 films. However, ZrOa films retained a significant amount of adsorbed moisture 

even after a 300 °C bake. The retained moisture can easily diffuse to the Si/ZrO^ 

interface and react with silicon forming interfacial silicate, eventually lowering the 

overall dielectric constant of the film. The polycrystalline nature of ZrOi films will 

enhance the permeation of H2O. These results indicate that Zr02 is more susceptible to 

moisture contamination than Hf02. 

The higher amount of IPA adsorption loading and slower desorption kinetics on 

HfO) and Zr02 surfaces indicated their high affinity for polar organic molecules 

compared to Si02. The adsorption loading on the three surfaces had the following order: 

ZrOi > Hf02 > SiOi. The new high-k gate dielectrics are also more prone to organic 

contamination than is SiO^. 

Presence of pre-adsorbed moisture enhanced IPA adsorption on Si02, but reduced 

on Hf02 and Zr02. This was attributed to the higher affinity of IPA to bare HfO^ and 

Zr02 surfaces than to hydroxylated surfaces. Isotope labeling with D2O indicated that 

Ibrmation of a chemisorbed alkoxy species from reaction between IPA and a surface 

hydroxyl group on all three surfaces. 
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6 

MULTILAYER MODELS FOR ADSORPTION/DESORPTION OF MOISTURE AND 

ISOPROPANOL (IPA) 

6.1 NEED FOR MODELING AND SIMULATION 

Atmospheric molecular contamination of gate dielectric films can degrade the 

final device performance. To design a process that minimizes the impact of moisture and 

organic contamination, it is necessary to have a fundamental understanding of the 

interactions between molecular contaminants and the dielectric surface. 

Adsorption/desorption of contaminant is an intricate process specific to the molecular 

contaminant itself. However, modeling can facilitate in comprehension and 

characterization of the kinetics of adsorption/desorption process. Modeling is essential to 

examine the physical and chemical surface processes in order to obtain information on 

reaction selectivity and rate coefficients. Information obtained from modeling is vital to 

predict the time required to purge a tool free of contaminants. These models can be 

directly incorporated into the reactor and process design to improve process performance. 

Modeling can also give vital information about the energetics of the 

adsorption/desorption processes. It can yield activation energies of 

adsorption/desorption. Knowledge of the rate constants of adsorption/desorption of 

various impurities on different gate dielectric surfaces can assist in discerning their 



vulnerability to surface contamination. It can also help in deciding their potential for 

successful integration in silicon MOS technology. 

Many adsorption/desorption models exist for moisture adsorption on metal oxide 

surfaces [145-147]. Most are empirical in nature and hence do not realistically predict 

surface distributions or outgassing rates in different concentration ranges. A simple 

single component monolayer chemisorption model based on the classical Langmuir 

adsorption isotherm was originally developed to explain the mechanism of moisture 

adsorption. This model allowed moisture to completely chemisorb on the surface, i.e. all 

the water molecules adsorbed on the surface would be in the form of hydroxyl groups. 

However, this model could not be validated with experimental data. The simulated 

model data deviated from the experimental data by a substantial margin. 

A multilayer multicomponent model that describes all the interactions between 

moisture and IP A with wafer surfaces developed by Verghese et al. is used here [87]. 

HfOa and ZrOi surfaces chemisorb moisture in a manner similar to SiOa. The 

interactions of IPA with these new materials and SiOa have also been reported to be alike. 

Therefore, this model originally developed for SiO? surface was also applied to HfOa and 

ZrOi surfaces. Application of the same model facilitated the comparison of parameters 

like activation energies and rate constants for all three oxides. The fundamental 

advantage of employing this model was that it could be used to study the 

adsorption/desorption behavior of a single component; either moisture or IPA 

individually. This could be simply done by setting some parameters in the model to zero. 
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6.2 MULTILAYER MULTICOMPONENT MODEL 
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Figure 6.1 Schematic representation of multilayer multicomponent adsorption 
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6.2.1 Mechanism of Adsorption of Moisture and IPA on Wafer Surfaces 

This model was originally developed for SiOi surface. Some of the fundamental 

assumptions made were: 

• No lateral interactions between adsorbed molecules 

• Direct adsorption from the gas-phase without the formation of mobile 

precursors, just as in the case of the classical Langmuir adsorption 

• Results are averaged over surface inhomogeneities (roughness and defects) 

• Gas is ideal and no reaction occurs between IPA and water in the gas-phase 

The dehydroxylated SiO? surface is made up of siloxane bridges and moisture 

dissociatively chemisorbs to the siloxane bridges to form silanol (Si-OH) groups [84, 

86 j. A schematic representation of the multilayer model is shown in Figure 6.1. A single 

siloxane bridge is composed of two silicon atoms, and hence accounts for two vacant 

surface sites. The adsorption of a water molecule results in the breaking of the siloxane 

bridge to form two silanol groups iX-OH). Since two adjacent vacant sites are needed 

for water adsorption, the hydroxylation reaction occurs as represented in Equation 6.1. 

Symbol X represents a single reaction site or Si atom. The silanol groups (X-OH) will 

later be denoted by A. The extent of physisorption of water on bare oxide surfaces has 

been reported to be low. Hence, this type of interaction was neglected. However, the 

multilayer model allows water to stack on top of the surface species by physisorption 

through weak hydrogen bonding and Van der Waals' interactions. This process is shown 

in Equation 6.2. There is no differentiation between water molecules adsorbed on a 
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hydroxyl group or an IPA molecule or a chemisorbed IPA. Sfj^_o denotes physisorbed 

moisture in second and higher layers. Although the model includes multilayer coverage, 

in order to abstain from adding more complexity to the model, there was no 

differentiation between molecular water in the second and higher layers. This 

assumption is similar to the one made in the BET model. 

The physisorption of IPA on a vacant site is shown in Equation 6.3. Symbol B  

denotes IPA molecules physisorbed on the surface. The exact orientation of a surface 

physisorbed IPA molecule is not known. Therefore, it was assumed that only one site 

(X) was required for physisorption of an IPA molecule. The adsorption of IPA on a 

higher layer is represented by Equation 6.4, where S/p^ is a higher layer physisorbed IPA 

molecule. Past studies have indicated that IPA does not chemisorb on bare oxides [87]. 

H 2 0  +  2 X < —  > 2 X - 0 H  (6.1) 

^al 
H 2 O +  A / B / C  < —  >  S F J  Q  

'^d\ ^ 
(6.2) 

I P A  +  X  ^  ^  B  (6.3) 

^a3 
I P A  +  A I B I C  (6.4) 
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In addition to this, IPA can also undergo an esterification reaction with a surface 

hydroxy! group to form a chemisorbed species C as represented by Equation 6.5. The 

formation of an alkoxy species C was verified experimentally by isotope labeling studies. 

^ for 

S jp^ + X — OH i— > C (6.5) 
^ rev 

X, A, B, C, and S,PJ^ are normalized by the total number of vacant sites XQ 

and denoted by X , A, B ,C,Sh^oandSwa , respectively. 

x = [X] 

Jo 

A = [ X O H ]  

X O  

B  =  [fi] 
Jo 

C = [c] 
Zo 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

H-jO J -fl SH20 = - (6.10) 
Aq 

(6.11) 
X Q  
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6.2.2 Mass Balance Equations for Species 

The adsorption of one water molecule results in formation of two hydroxyl 

groups. This reaction requires two vacant sites. Hence, the adsorption rate for surface 

chemisorption is sccond order with respect to the fraction of vacant sites available for 

adsorption. The adsorption rate is also proportional to the gas-phase moisture 

concentration (of the contaminant. The surface hydroxyl groups (A) are tightly 

bound to the surface. Any two cheniisorbed hydroxyl groups cannot desorb. Only two 

adjacent hydroxyl groups can desorb and combine to form molecular water. Therefore, 

the desorption reaction is assumed to be pseudo-first order. Symbols kao and kjo denote 

adsorption and desorption rate constants, respectively, for chemisorption of moisture. 

The rate of adsorption of IP A on the surface is directly proportional to the fraction of 

vacant surface sites {X) and gas-phase IP A concentration (). Symbols ka2 and kd2 

denote surface adsorption and desorption rate constants, respectively. Therefore, the 

overall mass balance for the vacant surface site density (X) was written as: 

dX 

dt 
•=-- T-i-2-k^Q- - A -r z • /c^o • • X + 2 • k^Q • A 

~^ a 2  • ^glPA • ^ + ̂ d2 • •®) 

(6.12) 

The first two terms in Equation 6.12 denote the rate of adsorption of moisture on 

the surface, whereas the last two tenns represent surface physisorption of IPA. The time 

variable (t) is normalized by the residence time x. A cheniisorbed hydroxyl group can 
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react with an IPA'molecule physisorbed in higher layers. The rate of this chemisorption 

reaction is directly proportional to the fractional concentrations of A and S IPA . The 

reverse process involves reaction between higher layer physisorbed moisture (S H.O ) and 

chemisorbed species (C) to produce hydroxyl groups. Hence, the net rate of formation of 

X-OH (A) is: 

d  A  — 2  —  
- ^ = T i 2 - k ^ o - C g H , o - X  - 2 - k j o - A  

_ _ _ _ (6.13) 

-  k f o r - S I P A  A  + C  S  H ^ O  

Symbols kfor and kn-v denote forward and reverse rate constants for chemisorption 

shown in Equation 6.5. The net rate of this esterification is given by the last two terms of 

Equation 6.13. 

The net rate of physisorption of moisture on the second and higher layers is given 

by Equation 6.14. Symbols kai and kdi denote adsorption and desorption rate constants 

for physisorption of moisture in higher layers. 

( t „ ,  -  k j y S H ^ O  
_ _ _ _ (6.14) 

+  k •  S  IPA • A  - ki-ev • S  H2O • C )  

Similarly, the balance equation for surface physisorbed IPA ( B )  can be written as 
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shown in Equation 6.15. 

—=^= ^-ikai'CgipA-X-k^2-^ ) (6.15) 
at 

The rate of physisorplion of IP A in a higher layer is proportional to the fraction of 

filled surface sites (1-X ) and gas-phase IPA concentration (Cgjp^). Symbols and 

kd3 denote adsorption and desorption rate constants for IPA physisorption in higher 

layers. 

—7=— - "Z" • ( ^,73 • Cg/ P A  • (1 - ̂ ) - • s I P A  
_ _ _ _ (6.16) 

-  kp i - ' S  I PA -  A  +  k r e y  •  s H j O  •  C )  

Since the experimental data were at very low surface concentrations (about two 

tenths of a monolayer and lower), the rate constants were assumed to be independent of 

surface coverage. However, these equations do not completely define the model. They 

have to be coupled with gas-phase conservation equations. 

6.2.3 Coupling Kinetics and Flow Dynamics 

The response of the APIMS was not solely determined by the intrinsic kinetics of 

adsorption/desorption. It also incorporated flow dynamics through the system assembly. 
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Therefore, to estimate the ten rate parameters (kao, kdo, kaj, kdj, ka2, k^i, kas, kds, kf„r and 

krev), the mass balance equations had to be coupled with gas-phase conservation 

equations. The experimental test bed used incorporated a packed-bed arrangement with 

the wafer modules arranged in a high degree of randomness. The flow and reactor 

geometry allows assumption of a differential reactor. Hence, the mixed reactor or the 

classical continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) model is used to develop a 

conservation relation for gas-phase moisture and IPA concentrations. The expressions 

defining this type of flow are given in Equations 6.17 and 6.18. Symbols V, Q and Ar 

denote volume of the reactor, volumetric flow rate and total surface area, respectively. 

Moisture and IPA concentrations in the gas entering the reactor are denoted by ^ 

and , respectively. 

V^^ = Q(C;H^o-CiH,o)-Ar-
dt dt (6.17) 

dB dSiPA dC + —'±0-+ 
dt dt dt 

(6.18) 

Furthermore, the equations are bound by a site balance: 

(6.19) 
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On a well-defined thermally grown SiO? surface, based on the number of 

hydroxyl groups formed, the value of XQ is estimated to be 4.6 x lO''^ per cm" (86]. For 

porous ZrOi particles, the surface density of sites has been reported to be 1.0 x lO''"' per 

cm" [127]. No such data was available for thin films of HfOi and ZrOi obtained by CVD 

at the time of this study. Since Hf02 has physical properties almost identical to ZrOi, it 

was reasonable to assume a similar value of Xo [123], 
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6.3 MULTILAYER MODEL FOR ADSORPTION OF MOLSTURE 

6.3.1 Simplification of Multicomponent Model 

The multicomponent model developed in Section 6.2 was simplified and applied 

to single component moisture adsorption. Physisorption and chemi sorption of IP A were 

not considered. The variables of the multilayer multicomponent model that needed to be 

set to zero were B, C, S IPA and . The parameters that needed to be set to zero were 

^a2j ka3> kfor QJld krev 

The model was fit to the experimental desorption data. The starting point (t = 0) 

was the end of the adsorption cycle. Therefore, the initial values for variables X, A 

and S ii.o were determined from the equilibrium adsorption loadings. For an equilibrium 

moisture loading (i.e. at time t  = 0) of 2.0 x lO"* molecuels/cm', the initial values in 

normalized form were: 

[ A- ],=O = XO (6.20) 

[ A ] , = O  =  L - X O  (6.21) 

[SH,o1^O = 0.2- > / 2 » (  1 - X O )  (6.22) 

XO, the fraction of vacant sites on the surface at the start of the desorption cycle, was an 

unknown parameter to he determined from the model. Equation 6.22 is the mass balance 

relating A and S HnO to the normalized total initial water loading. At the start of the 
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desorptioE cycle, gas-phase moisture concentration is equal to the inlet challenge 

concentration. Therefore, the initial condition for gas-phase moisture concentration was: 

(6.23) 

The unknown parameters to be determined from the model arc kao, kjo, Kt, Ku and 

XO. The multilayer model, developed originally for SiOa, was applied to ZrOa and HfOa, 

since they adsorb moisture via the same mechanism. The details of the simplified model 

can be summarized as: 

Number of ordinary differential equations: 4 

Independent variable: 1(f) 

Number of dependent variables: 4 ( X  . A  , S  h . o  and ) 

Number of measurement sets: 1 (Co) 

Fitting criteria: 2O^experimental 

Constraints: 1 (site balance) 

Unknown parameters: 5 (JCaO^ kait ^dl <ffld XO^ 
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6.3.2 Numerical Method of Solution 

The model was fitted to the data using a commercial software package called 

EASYFIT®, which had programs capable of estimating a number of parameters 

simultaneously in a system of ODEs. EASYFIT® is an interactive software system 

designed to identify parameters in explicit model functions, dynamical systems of 

equations, Laplace transformations, systems of ordinary differential equations, 

differential algebraic equations, or systems of one-dimensional time-dependent and 

algebraic partial differential equations. The software system is implemented in a form of 

a relational database under MS-Access® and running under MS-Windows 2000® or MS-

Windows NT®. The underlying numerical algorithms are coded in FORTRAN, and 

model functions are interpreted and evaluated symbolically by a program language called 

PCOMP, which allows automatic differentiation of nonlinear model functions. 

6.3.2.1 Features of EASYFIT® 

EASYFIT® estimates unknown parameters in a mathematical model by 

minimizing the deviation of the known experimental data from theoretical model data 

using a fixed set of initial values of model parameters. The parameters that cannot be 

measured directly are estimated by least-squares fit. The program reports values of 

parameters that give the best fit of the model to the data. The software package contains 

additional features such as [148]; 

• More than one fitting criterion can be defined, i.e. more than one experimental 

data set can be fitted within a model formulation. 
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® The fitting criteria are arbitrary functions depending on the parameters to be 

estimated, the solution of the underlying dynamical system, and a time 

variable. 

• Data is fitted with respect to sum of squares (Euclidean norm), sum of 

absolute values (LI-norm), or maximum of absolute values (maximum norm). 

• A statistical analysis provides confidence intervals, correlation and covariance 

matrices for estimated parameters 

• Switching or break points may be inserted to describe model changes at 

constant or even variable time points. 

The FORTRAN codes behind EASYFIT® were designed to solve parameter 

estimation or least-squares problems in a very flexible way. Different optimization 

algorithms are included. The most efficient optimization algorithms such as DFNLP (a 

combination of Guass-Nevvton and quasi-Newton method for constrained problems), 

DN2GB (a combination of Guass-Nevvton and quasi-Newton method for unconstrained 

problems), DSLMDF (a successive direct search and Gauss-Newton algorithm), and 

NELDER (a simplex method), are included. In the case of parameter estimation in 

ODEs, it is possible to select from seven different solvers for stiff and non-stiff problems, 

including DOPRI5 (an explicit Runge-Kutta method of order 4/5 based on a Dormand-

Prince formula), and RADAU5 (an implicit Runge-Kutta method of order 5 for stiff 

equations). After the fitting process, EASYFIT® also outputs complete numerical results 

and statistical analysis reports. 
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6.3.2.2 Experimental Data for Model Validation 

& 50 

154T 

g 30 

Time (hours) 

Figure 6.2 Experimental desorption data for SiOa at different temperatures 

Since we are interested in the kinetics of adsorption/desorption, the transient or 

dynamic response of the APIMS was used to validate the model. It would also be more 

appropriate to investigate the dependence of rate parameters on temperature. The 

experimental data used to validate the model was obtained by the procedure discussed in 

Chapter 5. Figures 6.2. 6.3 and 6.4 show the outlet-gas moisture concentration profiles 

(C „ ^) during isothermal desorption cycles at different temperatures for a 56-ppb 
gHiO 

moisture challenge at 300 cmVmin for SiO^, TiOo and HfOa, respectively. 
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Figure 6.3 Experimental desorption data for ZrOa at different temperatures 
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Figure 6.4 Experimental desorption data for HfOa at different temperatures 
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6.3.2.3 Fit of Model to Experimental Data 

50 

30 "C Experimental data 
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Figure 6.5 Fit of multilayer model for moisture adsorption on HfO^ 

The scaled differential equations discussed in Section 6.2 were input into the 

PCOMP code. The PCOMP codes are given in Appendix Dl. Numerical results and 

statistical analysis reports for the multilayer model fits can be found in Appendix El. 

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the fit of the model to the experimental desorption data at two 

different temperatures for 56 ppb challenge at 300 cmVmin for HfOi and ZrO?, 

respectively. The normalized outlet-gas moisture concentrations are plotted as a function 

of dimensionless time. Similar fits were obtained at two other temperatures for Hf02 
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Figure 6.6 Fit of multilayer model for moisture adsorption on Zr02 

and ZrOj. The model fits the entire experimental desorption data very well. The rate of 

decrease in gas-phase concentration is high initially, indicating a high rate of desorption 

of moisture physisorbed in higher layers. As one approaches the knee of the curve, the 

overall rate of desorption decreases. Re-adsorption of moisture becomes significant 

during the latter portion of the desorption cycle. The model captures all these processes 

as revealed by the excellent fit. 

The parameters at four different temperatures were estimated from the model for 

ZrOa and HfDa. The rate parameters for Si02 have been already reported [154], The rate 

constants at different temperatures were used to generate Arrhenius plots. The rate 

constants were assumed to be independent of surface coverage. Plots of In (ka) vs. 1/T 
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were generated for all four rate constants for Zr02 and HfOa. They are illustrated in 

Figures 6.7 through 6.10 for HfOa and ZVOJ- Each graph shows that the points lie on a 

straight line as expected. 

6.3.3 Results and Discussion 

The values of activation energies and rate constants for all three oxide surfaces 

have been tabulated in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. For all three surfaces, 

physi sorption of moisture on second and higher layers had low activation energies for 

adsorption and desorption. Physisorbed moisture is loosely bound and can be easily 

desorbed. The results show that chemisorption of moisture was highly activated. 

Activation energy is a measure of the energy barrier needed to overcome. For 

dissociative adsorption, this barrier is due to: 

• Core-core repulsion between adsorbate and surface 

• Energy required to break bonds in the adsorbate molecule and rearrangement 

The magnitude of the chemisorption activation barrier depends on: 

• Nature of the surface (metal, semiconducting, ionic, etc) 

• Size of the adsorbate molecules 

• vStrength of the bonds in the adsorbate, which depends on the electronegativity 

and size of the atoms 

The chemisorption activation energy was lowest on ZrOa indicating the relative 

ease of formation of surface hydroxyl group. SiOi had similar activation energy for 

moisture chemisorption as that for HfOa and ZrOj. The low values of activation energies 
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Figure 6.8 Arrhenius plots for physisorption of water on HfOa 
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Figure 6.10 Arrhenius plots for physisorption of water on ZrOa 
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(11-13 kJ/mol) indicate that chemisoiption of moisture on these oxide surfaces is not very 

activated. This is not surprising because moisture is known to dissociatively adsorb on 

metal oxides to form hydroxy! groups even at temperatures as low as 100 K. Energy 

barrier for recombinative desorption is a measure of the strength of the bond between the 

surface atoms and chemisorbed species. It depends on the same factors mentioned above. 

Since the activation energy for desorption of surface hydroxy! groups is a measure of 

strength of the hydroxy! (M-OH ) bond, the values of parameters in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 

suggest that TsOz surface formed the strongest hydroxy! bond. Desorption activation 

energy of chemisorbed moisture from ZrO^ surface was estimated to be 40 kJ/mol 

compared to 17 kJ/mol for SiOa. The desorption rate constant (kdo) was also lowest for 

Zr02 surface, which is apparent from the desorption isotherms shown in Figures 5.19 and 

5.20. This would mean that it would take longer to remove the same amount of moisture 

from ZrOa surface than from Hf02 surface. Therefore, it was concluded that the affinity 

of ZrOa for moisture adsorption is higher than that of Hf02 and SiO;. The energetics of 

adsorption/desorption on higher layers is similar for all three surfaces since it is 

independent of the nature of the surface. 

As mentioned earlier, the initial vacant site density, X O ,  was a parameter that was 

estimated from the model. Once XO was estimated the exact distribution of adsorbed 

moisture in the form of surface chemisorbed hydroxyl groups and higher layer 

physisorbed moisture could be determined by utilizing mass and site balances. Figure 

6.11 plots the fractional equilibrium loadings of these two species at different 

temperatures for Hf02 and ZrC)2. Surface loadings were normalized by the total surfacc 
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Table 6.1 Activation energies estimated by fitting rate constants to Arrhenius relation 

Process Symbol Units Si02 HfOa Zr02 

Surface 
chemisorption 

EaO kJ/mol 11 13 11 Surface 
chemisorption 

E(io kJ/mol 17 35 40 

Higher layer 
physisorption 

Eal kJ/mol 2 7 7 
Higher layer 
physisorption 

Edj kJ/mol 9 8 8 

Table 6.2 Rate constants (at 30 "C) estimated by fitting multilayer H2O adsorption model 

Process Symbol Units Si02 Hf02 Zr02 

Surface 
chemisorption 

^aO cm^/min 1.6 X 10"" 7.2 X 10"" 6.8 X 10"'" Surface 
chemisorption 

kdO 1/min 0.0055 0.00004 0.00003 

Higher layer 
physisorption 

kal cm^/min 2.0 X 10"'' 5.7 X 10"'^ 6.1 X 10" 
Higher layer 
physisorption 

kdl 1/min 21 13 14 
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Figure 6.11 Equilibrium distribution of physisorbed and chemisorbed moisture on HfO? 
and ZrOi at different temperatures 

site density. Surface hydroxyl groups occupied 20 % of the total available sites at 30 °C 

on both the surfaces. The ratio of surface hydroxyl groups to physisorbed moisture was 

2:1 at 30 °C. This result is in excellent agreement with that reported by Naono et al. for 

silica [85]. Morimoto et al. have also reported a ratio of surface hydroxyl groups to 

physisorbed water molecules at monolayer coverage on metal oxides like TiO, and FeaOs 

samples to be 2:1 [149]. On the other hand, they detemiined the ratio to be 1:1 on silica 

surfaces. 

As temperature increased, the fractional coverage of both species reduced. 

However, the ratio of chemisorbed to physisorbed moisture increased by 10 % when the 

temperature was increased from 30 "C to 154 °C. High temperature results in more 

chemisorption, since it is more activated. 



Dissociation of water on oxides to form hydroxyl groups at temperatures as low 

as 30 °C may be surprising, because the process of chemisorption involves a lot of 

molecular rearrangement and bond breaking. Some researchers have reported that extent 

of chemisorption of water on SiOa at room temperatures is negligible. However, it 

should be noted that these experimenters may not have waited until equilibrium was 

established between the water in the gas phase and that on the surface. This could lead to 

an under-prediction of the amount of water chemisorbed on the surface. The modeling 

results have shown that the rate of chemisorption is 4 orders of magnitude slower than the 

rate of physisorption. The long experimentation time employed in our study could be the 

reason for observation of hydroxyl groups on the oxides even at low temperatures. 

6.3.4 Error Analysis 

It is extremely difficult to get a perfect fit of the model to experimental data. The 

best fit was chosen as the one that had the least deviation for experimental data values. 

One of the main sources of error pertaining to this specific model was assumption of a 

value for Xo (site density) for ZrOj and Hf02. A value of 1.0 x lO'^ /cm', reported for 

porous ZrOa particlcs, was used for modeling purposes. To analyze the effect of change 

in X() on the rate parameters, model was also fit to the data by varying it by ± 20 %. The 

rate parameters were estimated for values of 1.1 x lO'"' and 8.0 x lO'"^ /cm^ for Xg. The 

results for moisture adsorption on HfOi are tabulated in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. 

The model allows physisorption only in higher layers. Hence, the surface site 

density did not affect the rate parameters of physisorption. Change in the value of Xo (site 
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Table 6.3 Effect of value of XQ on parameters of moisture adsorption on HfOa at 30 °C 

Parameter Symbol Units Xo (Wcnr ) Xo (#/cm') Xo ( # / c n f )  

1.1 X 10" 1.0 X 10" 8.0 X JO" 

Surface 
kaO cmVmin 6.2 X 10'"' 7.2 X W '" 1.0 XI a'' 

cheniisorption kdO l/min 0.000043 0.00004 0.000039 

Higher layer 
kal cmVmin 5.7 X 10" 5.7 X 10" 5.7 X 10" 

physisorption kdi l/min 13.4 13.4 13.4 

Surface 
EaO kJ/mol 

13 13 13 

chemisorption Edo kJ/mol 
35 35 35 

Higher layer 
Eal kJ/mol 

7 7 7 

physisorption Edi kJ/mol 
8 8 8 

Table 6.4 Effect of value of Xo on initial distribution of moisture on HfOa at 30 °C 

Parameter Symbol Xo Went ) Xo m-rni Xo m-m~) Parameter Symbol 

1.1 X 10" 1.0 X 10" 8.0x10" 

Initial vacant site density [ X ] , = o  0.82 0.80 0.75 

Initial hydroxyl group [ X O H l = o  0.18 0.20 0.25 

Initial physisorbed 

moisture 
[•S'//,o]<=o 0.09 0.10 0.12 

Ratio of chemisorbed to 

physisorbed moisture 
[XOH],.W_ 

/ [>5/f,0 ]/=0 
2 2 2 
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density) required adjustment of kao and kdo at all four temperatures to obtain a good fit of 

the model to data. Reduction in the site density by 20 % resulted in 38 % increase in the 

value of kao, but only 2 % decrease in kdo- On the other hand, increase in site density by 

10 % resulted in 14 % decrease in the value of kao, but only 7 % increa.se in k^o. The net 

rate of formation of hydroxyl groups is given in Equation 6.24. 

d  X O H  _  ̂  J  ^  / t  V  \  
— ^ ^  -  2  k ^ i Q  - ( l - X )  ( 6 . 2 4 )  

A decrease in the overall site density ( X o )  would imply a decrease in the vacant site 

density. Since the net rate of chemisorption is still the same, then according to Equation 

6.24. the value of kao has to increase and that of k^o has to decrea.se for the model to fit the 

experimental data. 

The change in site density produced no change in the energetics of chemisorption, 

as can be gauged from the values of the activation energies in Table 6.3. This was 

expected because the energetics of adsorption/desorption solely depends on the nature of 

the surface and adsorbing spccies. Modification of the surface site density did not change 

the surface distribution of adsorbed moisture as indicated in Table 6.4. 
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6.4 MULTILAYER MODEL FOR ADSORPTION OF IPA 

6.4.1 Mechanism of Adsorption of IPA on Oxide Surfaces 

CH3-CH-CH3 

OH 

^ V 

• f 

X Vacant surface site (Si atom) 

Surface physisorbed IPA 

IPA physisorbed in higher layers 

Figure 6.12 Schematic representation of multilayer model for IPA adsorption 

The multicomponent model developed in Section 6.2 was again simplified and 

applied to single component IPA adsorption. Physisorption and chemisorption of 

moisture were not considered. It was assumed that the surface was completely 

dehydroxylated before the start of each experiment; chemisorption of IPA was also 
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ignored. The variables of the multilayer multicomponent model that needed to be set to 

zero were .4 , C, .S" h,o and • The parameters that needed to be set to zero were kao, 

kdO> kah kill, kfQf and k/-ev 

Initial values for the variables X ,  B  and SIPA were determined in the following 

manner. For an initial IPA loading (i.e. at time t - 0) of 2.0 x U)''^ molecuels/cm^, the 

initial values were; 

[ x U o  =  X O  

[B],=o = 1 - X O  

[SIPAI^O = 0.2- ( 1 - X O )  

(6.25) 

(6.26) 

(6.27) 

XO, the fraction of vacant sites on the surface at the start of the desorption cycle, was an 

unknown parameter to be determined from the model. Equation 6.27 is the mass balance 

relating B and S IPA to the total initial IPA loading. The model was fit to the 

experimental desorption data. At the start of the desorption cycle, gas-phase IPA 

concentration was equal to the inlet challenge concentration. Therefore, the initial 

condition for gas-phase moisture concentration was: 

[ C^iPA J t=o = [ (^ "\pA !'=« (6.28) 

The unknown parameters to be determined from the model were k,a, k,i2. kas, kds and XO. 
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6.4.2 Model Validation 

The numerical scheme of solution to the set of 4 ordinary differential equations 

was the same as that employed for moisture adsorption model. The scaled differential 

equations were input into the PCOMP code. The PCOMP codes are given in Appendix 

D2. Numerical results and statistical analysis reports for the multilayer model fits can be 

found in Appendix E2. Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show the fits of the model to experimental 

desorption data at two different temperatures for 107 ppb challenge at 600 cmVmin for 

HfOi and Z1O2, respectively. The normalized outlet-gas IP A concentration is plotted as a 

function of normalized time. Similar fits were obtained at two other temperatures for 

HfOo and ZrOi. The model fits the entire experimental desorption data. The rate of 

decrease in gas-phase concentration is high initially due to rapid desorption of IPA 

physisorbed in higher layers. As the knee of the curve is approached, the overall rate of 

desorption decreases. At this instant, re-adsorption of IPA becomes significant. The 

model captures all these processes as suggested by the excellent fit. 

The parameters at three different temperatures were estimated from the model for 

ZrOi and HfO:. The rale parameters for the same model on Si02 have been already 

reported elsewhere [104]. An Arrhenius relation for dependence of the rate constants on 

temperature was assumed. The dependence of rate constants on surface coverage was not 

considered. The Arrhenius plots were generated for all four rate constants for both ZrOz 

and HfOa. They are depicted in Figures 6.15 through 6.18 for HfO: and ZrOj. 
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Figure 6.13 Fit of multilayer model for TP A adsorption on Hf02 
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Figure 6.14 Fit of multilayer model for IP A adsorption on ZrOj 
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Figure 6.18 Arrhenius plots for higher layer physisorption of IP A on ZrOi 
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6.4.3 Results and Discussion 

The values of activation energies and rate constants for all three oxide surfaces 

have been tabulated in Tables 6.5 and 6.6. respectively. The activation energies were 

estimated to be low as expected for a physisorption process. This result confirmed that 

IPA did not chemisorb on bare oxide surfaces. The activation energy for physisorption 

on the surface was higher than that for adsorption in higher layers. Among the three 

oxides, ZrOa had highest values of Eai and Edz, followed by Hf02. Therefore, it can be 

concluded that, similar to moisture adsorption, IPA formed the strongest surface bond on 

ZrOi. Once a few layers of physisorbed IPA are formed, the surface gets screened. 

Hence, the energetics of higher layer adsorption on all three surfaces were similar. The 

rate constants {KA2 and KAS) of adsorption of IPA on Zr02 were lower than that on Hf02. 

The rate constant (kd2) of desorption of surface physisorbed IPA was the lowest on Zr02. 

Thus, among the three oxides Zr02 has the highest affinity for polar organic 

compounds. Since the adsorbed organic molecule adheres stronger to Zr02 than to Hf02, 

higher temperature and longer bake-outs would be required to dcsorb them. The behavior 

of other polar organic molecules like BHT and DOP can be expected to follow the same 

trend as IPA does. 
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Table 6.5 Activation energies estimated by fitting rate constants to Arrhenius relation 

Process Symbol Units SiOi HfOs ZrOa 

Surface 
physisorption 

El,2 kJ/mol 3 9 17 Surface 
physisorption 

Ed2 kJ/mol 11 14 19 

Higher layer 
physisorption Ea3 kJ/mol 3 7 7 
Higher layer 
physisorption 

EdS kJ/mol 6 9 11 

Table 6.6 Rate constants (at 30 °C) estimated by fitting multilayer IP A adsorption model 

Process Symbol Units S'lOn HfO. ZrOi 

Surface 
physisorption 

ka2 cm^/min 1.3 X 10"'^ 8.1 X lO '-' 1.2 X 10"^^ Surface 
physisorption 

kd2 1/min 12 0.3 0.05 

Higher layer 
physisorption kaJ cm'^/min 2.1 X 10"'' 1.7 X 10'" 6.4 X 10"" 
Higher layer 
physisorption 

kd3 1/min 8.9 0.0001 0.0001 
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6.5 CONCLUSIONS 

A generic multilayer multicomponent model developed to characterize the 

interactions between water and IP A on SiO: was simplified to study 

adsorption/desoiption behavior of water and IPA separately on Si02, Hf02 and ZrOz 

surfaces. The multilayer models were fitted to experimental data and rate parameters 

were extracted. The estimated activation energy for desorption of chemisorbed hydroxyl 

groups (X-OH) was found to be highest for a Zr02 surface (40 kJ/mol) indicating that it 

formed the strongest M-OH bond. The desorption activation energies estimated here may 

be low due to the following factors; 

• Surfaces may not be completely dehydroxylated prior to experimentation 

• Activation energy is temperature dependent. Most of the hydroxyl groups that 

desorb in the temperature range considered (30-150 °C) are vicinal, which have 

low desorption energies 

• No lateral interactions between hydroxyl groups due to extremely low surface 

coverages 

The activation energies of desorption of surface physisorbed IPA from Hf02 were 

estimated to be higher than that from Si02, but lower than that from ZrOj. This indicated 

that of the three oxides. ZrOi had the highest affinity for polar organic molecules. The 

rates of desorption of surface and higher layer physisorbed moisture were lowest for 

Zr02, which were consistent with the desorption. The parameters estimated here 

indicated that Hf02 and ZrOa surfaces are more susceptible to organic contamination than 

SiOa surfaces. 
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The model presented here is different from other multilayer models (such as BET) 

as it is not limited to isotherms and equilibrium conditions. In fact, the assumption of 

equilibrium is not used for any of the steps. This allows predicting the dynamic behavior 

of multilayer adsorption and desorption while keeping the assumption of random 

population of various layers (such as in the BET model). It also provides fundamental 

understanding of the energetics of various processes and various fundamental rate 

parameters and activation energies rather than average values like those given by other 

models. The model is a useful tool not only in data analysis, but also in the development 

of practical surface purge and cleanup procedures. It is worth mentioning that the basics 

of the non-equilibrium multilayer model summarized in this chapter can be extended to 

other multicomponent systems and processes. 
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7 

HIGH CONCENTRATION MOISTURE CONTAMINATION OF GATE DIELECTRIC 

SURFACES 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

During commercial processing of semiconductor devices, the wafer surfaces are 

exposed to the fab environment. For example, there is an inevitable delay time between 

gate oxidation or dielectric deposition and polysilicon gate deposition. During this 

period, the wafer surface is exposed to cleanroom contaminants. Moisture concentrations 

are known to range from the high ppm to low percentage levels. There is very little 

information about the surface properties and effects of high concentration moisture 

contamination of these new materials. 

Many experimental techniques have been used in the past to measure amounts of 

water adsorbed on a variety of surfaces like .silica, metal and transition metal oxides. The 

outgassing kinetics of moisture from these surfaces has also been analyzed. 

Unfortunately, many of the instruments are limited to slow processes or low 

concentration ranges. Some of the metrology utilized include LITD-MS (laser induced 

thermal desorption-mass spectrometry), gravimetric, manometry, immersion calorimetry. 

ellipsometry. CP/MAS NMR (cross-polarization and magic angle spin nuclear magnetic 

resonance), TFTIR (transmission Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy). X-ray PES 

(photoelectron spectroscopy), HREELS (high resolution electron energy loss 
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spectroscopy), STM (scanning tunneling microscopy), and AES (auger electron 

spectroscopy). 

This chapter reports the adsorption/desorption characteristics of high 

concentration moisture on SiOa, HfOa and ZrOa surfaces studied using Electron Impact 

Mass Spectrometry (EIMS). Due to the high levels of moisture concentration involved in 

this study, the experimental design was improvised. All delivery lines were heated to a 

temperature as high as 150 °C to minimize adsorption of moisture on the stainless steel 

tubing. The wafer surfaces were prc-heated to temperatures exceeding 300 "C for over 

12 hours to desorb even trace amounts of moisture. The results obtained here have been 

averaged over surface inhomogeneities including various surface defects, surface 

curvature and strain. 

A very wide range of concentrations and temperatures were studied. The total 

water adsorption loading on all three oxide surfaces at different temperatures and 

moisture exposure levels are reported. The kinetics of adsorption/desorption of moisture 

are also discussed. 

A multilayer model for adsorption of high concentration moisture is developed. 

This semi-empirical model is based on studies of moisture adsorption on SiO? surfaces 

that have been already reported in the literature. The model was validated by fitting it to 

experimental data. Also presented in this chapter is a direct comparison of the extent and 

energetics of moisture contamination on HfOa and ZrOi with that of SiOa surfaces. Such 

a study will facilitate selection of the most appropriate dielectric film and design of 

process/equipment. 
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7.2 E.XPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

The general scheme to determine the adsorption/desorption loading and kinetics 

involved continuous exposure of the sample to impurity-laden gas. The impurity 

concentration was monitored in real-time using mass spectrometry. The amount of 

contaminant adsorbed was then obtained my mass balance around the reactor. 

7.2.1 Experimental Setup 

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 7.1. It consists of three 

different sections: 

1) Gas mixing zone: 

It basically consisted of a moisture source and N2 dilution lines. Since challenge gas 

was supposed to contain high amounts of moisture, the source of moisture used for 

this study was a gas bubbler as shown in Figure 7.1. It was essentially a 25 cm long 

cylindrical Pyrex® glass tube with an internal diameter of 3.5 cm. The bottom of the 

tube was fitted with fritted glass having a pore size of 50 jim. The inlet and outlet of 

the gas bubbler, which were Va in. glass tubes, were connected to stainless steel tubes 

via Ultratorr® Fittings with Viton® O-rings. The gas bubbler was half-filled with 

ultra-pure water. Typical Ni flow through the gas bubbler ranged from 5 to 60 

cmVmin. The relative saturation of the outlet-gas stream was measured to be > 99 %. 

The water-saturated gas leaving the bubbler was diluted with N2 before entering the 

test section. All delivery lines were maintained at a high temperature {> 150 °C) to 

reduce moisture memory effects. 
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Figure 7.1 Experimental setup and H2O source for high concentration studies 

2 ) Test section; 

The test section contained the reactor shown in Figure 2.2 in Chapter 2. The reactor 

was heated using a ceramic heating tape capable of attaining temperatures beyond 

300 °C. The reactor was insulated by a combination of aluminum foils and woolen 
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insulation. Gas leaving the reactor was further diluted by UHP N2. 

3) Data acquisition: 

Data was acquired by Balzers' Electron Impact Mass Spectrometer (EIMS) discussed 

in Chapter 2. The EIMS should not be used for measurement of very high impurity 

concentrations (beyond 1000 ppm); the gas stream leaving the reactor was diluted 

with Na so that the maximum concentration at the mass spectrometer was always less 

than 300 ppm. 

7.2.2 Experimental Procedure 

The experimental procedure consisted of the following sequence: 

1. Pre-purge/bake: a high temperature bake of the surface under zero-grade nitrogen 

purge in order to facilitate the removal of surface impurities through desorption. 

2. Isothermal adsorption: the surface is exposed to an impurity-laden gas of known 

concentration (challenge step) until equilibrium is attained between. 

3. Desorption: the surface is immediately exposed to zero-grade nitrogen (purge step) 

after challenge and the concentration of impurity at the outlet of the rcactor is 

monitored until the system baseline is approached. Desorption is typically carried out 

under isothermal conditions. 

4. Bake-out: the reactor is baked at high temperatures under zero- grade nitrogen purge 

to accelerate the removal of surface impurity that may not desorb at lower 

temperatures, and to close the mass balance. 
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7.2.3 Calibration of Mass Spectrometer 
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Figure 7.2 Calibration curve for high concentration moisture 

The EIMS response in current had to be converted to concentration. For this 

purpose, the moisture concentration was varied from 0 to 300 ppm by adjusting the N2 

dilution stream flow-rate. Figure 7.2 shows the calibration curve obtained for moisture in 

this range. The current varied linearly with moisture concentration in the range under 

consideration. This calibration chart was used to convert the raw EIMS signal to 

moisture concentration for all experiments. 
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13 ADSORPTION LOADING ON GATE DIELECTRIC SURFACES 
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Figure 7.3 Moisture adsorption loadings for 0.3 % H2O challenge 

7.3.1 Efl'ect of Temperature on Moisture Loading 

The total amounts of moisture adsorbed and desorbed during the isothermal 

adsorption/desorption cycles were calculated from the respective curves. Figure 7.3 plots 

the adsorption loading as a function of temperature for the three oxides. The surfaces 

were exposed to 0.3 % moisture. Due to the high moisture concenlration, the total 

moisture uptake is very high on all three surfaces. The figures suggest that multiple 

layers of water molecules are adsorbed on the surface. It can be seen that at any given 

temperature, ZrOi had the highest adsorption loading followed by Hf02. SiOi had the 

lowest adsorption loading. The adsorption loading followed a trend similar to that 

reported in Chapter 5 for ppb-level H2O contamination .studies. 
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7.3.2 Effect of Challenge Concentration on Moisture Loading 
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Figure 7.4 Effect of challenge concentration on moisture loading at 24 °C 

Figure 7.4 summarizes the effect of challenge concentration on moisture loading 

on all three oxide surfaces. The moisture concentration was varied from 500 ppm (0.05 

%) to 17000 ppm (1.7 %) by adjusting the NS flow rates through the bubbler and dilution 

streams. The amount of adsorbed moisture increased significantly as moisture challenge 

concentration approached the saturation pressure. However, the difference in moisture 

loadings on the three surfaces reduced at higher concentrations. As loading increases, the 

surface is covered with more layers of physisorbed moisture; the adsorption thereafter 

becomes independent of the nature of the surface. This explains why there was less 

difference in adsorption capacities for the three oxides at high exposure levels. 
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7.4 KINETICS OF ADSORPTION/DESORPTION OF MOISTURE 
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Figure 7.5 Comparison of outlet-gas concentration profiles during adsorption at 24 "C 

The relative affinity of the three surfaces to moisture can also be judged by 

comparing the adsorption-desoiption kinetics. Figure 7.5 compares the moisture 

adsorption kinetics on the three surfaces. Normalized outlet-gas moisture concentration 

profiles are plotted for all three surfaces for 0.3 % moisture challenge at 24 °C. It can be 

seen that the gas-phase concentration approached the equilibrium level faster on SiOo 

surface. The kinetics of adsorption appeared to be similar on Hf02 and Zr02. 

It should be noted that the response of the signal measured by EIMS is also 

influenced by extraneous artifacts like delay time due to the delivery lines and reactor 
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Figure 7.6 Calculation of surface moisture concentration at any instant 

flow dynamics. Therefore, it would be more appropriate to compare the surface 

concentration profiles rather than the gas-phase concentration from the three surfaces. 

Moisture surface concentration at any instant can be computed by performing a mass 

balance around the reactor. This procedure is indicated in Figure 7.6. The shaded areas 

are a measure of the amounts of moisture adsorbed and desorbed on the surface. The 

area above the adsorption curve at any given time gave the amount of moisture that 

adsorbed up to that time. Similarly, area under the desorption curve at any given time 

gave the amount of moisture that desorbed up to that time. Subtraction of this amount 

from the total initial loading gave the surface concentration at that instant. Figures 7.7 

and 7.8 compare the surfacc moisture concentration profiles during the adsorption cycle 
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Figure 7.7 Surface moisture concentration profiles during adsorption at 24 °C 
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Figure 7.8 Surface moisture concentration profiles during adsorption at 100 °C 
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Figure 7.9 Outlet-gas moisture conceniration profile during desorption at 24 °C 

at 24 °C and 100 °C, respectively for all three surfaces. The differences in the 

equilibrium adsorption loadings on the three oxide surfaces are apparent. SiOj surface 

got equilibrated faster than Hf02 and ZrO? surfaces. The desorption kinetics of moisture 

on the three surfaces are compared in Figure 7.9, which plots the normalized outlet-gas 

moisture concentration profile at 24 "C. It can be seen that the profiles arc almost 

identical for SiO) and HfO?. The two surfaces appear to have similar desorption kinetics. 

However, the actual surface moisture concentration profile should be used to gauge the 

desorption characteristics. The surface concentration profiles during desorption cycle 

were computed using mass balance and are plotted in Figures 7.10 and 7.11. The surface 

concentration approached zero faster on SiO^, but some moisture was retained on HfOa 

and ZrOa even after the isothermal Na purge for about 60 minutes. 
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Figure 7.10 Surface moisture concentration profiles during desorption at 24 °C 
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Figure 7.11 Surface moisture concentration profiles during desorption at 100 °C 
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7.5 ENERGETICS OF MOISTURE ADSORPTION 

The relative attraction of moisture to SiO^, Hf02 and Zr02 surfaces was discussed 

in the earlier sections. This section intends to answer the following questions: 

1. Are all the layers of physisorbed moisture energetically uniform? 

2. Do energetics of moisture physisorption in higher layers depend on the nature 

of surface? 

3. Does the adsorption/desorption rate depend on the total surface coverage? 

4. What are the rates of adsorption/desorption? 

5. How do the energetics of adsorption/desorption compare for the three oxides? 

It is well documented that as moisture desorbs from a metal oxide there is a 

significant change in the activation energy of desorption [84, 145, 146. 147]. From 

Figures 7.10 and 7.11, it is clear that initially, the moisture comes off easily and the 

desorption rate is high, but as outgassing progresses, the rate lowers noticeably; moisture 

is much more difficult to remove. This behavior has been explained in adsorption models 

by assuming a functional dependence for the activation energy on some parameter that 

mirrors surface coverage. The lower layers of moisture are more tightly bound to the 

surface due to chemical bonds and surface induced forces. As these layers are covered by 

one another, and higher layers with lower interaction energies, the overall desorption 

activation energy of the surface appear lower [154]. This is because the number of water 

molecules that are immediately available to desorb with high activation energies of 

desorption, are being covered with those of lower energies as surface loading increases. 

Sneh et al. have reported that the desorption activation energy can be modeled by a 



relation of the form Ej = 21.3 - 15.4-0"^ kcal/mol, where 0 is the fractional surface 

coverage [84], 

E. Shero has developed a multilayer model for low concentration moisture 

adsorption on silica which gives the exact distribution of number of molecules in 

different layers [154]. They determined that since the number of molecules per 

horizontal layer died off further away from the surface, the activation energy of 

desorption of the molecules in higher stacks was always less than those in lower stacks 

nearer the surface. Many complicated models have been developed in the past to 

represent the kinetics of adsorption/desorption of moisture on a variety of surfaces. The 

multilayer adsorption isotherm developed by Brunauer, Emmett and Teller, was one of 

the first, and is still, one of the most utilized adsorption isotherms. According to BET, if 

molecules strike a surface that already has an adsorbed layer, and are attracted by 

sufficiently great forces, their adsorption time is not negligible and more layers begin to 

form. Brunauer et. al. used a few simplifying assumptions to extend Langmuir's 

isotherm for unimolecular adsorption to multimolecular adsorption. The BET theory also 

states that there is always a finite probability that all layers are present under any 

conditions. 

A semi-empirical model was developed in this study to quantify the kinetics of 

adsorption of moisture on the three oxide surfaces. The next section describes this 

multilayer moisture adsorption model. The adsorption/desorption data discussed in 

Section 7.4 were fitted to the model and kinetic parameters were extracted. 
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7.5.1 High Concentration Moisture Adsorption/Desorption Model 
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Figure 7.12 Schematic representation of multilayer moisture adsorption model for high 
concentration 

It is generally accepted that oxide surfaces adsorb multiple molecular layers of 

moisture at room temperature and at exposures far below the saturation pressure of 

moisture. There is some disagreement on the total amount of physisorbed moisture 

reported at a given temperature, primarily due to varying analytical techniques and 

detection levels. However, it is collectively agreed that physisorption occurs upon the 

first hydroxylated layer. The physisorption in this first layer is facilitated through 

hydrogen bonding with surface hydroxyl groups. Additional water molecules can adsorb 

on top of each other to fonn multiple layers as illustrated in Figure 7.12. These water 

molecules are held together by weak Van der Waal's forces of attraction. The number of 

monolayers formed is a function of temperature, level of exposure, and nature of the 
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surface. The loading values obtained in the present study definitely indicate that multiple 

layers of physisorbed moisture are formed on all three surfaces. 

Moisture adsorption on a hydroxylated surface is also highly activated. Silanol 

(Si-OH) surface groups are highly acidic [86]. Various isoelectric points between pH < 1 

- 4.5 have been measured for hydroxylated surfaces [107]. The Si-OH-"1120 interaction 

exceeds typical hydrogen bond strengths. One possible explanation offered is a partial 

SiO~ •H30^ ionic interaction [161]. The ability of SiOH groups to donate a proton to 

H2O and organic bases has been suggested as an explanation for the conductivity of 

hydroxylated SiOi surfaces. Additional evidence for strong Bronsted acidity is the lack 

of affinity of SiOH species for strong inorganic acids such as HF [162]. Sneh et al. have 

reported that moisture adsorbs on fully hydroxylated Si02 surface with a desorption 

activation energy of ~ 84 kJ/mol due to the acidic nature of the surface [84]. A 

hydroxylated surface can be as reactive as the bare oxide itself. Due to the partial SiO 

••••HaO"^ ionic interaction, water adsorption even on the 2"'' monolayer is expected to be 

more activated than the H2O-H2O interactions between molecules adsorbed in higher 

layers. 

Based on these observations, a fundamental model is developed to represent the 

mechanism and to quantify the kinetics of adsorption of moisture on the oxide surfaces. 

Molecules clo.se to the surface are tightly bound to the surface. The molecules adsorbed 

in the higher layers are relatively loosely bound to each other. As the adsorption 

proceeds to higher layers, the overall activation energy of desorption will appear lower 

than that observed initially for molecules closer to the surface. The model differentiates 
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the adsorbed H2O molecules into two types: I) molecules that are influenced by the oxide 

surface forces and interactions and II) molecules that are screened from the surface. 

According to the above mechanistic model, the net rate of adsorption at any time 

is given by: 

K = K C ,  (7.1) 

The rate coefficient, k,,, is independent of the gas-phase concentration (Q), but depends 

on the surface coverage. The process steps representing adsorption and desorption on 

different layers are simultaneous and not completely sequential (similar to the assumption 

in the BET model). However, unlike the BET model, which is limited to predicting only 

equilibrium isotherms, the present model does not assume equilibrium condition only. It 

gives the dynamics of adsorption and desorption processes as well as the equilibrium. At 

any time, the surface consists of two types of sites: the sites under the surface influence 

(first and second layers) and the higher-layer sites. The assumption of two levels of 

energetics for the adsorption process is also similar to the one in the BET model, except 

that the surface interaction in this case is extended to both bare surface and hydroxylated 

surface; other layers will only experience v/ater-water interactions. Therefore, the 

apparent rate coefficient (the average observed value) would depend on surface coverage, 

starting with a value of kai, corresponding to the adsorption on sites influenced by surface 

interactions, and gradually changing and approaching a final value of kaii, corresponding 

to adsorption of water on other water molecules without surface influence. The nature of 
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this variation is complex; in this mode! it is represented by the following semi-empirical 

equation: 

6 
~ ^al (^all ~ ^al ) "T^Tn 

where 6 is the surface coverage, in equivalent number of monolayers, defined as: 

0 = C,/C,o (7.3) 

Cv is the surface concentration (in units of molecules/cm") and Cso is the surface 

concentration to form a monolayer. Equation 7.2 has the right behaviors, the correct 

limits, and the right slope at the low coverage, as indicated by the experimental data. 

Similarly, the rate of desorption is given by: 

(7.4) 

where, the coefficient for desorption is: 

k d  - k j j  +  { k j j j  k j i ) 

0 
(6+1) 

(7.5) 
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Symbol kdi represents desorption rate constant of water molecules influenced by surface 

interactions and kdu denotes desorption rate constant of water molecules shielded from, 

the surface influence. 

The overall process can be represented by the following mass balance: 

^  =  K C , -  K C ,  (7.6) 

7.5.2 Model Validation 

The model was fitted to the data using a commercial software package called 

EASYFIT®. The PCOMP codes are given in Appendices D3 and D4. Numerical results 

for Zr02 only are summarized in Appendices E3 and E4. Figure 7.13 shows the 

experimental data and the model-predicted surface concentration profiles for the 

adsorption of moisture on ZrO:. The data was obtained for a moisture challenge 

concentration of 0.3 % at a flow rate of 200 cnr^/min. The model gives an excellent fit to 

the experimental data at different temperatures. Figure 7.14 depicts the model fit to 

experimental desorption data for ZrOi at different temperatures. Similar plots were 

obtained for SiOi and HfOi, and are presented in Figures 7.15 through 7.18. 
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Figure 7.13 Fit of model to experimental adsorption data for Zr02 
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Figure 7.14 Fit of model to experimental desorption data for Zr02 
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Figure 7.15 Fit of model to experimental adsorption data for HfD2 
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Figure 7.16 Fit of model to experimental desorption data for HfOa 
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Figure 7.17 Fit of model to experimental adsorption data for SiOi 
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Figure 7.18 Fit of model to experimental desorption data for SiOi 
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The figures indicate that the model predicted the entire experimental data very 

well. Rate constants at different temperatures estimated by the software were used to 

coverage. Therefore, the pre-exponential factors ( k °  andk ' j ) and the activation energies 

of adsorption and desorption (Ea and Ed, respectively) were also assumed to be 

independent of temperature and surface coverage. 

Arrhenius plots were generated for all four rate constants for SiO^, ZrOz and 

HfOi. They are illustrated in Figures 7.19 and 7.20 for ZrOi. Activation energy of 

adsorption (Ea/ and Ea//) was approximately equal to zero. Figure 7.20 shows that the 

desorption rate constants lie precisely on a straight line. Activation energies were 

estimated from the slope of these lines. Similar plots were obtained for Si02 and HfOi, 

but are not presented here. The rate parameters for all three surfaces are given in Tables 

7.1 and 7.2. The parameters estimated here are independent of gas-phase moisture 

concentration, but the model is only applicable for high concentration moisture 

adsorption. 

generate Arrhenius plots. The rate constants were assumed to be independent of surface 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 
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Table 7.1 Rate constants (at 24 °C) estimated by fitting H2O adsorption model 

Type of moisture Symbol Unit Si02 Hf02 Zr02 

I 
(tightly bound to 

surface) 

kal cmi/min 5.20 X 10"^ 6.20 X 10-' 6.50 X 10-I 
(tightly bound to 

surface) kdl 1/min 9.10X 10" 3.20 X 10"^ 1.50 X 10"* 

II 

(screened from 
surface) 

kail cm/min 1.50 X 10 ' 1.82 X 10 ' 1.70 X 10'^ II 

(screened from 
surface) kdii 1/min 1.45 X 10"' 1.30 X 10 ' 1.08 X 10 ' 

Table 7.2 Activation energies estimated by fitting rate constants to Arrhenius relation 

Type of moisture Symbol Unit Si02 Hf02 Zr02 

I 
(tightly bound to 

surface) 

Eal kJ/mol ~0 ~0 ~0 I 
(tightly bound to 

surface) Ed! kJ/mol 19 27 33 

II 

(screened from 
surface) 

Eall kJ/mol ~0 ~0 ~0 II 

(screened from 
surface) Edii kJ/mol 13 13 13 
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7.5.3 Results and Discussion 

The rate parameters estimated from the model for all three surfaces are given in 

Table 7.1. Adsorption rate constants, kai and kaii, were higher for Hf02 and ZrO?. This 

was evident from the surface concentration profiles (Figure 7.8) which clearly indicated 

that HfOi and ZrOi surfaces had faster rates of adsorption compared to SiOj. Desorption 

rate constants kdi and kdn of HfOa and ZrOi were lower than those of SiOa; this suggested 

that the high-k materials had higher affinity for moisture compared to SiOi. This higher 

affinity can be attributed to their higher polarities. Molecules in the first two layers are 

strongly bound to the surface. They have lower rates of desorption compared to the 

molecules in the higher layers. Therefore, for all three surfaces, kdi was smaller than kdu-

The desorption rate constants {kdn) of molecules in higher layers were of the same 

magnitude on all three surfaces since these molecules did not experience any significant 

surface influence. 

The activation energies are listed in Table 7.2. Desorption energy, £<//, was 

highest at 33 kJ/mol for ZrO^ surface indicating that it had the highest affinity for 

moisture among the three oxides. The desorption energy {Edn) for water molecules in 

higher layers was lower than Edi, for all three oxides. All three oxides had similar values 

of Edii- This was expected since this activation energy (£,///) was only a measure of H2O-

H2O interactions and independent of the surface type. However, the values obtained in 

this study were much lower than the IhO condensation energy of 48 kJ/mol [841. This 

was consistent with the model presented here since the desorbing surface molecules had 

fewer H;0 neighbors and therefore could desorb more easily compared to 
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Figure 7.21 Dependence of apparent activation energy of de.sorption on surface coverage 

water molecules in bulk water. The activation energy of adsorption was low for all layers 

(both Eai and £"«//)• This was due to the fact that the adsorption process did not involve 

any cnergetic molecular rearrangements. 

Using the values of kdi and kdii, the apparent activation energy of desorption 

moisture  was computed from Equat ion 7 .5  for  different  surface coverages (6). 

Figure 7.21 plots the dependence of E'f on 6 for the three oxides. For each oxide, the 

apparent activation energy started with a value close to that of Edi at low values of 6 and 

gradually approached that of Edu as 0 increased. At very low surface coverages, the 

apparent activation energy of desorplion was only influenced by surface interactions. As 

6 increased, H^O molecules stacked on top of each other. The overall desorption rate was 



also influenced by H2O-H2O interactions. Hence, for all three surfaces decreased 

as 0 increased until it approaches E.m, where desorption had no surface intluence. For 

Hf02 and Zr02, the decrease in Uj''' was sharper and Elf" approached Edii when 6 

increased to a monolayer. For Si02, however, decrease in E'f^ was gradual and the 

transition occurred at a higher value of 0. The arrangement of adsorbed H2O molecules 

was different for all three surfaces and was governed by its surface chemistry. 

Experimental data and model results suggested that HfOi and ZrOa had higher affinity for 

moisture than Si02. Therefore, for a given surface coverage, HfOa and ZrOi were 

expected to have more molecules of type I (those influenced by the surface). This 

postulate was further supported by parts-per-billion (ppb)-level moisture adsorption 

studies reported by Rana et al. [ 106]. It was reported that 45-50 % of the adsorbed 

moisture desorbed from SiOa surfaces under an isothermal No purge at 30 "C. whereas 

only 20-30 % was removed from ZrOo surfaces. Most of the water molecules desorbed 

isothermally at 30 °C were weakly physisorbed molecules, predominantly in the higher 

layers, since they were much easier to desorb than those close to the surface. Since a 

lower portion of the total adsorbed moisture was removed during the low temperature 

purge from Zr02 surfaces, the fraction of the total molecules of type I was higher 

compared to that on SiOi. Therefore, presence of small amounts of adsorbed moisture 

would result in a drastic change in the nature of Hf02 and Zr02 surface. Hence, the 

apparent activation energy of desorption decreased sharply as 6 increased from zero. For 

Si02, however, the fraction of total adsorbed molecules of type I was lower than that for 

HfOa or ZrO?. Therefore, a relatively higher surface coverage was required to alter the 
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nature of the SiOi surface. Thus, dropped at a higher value of 9 for SiOi. The 

proposed model did not consider lateral interactions between adsorbate molecules. The 

experimental results on the behavior of , shown in Figure 7.21, validated this 

assumption. Presence of lateral attraction would have resulted in an initial increase in 

E"l''' as 6 increased from zero. In that case, a peak in E^f would be observed instead of 

monotonous decrease as shown in Figure 7.21. 

The results obtained in this study show that the "observed activation energy", 

which is an average property, depends on the extent of coverage and the distribution of 

adsorbed molecules among different layers. This is probably the main reason for the 

discrepancies among the values of activation energies reported in the literature. The 

activation energy of desorption of water from silica surfaces has been reported from a 

low value of 17.0 kJ/mole, by Dultsev et al. [165], to as high as 68.2 kJ/mole reported by 

Young et al. [155]. These numbers seem low when compared to that reported by Sneh et. 

al., who have studied sub-monolayer moisture adsorption on SiOo surfaces at sub-zero 

temperatures using LITD (Laser Induced Thermal Desorption) [84]. They have reported 

that H2O adsorbs on fully hydroxylated Si02 surface with a desorption activation energy 

starting at a value as high as 84 kJ/mol as surface coverage approaches zero. BET 

isothermal adsorption experiments using gravimetry on fully hydroxylated silica surfaces 

have measured desorption energies of 50-72 kJ/moI [164]. These studies report values 

determined under different experimental conditions such as surface preparation, 

temperature, pressure, surfacc analysis method, and surface coverage. Empirical factors 

such as sticking coefficients are very often employed to estimate activation energies. The 



present study, however, took a more fundamental approach and gave the intrinsic 

activation energies for each type of molecule and the dependence of the average 

activation energy on coverage. 

7.5.4 Practical Applications of Multilayer Model 

The multilayer model not only provides a mechanistic description of the process 

and explanation of the experimental results, but also is a useful quantitative tool for 

predicting the amount of moisture that is adsorbed on a surface when it is exposed to an 

environment with a known moisture concentration. In practice, it is often desired to 

remove surface contaminants, including moisture, before process steps like optical 

thickness measurement or deposition of polysilicon for gate stack formation. The 

mechanistic model can also be used to design an optimum process for removal of 

adsorbed moisture or estimate the time required to reduce the surface moisture 

concentration to a desired level by temperature programmed thermal desorption. An 

example of the profiles generated using the rate parameters is shown in Figures 7.22 and 

7.23. It was assumed that the three dielectric surfaces were exposed to an atmosphere 

containing 0.2 % moisture at 24 °C. The simulated adsorption profiles for all three 

surfaces are given in Figure 7.23. As expected, ZrOi had the highest surface 

concentration followed by HfOi and SiOa. This prediction was coherent with our 

experimental data and also reflected in the adsorption and desorption rate constants 

estimated from the model. To facilitate thermal desorption, temperature of the three 

surfaces was assumed to be ramped from 24 °C to 325 °C at a ramp-rate of 5 °C/sec. 
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Figure 7.22 Simulated adsorption concentration profiles at 24 "C for 0.2 % moisture 
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Figure 7.23 Simulated desorption concentration profiles for a given temperature program 
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Figure 7.23 shows the desorption concentration profiles generated using the model for the 

given temperature program. The time required to remove moisture from ZrOa and HfOi 

surfaces was higher than that from Si02 surfaces. This result was a direct consequence of 

the desorption rate constants of ZrOi and HfOi being lower than SiOa. The lime 

estimated to reduce the surface concentration to 1 x lO'"^ molecules/cm^ was about 6-7 

minutes for HfOa and ZxOi surfaces; whereas it was only 60 seconds for SiOo. Thus, 

SiOa surfaces could be cleaned faster by thermal desorption; whereas cleanup of Hf02 

and TiOo surfaces before a critical processing step can be a challenge. This exercise 

further emphasized the susceptibility of the new high-k gate dielectric materials to 

moisture contamination. 

An example of practical application of the adsorption/desorption model is the 

optimization of N2 flow through Front Opening Unified Pod (FOUP) used for 

transportation and storage of 300 mm wafers [164]. To reduce native oxide growth on Si 

wafers and deposition of molecular contaminants, the FOUPs (typically made of 

polycarbonate) are purged with UHP N2. The main contaminants of interest are O2 and 

H2O. The FOUP is equipped with an inlet and outlet at the bottom. N2 enters the FOUP 

through a plenum with several columns of holes to diverge the incoming stream. 

Simulation of N2 flow dynamics can be performed using a computational fluid dynamics 

program. This flow modeling can be coupled with adsorption/desorption model to obtain 

the transient behavior of O2 concentration and relative humidity inside the FOUP. One 

can also estimate the time required to purge the FOUP to remove the adsorbed H2O from 

wafer surfaces using such an approach. 
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7.6 CONCLUSIONS 

The kinetics and mechanism of adsorption and desorption on high-k dielectric 

surfaces depend on the chemical and crystallographic nature of the substrate as well as 

the surface preparation and the extent of moisture coverage. The experimental results as 

well as the multilayer process model developed provided information on the dynamics of 

adsorption and desorption process on SiOi, HfOi and ZrOi. The results compared the 

interactions of moisture with these three oxides in terms of total loading, energetics of 

adsorption/desorption, and the potential moisture control issues related to these 

dielectrics. HfOi and Zr02 surfaces exhibited more affinity for moisture compare to 

SiOo. The higher affinity of these surfaces was attributed to their higher polarities. 

Desorption kinetics on HfOa and Zr02 were slower than that on SiOa; the moisture 

desorption energy was highest on Zr02. Results obtained in this study suggested that 

Hf02 and Zr02, as new alternate dielectric materials, are more prone to moisture 

contamination compared to Si02. 

A multilayer model was proposed to represent the high concentration moisture 

non-equilibrium adsorption/desorption kinetics on all three surfaces. The model was fit 

to experimental adsorption and desorption data and rale parameters were extracted. The 

moisture desorption energy was estimated to be highest on Zr02. This further highlighted 

its strong affinity for moisture. The modeling results were coherent with the 

adsorption/desorplion kinetic curves. It was demonstrated that the model could be used 

as a practical tool for simulation of adsorption/desorption concentration profiles and 

design of better processes to minimize moisture contamination. 
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8 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

8.1 CONCLUSIONS 

Moisture and a variety of organics arc abundantly found contaminants in a typical 

fabrication environment. Molecules adsorbing on SiOa surfaces were identified using 

ToF-SIMS. Among the organics. IP A which is used as a solvent and drying agent was 

the most abundantly found contaminant. A variety of amines were also identified on the 

wafers. These contaminants easily adsorb onto wafer surfaces. 

The adsorption loadings of molecular contaminants depend on the nature of the 

surface, which is determined by the last cleaning step. Pre-gate oxidation cleanup 

chemistry strongly influenced the amount of carbon contamination at the Si/SiOi 

interface. Wafers subjected to cleanup chemistries specifically designed for organic 

contamination removal after an IPA vapor-dry step showed relatively low levels of 

carbon at the Si/SiOi interface. Therefore, effective removal of organics from a silicon 

wafer surface prior to gate oxidation is very critical to the performance of MOS devices. 

The length of exposure of wafer surfaces between a) cleanup and gate oxidation and b) 

gate oxidation and polysilicon deposition did not have a significant impact on carbon 

incorporation in the gate dielectric. 

Molecular contamination of wafer surfaces also adversely affects optical thin film 

thickness measurements. Adsorption of molecules results in the formation of the so-
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called "environmental film", which is optically indistinguishable from the film beneath. 

This results in an apparent increase in the measured oxide film thickness. Thermal 

treatment of gate oxide pilots in the Desorber prior to thickness measurement improves 

the precision performance of ellipsometers. The maximum temperature of Desorber 

operation without affecting the composition of the oxide was determined to be 350 °C. 

Thermal desorption at 400 °C resulted in carbon contamination of wafer surfaces as was 

determined by the XPS results. Thermal treatment of oxide pilots did not change their 

flatband voltage and interface trap density. However, there was a slight increase in 

carrier generation lifetime. Thus, Desorber treatment did not adversely affect the 

electrical properties of thin gate oxides. 

Silicon dioxide (SiOa) will no longer be an acceptable material for the gate 

dielectric in MOSFET-based devices. As feature size shrinks, the films of Si02 for gate 

dielectrics will be so thin that growth becomes an issue and electron tunneling through 

the dielectric layer will prevent their use. Hafnium oxide (HfOi) and zirconium oxide 

(ZrOa) are two high-k materials that have the potential to replace silicon oxide (SiOi) as 

the gate dielectric in future MOS devices. Molecular contamination of gate dielectric 

surfaces during gate stack formation can lead to deterioration of device performance. 

Therefore, characterization of adsorption behavior of new high-k films will assist in 

deciding their potential for successful integration in silicon MOS technology. The new 

gale dielectric surfaces used for study were 50 A thick HfOa and ZrOi films deposited on 

Si (100) by ALCVD™. Experiments on SiOa were performed on native oxides grown on 

Si (100). Although the structure and properties of SiOa, HfO? and Zr02 surfaces may 
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depend critically on formation conditions and history, the results obtained in this study 

should provide a standard for comparison. Results on molecular adsorption loading and 

kinetics on various surfaces reported in the literature are often inconsistent and/or 

contradictory. Comparing results derived from various other techniques used in the past 

is not always straightforward. Some of the sources due to which disparity may arise are 

as follows: 

1. Experimental procedures vary with analytical techniques. 

2. Some experimenters might not have waited until equilibrium was established 

between the water in the gas phase and that on the surface. This could lead to an 

under-prediction of the amount of water the surface can adsorb. 

3. Improper baking of the samples also reduces the surface loading numbers. 

4. Improper baking and pre-treatment also affects the kinetics of adsorption-

desorption. 

The results are also influenced by extraneous artifacts like adsorption on delivery 

lines, delay time between process and the actual data acquisition, etc. However, as 

mentioned before, the results obtained in this study should provide a reasonable standard 

for comparison. It should also be noted that results obtained in this study have been 

averaged over surface inhomogeneities including various surface defects, surface 

curvature and strain. 

Trace levels of molecular contamination, which are invariably present in a highly 

controlled ambient, can lead to gate dielectric deterioration. The interaction of parts-per-

billion (ppb)-level moisture and organics (in particular IP A) as common interfacial 
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contaminants with SiO^, HfO: and ZrOi films was investigated using Atmospheric 

Pressure Ionization Mass Spectrometry (APIMS). High-k dielectric films, HfOa and 

ZrOi, adsorbed higher amount of moisture and IPA than SiOj under similar conditions. 

The higher affinity of these new materials was attributed to their higher bond polarities 

and site densities. Adsorption loading on ZrOj films was higher than that on HfOo films. 

This difference was attributed to their crystallinity. Zr02 films were polycrystalline 

whereas HfOa films were amorphous. Polycrystalline films are expected to have a higher 

surface area for a given geometric area than amorphous films. Baking up to 300 °C 

removed all the adsorbed moisture from Hf02 and SiOi films. However, ZrOa films 

retained a significant amount of adsorbed moisture even after a 300 °C bake. This could 

be due to permeation of adsorbed HaO molecules, which could be enhanced by grain 

boundaries present in the polycrystalline film. The rate of desorption of moisture from 

Zr02 surface appeared to be slower than from Si02 and HfOa surface at the same 

temperature. 

The higher amount of IPA adsorption loading and slower desorption kinetics on 

HfOa and Zr02 surfaces indicated their higher affinity for polar organic molecules 

compared to Si02. The IPA adsorption loading on the three surfaces had the following 

order: Zr02 > Hf02 > Si02. Presence of pre-adsorbed moisture enhanced IPA adsorption 

on Si02, but reduced on Hf02 and Zr02. This was attributed to the higher affinity of IPA 

to bare Hf02 and ZrOa surfaces compared to hydroxylated surfaces. Isotope labeling 

with D2O indicated formation of a chemisorbed alkoxy species from the esterification 

type reaction between IPA and a surface hydroxyl group on all three surfaces. 
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A generic multilayer multicomponent model developed to characterize the 

interactions between water and IP A on SiOa was simplified to study 

adsorpt  i  on/desorpt  i  on  behavior  of  water  and IP A separa te ly  on Si02,  HfOa and ZrOj  

surfaces. The multilayer models were fitted to experimental data and rate parameters 

were extracted. The estimated activation energy for desorption of chemisorbed hydroxyl 

groups (X-OH) was found to be highest for a ZrOi surface (40 kJ/mol) indicating that it 

formed the strongest X-OH bond. Some researchers have reported that extent of 

chemisorption of water on SiOi at room temperature is negligible. The modeling results 

have shown that the rate of chemisorption is at least 4 orders of magnitude slower than 

the rate of physisorption. The long experimentation time employed in our study could be 

the reason for observation of hydroxyl groups on the oxides even at low temperatures. 

The activation energies of desorption of surface physisorbed IP A from HfOi were 

estimated to be higher than that from SiOi. but lower than that from ZrOo. This indicated 

that of the three oxides, ZrOa had the highest affinity for both moisture and organics. 

Moisture levels in an actual cleanroom atmosphere can be in the high ppm to 

percentage levels. Removal of high levels of surface moisture contamination from high-k 

films can be a real challenge. Therefore, high concentration moisture contamination of 

Si02, HfOa and Zr02 ultrathin films was also studied. A unique experimental setup was 

designed specifically to obtain data on adsorption/desorption properties of surfaces 

exposed high levels of moisture using Electron Impact Mass Spectrometry (EIMS). 

Exposure to thousands of ppm-levels of moisture resulted in multilayer adsorption on all 

three oxides. HfOa and Zr02 surfaces exhibited more affinity for moisture than Si02 



surfaces. The adsorption loadings and kinetics followed the same trend as that for the 

ppb-level moisture contamination studies mentioned earlier. A multilayer model was 

proposed to represent the high concentration moisture non-equilibrium 

adsorption/desorption kinetics on all three surfaces. The mode! was fit to experimental 

adsorption and dcsorption data and rate parameters were extracted. The moisture 

desorption energy was estimated to be highest on ZrOo. 

All multilayer adsorption models developed in this study not only provide a 

mechanistic description of the process and explanation of the experimental results, but 

also are useful quantitative tools for predicting the amount of molecular contaminants 

that are adsorbed on a surface when it is exposed to an environment with a known 

concentration. In practice, it is often desired to remove surface contaminants before 

process steps like optical thickness measurement or deposition of polysilicon for gate 

stack formation. The mechanistic models can also be used to design an optimum process 

for removal of adsorbed contaminants or estimate the time required to reduce their 

surface concentration to a desired level by temperature programmed thermal desorption. 

The results obtained in this study definitely indicate that the new high-k dielectric 

surfaces are more prone to moisture and organic contamination. Carbon contamination 

of new high-k dielectric films will affect device performance in a manner similar to that 

of SiOa. High-k surfaces have been shown to adsorb more organics. The high-k 

materials may also exhibit the tendency to form a higher amount of carbide defects. 

Therefore, the ITRS roadmap numbers for surface carbon contamination before gate 

electrode (polysilicon) deposilion step would be higher for HfOa and ZrOz than that for 
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SiOa- The maximum allowable gas-phase organic concentration during manufacturing of 

MOS devices with HfOa and ZrOi will definitely be higher. However, surface analysis 

(XPS, Auger, ToF-SIMS, etc) and electrical tests (GOI, TDDB, etc) need to be performed 

to estimate the exact levels of interfacial carbon contamination (Si/oxide and 

oxide/polysilicon) that can be tolerated for reliable functioning of MOS devices 

fabricated using these new materials material. If surface analyses indicate that higher 

amounts of carbide defects are formed in HfOi and Z1O2 than in thermally grown SiOa, 

clustered tool sets or mini-environments, instead of the conventional stand alone tools, 

may be an absolute requirement for device fabrication with Hf02 or Zr02. It is worth 

mentioning again that among the dielectrics studied. Zr02 was found to be more 

susceptible to molecular contamination. Therefore, ZrOi should not be the material of 

choice to replace Si02 as the gale dielectric from the standpoint of molecular 

contamination. 
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8.2 FUTURE WORK 

Study of molecular contamination of wafer surfaces is recent compared to 

particulate and metallic contamination. The seriousness of this issue was realized only in 

the late 1990s. Very few studies have been performed to characterize the effect of 

moisture and organic contaminants on electrical properties of high-k gate dielectric films. 

In particular, the following areas in molecular contamination of MOS can be 

investigated; 

1. Effect of molecular contamination at Si/high-k dielectric interface on electrical 

performance: Even though HfOi and ZrOi have been shown to adsorb higher 

amount of moisture and organics than Si02, the actual extent of gate dielectric 

quality deterioration can be only gauged by performing electrical tests like GOI 

and TDDB. However, to do such tests, one needs to develop a reactor system 

which is capable of depositing both the high-k dielectric and meial or polysilicon 

films to reduce the parasitic influence of contaminants other than AMC from the 

atmosphere. Molecular contamination at the dielectric/polysilicon can also be 

detrimental. Hence, such a study would be very useful. 

2. Adsorption on other high-k candidates like HfSiON: Research on HfSiON as the 

alternate gate dielectric is being pursued by many semiconductor manufacturing 

companies. Presence of nitrogen in the oxide or silicate can significantly alter the 

adsorption properties. Similarly, presence of dopants may also influence 

adsorption behavior. 



Besides affecting gate dielectric quality, molecular contamination can affect 

several other areas in semiconductor processing like silicidation, contact formation, and 

photolithography. As the industry moves to low-k dielectric materials (to replace SiOi as 

the interlayer dielectric) and copper (to replace aluminum), molecular contamination can 

play a significant role in silicon integration of future devices. The low-k materials are 

expected to have a higher porosity than conventional CVD-deposited SiOi. Therefore, 

such films can adsorb higher amounts of molecular contaminants. The chemistry of the 

film itself can facilitate more adsorption. The following areas can be investigated: 

1. Adsorption of moisture on low-k materials: Adsorption of moisture can affect 

critical film properties like dielectric constant, mechanical strength and adhesion. 

Moisture easily chemisorbs on polar surfaces to form hydroxyl groups. 

Formation of hydroxyl groups is known to increase the dielectric constant. 

Moisture can also increase leakage current through the thin low-k films. As the 

semiconductor industry moves to the second generation of low-k materials, 

control of moisture contamination is vital for producing good interconnects. 

Polymeric materials like parylene-F and porous materials like nanoprorous silica 

(xerogcl) will absorb moisture to a higher extent than SiOi. The 

adsorption/desorption behavior of a variety of such materials can be studied using 

mass spectrometry. The mechanism of diffusion and permeation of moisture into 

the bulk of the film can also be studied. Removal of moisture from these films 

can be a real challenge because of their porous nature. Supercritical CO2 has been 
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used in the past in various areas to dissolve impurities. Study of removal of 

moisture from the low-k films using CO2 is also an interesting research area. 

2. Adsorption of ammonia, amines, etc: Organic contaminants can affect processes 

in photolithography. For example, it has been reported that bases like ammonia 

and amines absorbed in the low-k films may outgas during the next pattern 

development stage and adversely affect performance of chemically amplified 

resists. Therefore, the study of adsorption/desorption characteristics of such 

molccules can help designing thermal bake processes before a critical step like 

photolithography. 



APPENDIX A 

METAL-OXIDE-SILICON FIELD-EFFECT-TRANSISTOR 
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Metal-Oxide-Silicon Field-Effect-Transistor (MOSFET) 
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The bipolar transistor technology has been used all along where raw circuit speed 

is most important, for bipolar circuits remain the fastest at the individual-circuit level. 

However, the large power dissipation of bipolar circuits has severely limited their 

integration level, to about lO"* circuits per chip. This integration level is quite low by 

today's VLSI standards. In comparison, MOSFET devices have lower standby power 

dissipation. Although the MOSFET devices are slow compared to the bipolar devices, 

they have a higher layout density and are relatively simple to fabricate; the simplest 

MOSFET chip could be made using only four masks and a single doping step. The basic 

structure of a MOSFET is shown in the figure. It is a three-terminal device with the 

terminals designated as gate, source and drain. An n-channel MOSFET or nMOSFET, 

consists of a p-typc silicon substrate into which two n^ regions, the source and the drain, 

are formed. The gate electrode is made of metal or heavily doped polysilicon and is 

separated from the substrate by a thin dielectric film, called the gate dielectric. 



Thermally grown silicon dioxide (SiO:) has served as the gate dielectric sincc the 

invention of the MOSFET. The surface region under the gale oxide between the source 

and drain is called the channel region and is critical for current conduction in a MOSFET. 

When there is no voltage applied to the gate, the p-type silicon surface is in 

depletion and there is no current flow between the source and drain. When a sufficiently 

large positive voltage is applied to the gate, the silicon surface is inverted to n-type, 

which forms a conducting channel between the n"^ source and drain. If there is a voltage 

difference between them, an electron current will flow from the source to the drain. A 

MOSFET device therefore operates like a switch which is ideally suited for digital 

circuits. The major breakthrough in the level of integration came in 1963 with the 

invention of CMOS (complementary MOS). A CMOS circuit typically consists of an n-

channel MOSFET and a p-channel MOSFET connected in scries between the power 

supply terminals, so that there is negligible standby power dissipation and increase in 

operating speed. 



APPENDIX B 

ULSI TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS PROPOSED BY ITRS 
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ULSl technology requirements proposed by 2002 edition of ITRS 

Year 2001 2004 2008 2011 

Technology generation 130 nm 90 nm 60 nm 40 nm 

Gale length (nm) 90 53 35 25 

Gate dielectric leakage at 100°C 
(nA/|iin) High-performance 

10 100 1000 

Vdd(V) 1.5 1.2 0.9 0.6 

Equivalent oxide thickness (nm) 1.5-1.9 1.2-1.5 0.8-1.2 0.6-0.8 

Thickness control EOT (%3o) <± 4 < ± 4  < ± 4  < ± 4  

Sidevvall spacer (nm) 52-104 44-88 28-56 20-40 

Gate etch bias (nm) 25.2 15 10 7 

Active poly doping 3.1 X IQ^ 3.9 X 10^° 5.4 X Hp 7.3 X 10^° 

Alkali diffusion barrier layer 
thickness (nm) 

50 40 30 20 

Silicide thickness (nm) 34 25 20 15 

Drain extension (nm) 25-43 20-35 16-26 11-19 

Uniform channel concentration 
(cm'^), for Vt = 0.4 V 

0.8-1.5 El8 1.5-2.5 E18 2.5-5.0 E18 5.0-7.5 E18 

Spacer thickness, elevated 
contact (nm) 

- 15-25 10-17 7-12 

Spacer thickness, single contact 
(nm) 

- - 5-8 3-6 

Gate electrode thickness (nm) 65-130 37-74 25-50 10-15 

Contact maximum resistivity 
(Q-cm") 

4.10E-07 2.I0E-07 l . l H - 0 7  5.5E-08 

GOI defect density (cm ") 0.08 0.05 0.042 0.023 

Particle size (nm) 65 45 33 23 

Particles (cm ") 0.091 0.119 0.056 0.056 

Surface metals (atoms/cm^) < 6.0 X 10' < 2 . 9 x  1 0 ®  < 2 . 1  X 10® < 1.8 X 10® 

Organics C (atoms/cm^) 2.6 X 10" 1.5 X 10'^ 0.7 X 10" 0.7 X 10" 
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APPENDIX C 

MECHANISM OF TUNNELING IN GATE DIELECTRICS 
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Energy-band diagrams for p-type MQSCAP under different bias conditions 
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The figure shows the energy band diagrams of a p-type MOS capacitor under 

different gate bias conditions. The p-type MOS structure consists of a conducting gate 

electrode (metal or heavily doped polysilicon) on top of a thin layer of SiOa grown on a 

p-doped silicon substrate. SiOj is an insulator with a large energy gap in the range of 8-9 

eV [110]. When there is no applied voltage (Vg) between the metal and silicon, their 

Fermi levels (Ef) line up. The conduction (E, ) and valence (£, ) bands in both silicon and 

the oxide are flat as shown in part (a) of the figure. This is called the flatband condition. 

When a negative voltage is applied to the gate of the MOS capacitor, the metal 

Fermi level is raised with respect to that of silicon, which creates an electric field in the 

oxide and the silicon substrate. The Fermi level stays flat within the silicon, because 

there is no net flow of conduction current. However, the conduction and valence bands 

in the substrate bend upward toward the oxide interface. Excess holes in the silicon 

substrate are attracted towards the surface by the negative gate voltage. The MOS 

capacitor is said to be in accumulation. When a positive voltage is applied to the gate, 

the metal Fermi level moves downward, that creates an oxide field in the opposite 

direction. Bands in silicon bend downward toward the surface in this depletion 

condition. Hole concentration at the surface is lower than the bulk. One can think of the 

holes as being repelled from the surface by the positive gate voltage. As the positive 

voltage increases, the band bending also increases, resulting in a wider and more negative 

depletion charge. This goes on until all the holes are depleted from the surface and the 

surface potential is such that it is energetically favorable for electrons to populate the 

conduction band. This condition is called as inversion. 
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Electrons from the silicon substrate cannot flow into the gate due to the forbidden 

energy gap of the dielectric (insulating) layer. However, when a large inverting (positive 

for a p-type MOS) voltage is applied to the gate, electrons in the strongly inverted surface 

can jump into or through the oxide layer and give rise to a gate current. Similarly, if a 

large negative gate voltage is applied, electrons from the gate can cross the oxide and 

give rise to a gate current. This process is called tunneling and is illustrated in the next 

figure. Fowler-Nordheim tunneling occurs when electrons tunnel into the conduction 

band of the oxide layer. Part (a) of the next figure depicts Fowler-Nordheim tunneling of 

electrons from the surface inversion layer. The tunneling current density is given by 

where, A and b are constants related to the metal work functions and ^ox is the oxide 

electric field, which is related to the oxide voltage drop {Vox) and oxide thickness as 

At an oxide field of 8 MV/cm, the measured Fowler-Nordheim tunneling current 

density is reported to be about 5 x 10"' A/cnr for thermally grown Si02 [110]. From the 

above equations it can be seen that the Fowler-Nordheim tunneling current increases 

exponentially with decreasing oxide thickness. Hence, if the gate voltage is not scaled 

J FN *exp(-/j/<^„/) 
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down, the tunneling current can be expected to increase tremendously with thinner gate 

oxides in devices of the future generation. 

If the oxide layer is very thin, say 4 nin or less, then instead of tunneling into the 

conduction band of the SiOa layer, electrons from the inverted surface silicon layer can 

tunnel directly through the forbidden energy gap of the SiOa layer f 110]. This 

mechanism of direct tunneling is illustrated in part (b) of the figure. There is no simple 

dependence of the direct tunneling density on voltage or electric field. Direct tunneling 

can be very large for thin oxide layers and therefore is of great concern in MOSFETs of 

very small dimensions, where the gate oxide layers can be as thin as 20 A. 



APPENDIX D 

PCOMP SOURCE CODES FOR INPUT INTO EASYFIT 



D1 

HF02-H20-56PPB-30C 

C 
C Problem; HF02-H20-56PPB-30C 
C Date: 09/10/2002 
C Adsorption of 56 ppb moisture on Hf02 
C 
c 
* REAL CONSTANT 

A = 3700 
V = 888 
tau = 2.96 
Xo= l.OE+15 
Cgs = 55.9 
Cgin = 0.001 
SCI = 2.46E+10 

C 
C 
C A = surface area of reactor + wafers in cm'^2 
C V = volume of reactor in cm^3 
C tau = residence time through reactor in hours 
C XO = surface site density (#/cm'^2) 
C Cgs = challenge gas moisture concentration in parts per billion (ppb) 
C Cgin = moisture concentration in nitrogen purge (ppb) 
C SCI = conversion factor (molecules/cc per ppb) 
C 
C - Independent variables in the following order: 
C 1. parameters to be estimated (x) 
C 2. concentration variable, if exists (c) 
C 3. time variable (t) 
C 
c 
* VARIABLE 

kaO, kdO. kal,kdl,XO 
X, S 
Cg, t 

c 
c 
C kaO = surface chemisorption rate constant (1/ppb-min) 
C kdO = desorption rate constant of chemisorbed hydroxyl groups (l/min) 
C kal = higher layer moisture physisorption rate constant (1/ppb-min) 
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C kdl = higher layer physisorbed moisture desorption rate constant (1/min) 
C XO = vacant site density at lime t = 0 
C X = normalized vacant site density 
C S = normalized physisorbed moisture concentration 
C Cg = normalized gas-phase concentration 
C t = normalized time variable 
C 
C Differential equations defining solution of problem 
C 
* FUNCTION X_t 

X_t = 2*kdO*tau*(l-X) - 2*kaO*tau*Cg*Cgs*(X**2) 
C 
* FUNCTION S_t 

S_t = kal*tau*Cg*Cgs*(l-X) - kdl*tau*S 
C 
* FUNCTION Cg_t 

Cg_t = Cgin - Cg - (A*Xo/(V*Cgs*SCl))*(S_t -(0.5*X_t)) 
C 
C 
C Initial values - initial moisture loading 
C 
* FUNCTION XJ) 

X_0 = XO 
C 
* FUNCTION S_0 

S_0 = 0.2 - 0.5*(1-X_0) 
C 
* FUNCTION Cg_0 

Cg_0= 1.0 
C 
C 
C XO, the vacant site density at the start of desorption is an unknown parameter 
C The second initial condition is from mass balance for moisture loading 
C Initial value of Cg (nomialized) is 1.0 
C 
C 
C Fitting Criteria 
C 
* FUNCTION Cg_fit 

Cg_fit = Cg 
c 
c --
* END 
C 
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D2 

HF02-IPA- 107PPB-30C 

C 
C Problem: HF02-IPA-107PPB-30C 
C Date: 09/11/2002 
C Adsorption of 107 ppb IPA on Hf02 
C 
c 
* REAL CONSTANT 

A = 3700 
V = 888 
tau = 1.482 
Xo= l.OE+15 
Cgs= 106.8 
Cgin = 0.001 
SCI = 2.46E+10 

C 
c 
C A = surface area of reactor + wafers in cm'^2 
C V = volume of reactor in cm'^3 
C tau = residence time through reactor in hours 
C XO = surface site density (#/cm'^2) 
C Cgs = challenge gas IPA concentration in parts per billion (ppb) 
C Cgin = IPA concentration in nitrogen purge (ppb) 
C SCI = conversion factor (molecules/cc per ppb) 
C 
C - Independent variables in the following order: 
C 1. parameters to be estimated (x) 
C 2. concentration variable, if exists (c) 
C 3. time variable (t) 
C 
C 
* VARIABLE 

ka2. kd2, ka3, kd3, XO 
X, S 
Cg, t 

c 
c 
C ka2 = surface physisorption rate constant (1/ppb-min) 
C kd2 = desorption rate constant of physisorbed IPA (B) (1/min ) 
C ka3 = higher layer IPA physisorption rate constant (1/ppb-min) 
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C kd3 = higher layer physisorbed IPA desorption rate constant (1/min) 
C XO = vacant site density at time t = 0 
C X = normalized vacant site density 
C S = normalized physisorbed IPA concentration 
C Cg = normalized gas-phase concentration 
C t = normalized time variable 
C 
C Differential equations defining solution of problem 
C 
* FUNCTION X_t 

X_t = kd2*tau*(l-X) - ka2*tau*Cg*Cgs*(X) 
C 
* FUNCTION S_t 

S_t = ka3*tau*Cg*Cgs*(l-X) - kd3*tau*S 
C 
* FUNCTION Cg_t 

CgJ = Cgin - Cg - (A*Xo/(V*Cgs*SCl))*(S_t - X_t)) 
C 
c 
C Initial values - initial moisture loading 
C 
* FUNCTION X_0 

X_0 = XO 
C 
* FUNCTION S_0 

S_0 = 0.13-(l-X_0) 
C 
* FUNCTION Cg_0 

Cg_0=1.0 
C 
c 
C XO, the vacant site density at the start of desorption is an unknown parameter 
C The second initial condition is from mass balance for IPA loading 
C Initial value of Cg (normalized) is 1.0 
C 
C 
C Fitting Criteria 
C 
* FUNCTION Cg_fit 

Cg_fit = Cg 
C 
c 
* END 
C 



D3 

ZR02-HIGH-C0NC-24-DES 

C 
C Problem: ZR02-I1IGH-C0NC-24-DES 
C Date: 12/21/2002 
C Desorption Model for high conccnlration (0.3 %) moisture on Zr02 for theta > 3 
C 
C Independent variables in the following order: 
C 1. p^irameters to be estimated (x) 
C 2. variables identifying solution of ordinary 
C differential equations (y) 
C 3. concentration variable, if exists (c) 
C 4. time variable (t) 
C 
C 
* VARIABLE 

kdl, kd2. theta, t 
C 
C kdl, kd2 (1/min) are adsorption rate constants 
C theta is normalized surface concentration (Cs/1 .OE15) 
C t is time variable in minutes 
C 
C - Functions defining right-hand side of system of ordinary differential equations 
C 
* FUNCTION theta_t 

theta_t = - (kdl + (kd2-kdl)*(theta/(theta+l)))*theta 
C 
C - Initial values for solving systems of ordinary differential equations (t=0): 
C 
C 
* FUNCTION thetaj) 

theta_0 = 12.3 
C 
C - Fitting criteria: 
C 
* FUNCTION theta_fit 

theta_fit = theta 
C 
* END 
C 
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D4 

ZR02-H1GH-C0NC-24-ADS 

C 
C Problem: ZR02-H1GH-C0NC-24-ADS 
C Date: 12/21/2002 
C Desorption Model for high concentration (0.3 %) moisture on Zr02 for theta > 3 
C 
C Independent variables in the following order: 
C 1. parameters to be estimated (x) 
C 2. variables identifying solution of ordinary 
C differential equations (y) 
C 3. concentration variable, if exists (c) 
C 4. time variable (t) 
C 
* VARIABLE 

kal. ka2, kdl. kd2, theta, Cg, t 
C 
C kal, ka2 (cm/niin) and kdl. kd2 (l/min) are adsorption and desorption rate constants 
C theta is normalized surface concentration (Cs/1 .OE15) 
C t is time variable in minutes 
C 
C - Functions defining right-hand side of system of ordinary differential equations 
C 
* FUNCTION theta_t 

theta_t = (kal + (ka2-ka 1 )*(theta/(theta+1))* Cg/1 .OE 15 -
/ (kd 1 +(kd 2-kd 1) * (theta/( t het a+1))) * t heta 

C 
C - Initial values for solving systems of ordinary differential equations (t=0): 
C 
* FUNCTION theta_0 

theta_0 = 0.0 
C 
C - Fitting criteria: 
C 
* FUNCTION theta_fit 

theta_fit = theta 
* FUNCTION Cg_fit 

Cg_fit = Cg 
C 
* END 



APPENDIX E 

NUMERICAL RESULTS FROM EASY-FIT 
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El 

EASYFJT HF02-H20-56PPB-30C w-sep-02 

Ordinary Differential Equation 

General Infomiation 
Information 
Model Name ODE 
Project Number 
Measurement Set Cs 
User Name Schittkowski 
Date 09/10/2002 
Memo 

Model Data 
Number of Variables 5 
Number of Constraints 1 
Number of Equality Constraints 0 
Number of Differential Equations 3 
Number of Measurements Sets 1 
Number of Time Values 33 
Number of Concentration Values 0 
Residual Norm L2 

Optimization Variables 

name lower init Upper Final 

kaO 0 2.0E-05 1.0 1.77E-05 

kdO 0 0.001 0.1 4.0E-05 

kal 0.01 0.1 1.0 0.14 

kdl 1.0 5.0 100 13.42 

XO 0.5 0.8 1.0 0.8252 

User: Schittkowski Page 1 
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EASY FIT HFO2-mO-56PPB-30C IO-Sep-02 

Parameter Estimation Data (vlM): 

time conc meas data function value error (%) 

0 0 1 1 0 
1.021 0 0.94 0.888 -5.46 
1.522 0 0.88 0.879 -0.08 
2.023 0 0.85 0.870 2.37 
3.527 0 0.80 0.843 5.46 
5.545 0 0.762 0.810 6.37 
6.046 0 0.746 0.803 7.61 
8.553 0 0.728 0.765 5.19 
1 ] .56 0 0.72 0.725 0.78 
14.06 0 0.705 0.695 -1.39 
15.07 0 0.698 0.683 -2.05 
16.07 0 0.689 0.672 -2.39 
20.08 0 0.658 0.631 -4.08 
22.08 0 0.637 0.612 -3.89 
23.09 • 0 0.625 0.603 -3.5 
25.09 0 0.612 0.585 -4.3 
29.60 0 0.577 0.549 -4.74 
32.61 0 0.561 0.527 -5.92 
34.61 0 0.538 0.514 -4.46 
39.63 0 0.509 0.482 -5.25 
47.15 0 0.457 0.440 -3.59 
57.17 0 0.411 0.393 -4.19 
67.7 0 0.368 0.352 -4.12 
81.73 0 0.318 0.308 -3.14 
100.8 0 0.277 0.26 -6.14 
122.3 0 0.245 0.218 -10.99 
150.4 0 0.212 0.176 -16.6 
170.4 0 0.183 0.153 -15.95 
195 0 0.163 0.131 -19.65 

250.1 0 0.136 0.094 -30.67 
290.7 0 0.117 0.075 -35.18 
387 0 0.095 0.048 -48.81 
428 0 0.084 0.041 -50.67 

Weight 

User: Schittkowski Page 2 
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EASY FIT ' HF02-H20-56PPB-30C lO-Sep-02 

User-Defined Parameters: 

Parameter Estimation Method DFNLP 
Maximum Number of Iterations 201 
Maximum Number of Function Call 20 
Print Flag (0/1/2/3/...) 2 
Termination Accuracy 1 .OOE-07 
First Optimization Tolerance l.OOE-01 
Second Optimization Tolerance l.OOE-01 
ODE-Solver RADAU5 
Usage of Derivatives for ODE-Solver 4 
Accuracy for Gradient Approximation 6 
Bandwidth for Jacobian of Right-Hand Side 0 
Absolute Error Tolerance for ODE-Solver l.OOE-07 
Relative Error Tolerance for ODE-Solver 1 .OOE-06 
Initial Stepsize 1.00E-04 
Scaling Method : 0 

Numerical Results: 

Termination Reason 0 
Number of Function Evaluations 28 . 
Number of Gradient Evaluations 4 
Number of ODE-Function Calls 9790 
Number of ODE-Gradient Calls 878 
Final Residual Value (scaled) 3.43E-02 
Sum of Constraint Violations 0 
Calculation Time 0 h: 0 min: 91 sec 

User: Schittkowski Page 3 
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E2 

HF02-IPA- 107PPB-30C 

Ordinary Differential Equation 

General Information 
Information 
Model Name ODE 
Project Number 
Measurement Set Cs 
User Name Schittkowski 
Date 09/11/2002 
Memo 

Model Data 
Number of Variables 5 
Number of Constraints 1 
Number of Equality Constraints 0 
Number of Differential Equations 3 
Number of Measurements Sets 1 
Number of Time Values 33 
Number of Concentration Values 0 
Residual Norm L2 

Optimization Variables 

name Lower init Upper Final 

ka2 0 2.0E-05 1.0 0.02 

kd2 0 0.001 0.1 0.3 

ka3 0.01 0.1 1.0 0.0426 

kd3 0.000001 0.1 1 0.0001 

XO 0.5 0.8 1.0 0.87 

User: Schittkowski Page 1 
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EASY FIT ' HF02-IPA-107PPB-30C ll-Sep-02 

Parameter Estimation Data (v 1 I vl): 

time conc meas data function value error (%) 

0 0 1 1 0 
1.248 0 0.939 0.8623 -8.17 
2.485 0 0.803 0.7752 -3.46 
3.734 0 0.684 0.7024 2.69 
4.982 0 0.588 0.6413 9.06 
6.23 0 0.531 0.5893 10.98 

7.467 0 0.499 0.545 9.21 
8.716 0 0.474 0.5061 6.77 
9.964 0 0.449 0.4721 5.14 
11.20 0 0.43 0.4423 2.86 
12.45 0 0.408 0.4156 1.87 
13.69 0 0.389 0.392 0.76 
14.94 0 0.373 0.3705 -0.68 
16.18 0 0.358 0.3511 -1.93 
17.43 0 0.343 0.3355 -2.77 
19.92 0 0.318 0.3029 -4.74 
22.40 0 0.293 0.2772 -5.4 
24.89 0 0.273 0.2552 -6.54 
27.38 0 0.258 0.2361 -8.5 
31.08 0 0.233 0.2122 -8.93 
34.81 0 0.214 0.1923 -10.15 
38.54 0 0.198 0.1755 -11.37 
42.27 0 0.183 0.1612 -11.92 

46 0 0.169 0.1489 -11.89 
53.49 0 0.148 0.1287 -13.02 
67.17 0 0.121 0.1025 -15.32 
75.86 0 0.107 0.0903 -15.52 
80.81 0 0.101 0.0846 -16.24 
84.54 0 0.097 0.0806 -16.83 
115.6 0 0.072 0.0577 -19.78 
137.9 0 0.062 0.0478 -22.90 
155.3 0 0.052 0.0421 -18.88 
197.6 0 0.042 0.0331 -21.07 

Weight 

User: Schittkowski Page 2 
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EASY FIT HF02-1PA-107PPB-30C ll-Sep-02 

User-Defined Parameters: 

Paiameter Estimation Method DFNLP 
Maximum Number of Iterations 197 
Maximum Number of Function Call 23 
Print Flag (0/1/2/3/...) 2 
Termination Accuracy l.OOE-07 
First Optimization Tolerance l.OOE-01 
Second Optimization Tolerance 1 .OOE-01 
ODE-Solver RADAU5 
Usage of Derivatives for ODE-Solver 4 
Accuracy for Gradient Approximation 6 
Bandwidth for Jacobian of Right-Hand Side 0 
Absolute Error Tolerance for ODE-Solver 1 .OOE-07 
Relative Error Tolerance for ODE-Solver 1 .OOE-06 
Initial Stepsize 1 .OOE-04 
Scaling Method 0 

Numerical Results: 

Termination Reason : 0 
Number of Function Evaluations 25 
Number of Gradient Evaluations 4 
Number of ODE-Function Calls 5770 
Number of ODE-Gradient Calls 803 
Final Residual Value (scaled) 1.25E-01 
Sum of Constraint Violations 0 
Calculation Time 0 h: 0 min: 81 sec 

User: Schittkowski Page 3 
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E3 

EASY FIT ZR02-HIGH-C0NC-24-DES 2i -Dec-02 

Ordinary Differential Equation 

General Information 
Model Name 
Measurement Set_ 
User Name 
Date , 

ODE 
-Cs 
_ Schittkowski 

12/21/2002 

Model Data 
Number ofVariables 
Number of Constraints 
Number of Equality Constraints 
Number of Differential Equations, 
Number of Measurements Sets 
Number of Time Values 
Number of Concentration Values. 
Residual Nonn 

. 2  

0 
0 

. 1 

1 
23 
0 
L2 

Optimization Variables 

name 

kdl 

kd2 

lower 

0 

0 

init 

0.001 

0.001 

upper 

1.0 

1.0 

final 

0.00015 

0.1088 

Parameter Estimation Data (vUvl): 

time conc meas data function value error (%) 

0 0 12.3 12.3 0 

0.2 0 12.1 12.06 -0.37 

0.5 0 11.9 11.7 -1.7 

1 0 10.89 11.13 -2.17 

2 0 9.672 9.128 -4.15 

3 0 8.521 8.28 -7.13 

Weight 

User: Schittkowski Page 1 
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EASY Fir ZR02-HIGH-C0NC-24-DES 

4 0 7.712 8.28 7.36 

5 0 7.21 7.518 4.27 

6 0 6.40 6.833 6.76 

7 0 5.52 6.218 6.65 

8 0 5.31 5.665 6.68 

10 0 4.62 4.721 2.18 

12 0 3.92 3.956 .91 

13 0 2.91 3.629 24.72 

15 0 2.409 3.07 27.43 

18 0 1.9 2.418 27.26 

23 0 1.421 1.681 18.33 

28 0 1.12 1.221 9 

33 0 0.9372 .9227 -1.55 

43 0 0.781! 0.5831 -25.35 

53 0 0.6211 0.4082 -34.27 

63 0 0.51 0.307 -39.8 

83 0 0.39 0.1994 -48.86 

User-DeFined Parameters: 
Parameter Estimation Method DFNLP 
Maximum Number of Iterations 100 
Maximum Number of Function Call 20 
Print Flag (0/1/2/3/...) 2 
Termination Accuracy 1 .OOE-07 
First Optimization Tolerance l.OOE-01 
Second Optimization Tolerance 2.00E+00 
ODE-Solver RADAU5 
Usage of Derivatives for ODE-Solver 1 
Accuracy for Gradient Approximation 5 
Bandwidth for Jacobian of Right-Hand Side 0 
Absolute Error Tolerance for ODE-Solver 1 .OOE-07 
Relative Error Tolerance for ODE-Solver 1 .OOE-07 
Initial Stepsize l.OOE-04 
Scaling Method_ 0 

21-Dec-02 

User: Schittkowski Page 2 
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EASY FIT ZR02-HIGH-C0NC-24-DES 21-Dec-02 

Numerical Results: 

Termination Reason 
Number of Function Evaluations 
Number of Gradient Evaluations. 
Number of ODE-Function Calls_ 
Number of ODE-Gradient Calls_ 
Final Residual Value (scaled) 
Sum of Constraint Violations 
Calculation Time 

. 0  

4 
1 

.2072 
,64 
_ 2.9800E+00 
_0.0000E+00 

0 h: 0 min; 6 sec 

User: Schittkowski Page 3 
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E4 

EASY FIT ZR02-H1GH-C0NC-24-ADS 21-Dec-02 

Ordinary Differential Equation 

General Information 
Model Name ODE 
Measurement Set Cs 
User Name Schittkowski 
Date 12/21/2002 

Model Data 
Number of Variables 4 
Number of Constraints 0 
Number of Equality Constraints 0 
Number of Differential Equations 1 
Number of Measurements Sets 1 
Number of Time Values 25 
Number of Concentration Values 0 
Residual Norm L2 

Optimization Variables 

name lower init Upper final 

kal 0 0.001 1.0 0.0065 

ka2 0 0.001 1.0 0.017 

kdl 0 0.001 1.0 0.00015 

kd2 0 0.001 1.0 0.1088 

Parameter Estimation Data (vlly]): 

time cone meas data function value error {%) Weight 

0 0 0 0 0 1 

0.1 0 0.0492 0.04988 1.38 1 

0.2 0 0.0912 0.1033 13.31 1 

0.5 0 0.278 0.2834 1.93 1 

User: Schittkowski Page I 
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EASY FIT ' ZR02-HIGH-C0NC-24-ADS 21-Dec-()2 

1 0 0.5721 0.6356 11.11 

1.5 0 0.821 1.031 25.52 

2 0 1.22 1.448 18.66 

2.5 0 1.608 1.874 16.52 

3 0 2.023 2.3 13.68 

4 0 2.8912 3.132 8.31 

4.5 0 3.25 3.532 8.66 

5.5 0 3.921 4.293 9.48 

6.5 0 4.612 4.998 8.37 

7.5 0 5.321 5.647 6.13 

9.5 0 6.32 6.784 7.34 

11.5 0 7.325 7.728 5.5 

13.5 0 8.821 8.506 -3.57 

15.5 0 9.123 9.146 0.25 

17.5 0 9.732 9.671 -0.63 

21.5 0 10.342 10.45 1.05 

26.5 0 10.983 11.07 0.8 

31.5 0 11.321 11.44 1.09 

35 0 11.8 11.61 -1.59 

40 0 12 11.77 -1.93 

50 0 12.3 11.92 -3.1 

User-Defined Parameters: 
Parameter Estimation Method DFNLP 
Maximum Number of Iterations 100 
Maximum Number of Function Call 20 
Print Flag (0/1/2/3/...) 2 
Termination Accuracy 1 .OOE-07 
First Optimization Tolerance l.OOE-01 
Second Optimization Tolerance 2.00E+00 
ODE-Solver RADAU5 
Usage of Derivatives for ODE-Solver 1 
Accuracy for Gradient Approximation 6 

User: Schittkowski Page 2 
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EASY FIT ZR02-H1GH-C0NC-24-ADS 21-Dec-02 

Bandwidth for Jacobian of Right-Hand Side 0 
Absolute Error Tolerance for ODE-Solver 1 .OOE-07 
Relative Error Tolerance for ODE-Solver 1 .OOE-07 
Initial Stepsize 1 .OOE-04 
Scaling Method 0 

Numerical Results: 
Termination Reason 0 
Number of Function Evaluations 6 
Number of Gradient Evaluations 1 
Number of ODE-Function Calls 2184 
Number of ODE-Gradient Calls 114 
Final Residual Value (scaled) 1.5300E+00 
Sum of Constraint Violations OOOE-i-00 
Calculation Time 0 h; 0 min: 6 sec 

User: Schittkowski Page 3 
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